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In the absence of sight and hearing, the sense of touch
becomeS'Iche only viable link between a deaf-blind person.
and other human beings. The world contracts to the length
of ore's arm and touch becomes the conveyor of our feeling
of re lity and living warmth. Thus, to the isolated deaf-
blind person, communication in itself is the most fulfill-
ing recreation."

Dr. Richard Kinney, 1975
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_ PREFACE

In contrast to mankind's past history, modern society-
has more time, energy and resources to pursue goals that ate
non-vocational in nature. Whereas major concerns have tradi-
ttonallY been related to job, income and surviN,al, man's
future now appears more related to expending time and energy
towards solving problems dealing with leisure and improving
interhuman relationships. One implication of this trend is
that the structuring of leisure towards maximum human satis-
faction will most likely become a major goal of the school's
curriculum _ atudents. Already, concern for all individ-
uals havin., she right to "fall" participation for and partici-
pation in society is being advocated by special educators in
their work with the handicapped. Special educators are now
beginning to recognize that- recreation and leisure should
part of a 'total' curriculum, that recreation outcomes comple-
ment education outcomes, and that a relevant education must
truly consider the lifespan needs of students. Related to such
efforts\has been a particular movement nationwide, to meet the
recreation and leisure needs of the more severely handicapped,
namely the deaf-blind. This movement is in recognition that
severely or multi-impaired persons require very specific
intervention mit.ki extensive opportunities over time to develop
competenci s in any area of learning, including use of thei,r'
leisure time. To increase training and service efforts /for
such individuals, a National Institute on Program Development
and Training in Recreation for Deaf-Blind Children, Youth and
Adults was held at the University of Icwa during the Spring of
1974 A major purpose of he institute was to stimulate simi-
lar efforts on a,regional 3asis that were being first proposed
at the national meeting. In harmony with the goals set at the
Institute, the Northwest i.egional Conference was also dedicated
to increasing the contribition that recreation and leisure
participation makes to set-realization for the individual
who is deafiaind, as well -4STIEceontribution that recreation
makes to the education and habilitation of such persons.
Specifically, this conference was set forth to accomplish the

following objectives:
1. Establish a philosophical position on Integrating

.education and recreation within the school curriculum.
2. Communicate methods fur developing and implementing

inter-disciplinary and interagency programs in rec-
reation for the deaf-blind.

3. Demonstrate diagnostic, prescriptive models of instruc-
tion appropriate for use in recreation.

4. Develop a beginning resource of instructional ideas
on recreation for deaf-blind for use by both pro-
fessionals and parents.

4. Pac-timtate sharing of resources through increased
interaction between regional professionals engaged
.in pi.ograms serving deaf-blind persons.

ThiS conference and this-monograph, which reports the
proceedings of the northwest regional meeting, were completely
underwritten by the Northwest Regional Center for Deaf-Blind



and brought together nearly one hundred participants from the
states of Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington. In

keeping with the conference objectives, the mean participants
were teachers and aides'directly working with the deaf-blind.
In addition, professionals in specialized recreation and
education and selected university students-from both fields
were invited to participate. Funding by the Northwest Regional
Center also made it possible to involve twenty-five presentors
representing ly*:al, state and,or national levels, well known
for their contributions in special education or recreatior for
the handicapped. :he proceedings were submitted in writing by
the presentors dad funding also provided by the regional center
for editing, typing and printing of all materials. The editor
has taken the liberty of editing all papers and the taped
presentation by Dr. Kinney to provide the reader with a conti-
nuity of purpose, while at the same time honoring the excellent
contributions made by all presentors. Full respons.ihility for
this monograph rests with the editor.

The success of such a conference can be at'cibuted to the
unselfish giving of many individuals. The Conference Planning
Committee is recognized for its excellent efforts and extensive
time devoted to botn plhnning and implementation. Particular.

/

---"Sppreciation should be acknowledged to Sue Wapnick who served'
as administrative assistant and conference registrar and pro-
vided invaluable assi-tance through all stages leading to
the culmination of both the conference and the monograph.
Special appreciation is also extended to the presentors for
their outstdOing contributions, to Bonnie Denny for typing
thii working drafts, to graduate students in special education
at Portland State University for their assistance in providing
travel arrangements, and especially to all the participants
who contributed and shared substantially to the growing aware-
neeso-f--4hcimport-ttnee of iecreation and --ei.Alre for the dc
blind. Acknowledgements are due Dick Ferris and Ron Nolan who
photographed conference proceedings and enabled us to produce
'a more personal and interesting publication.

,Finally, I wish to identify Mr. Jack Sweetserf, Mr. Gordon
Howard and Dr. Richard Kinney for their unique contributions.
Jack Sweetser, serving as Cirector of the NorthwW. Regional
Center for Deaf-Blind, was the catalyst in helping initiate
the conference, assisted in planning, and coordinated all
funding arrangements. Gordon Howard, serving as Project
Coordinator (USOE-BEH) for Deaf-Blind at the University of
Iowa,brought a national perspective to Oregon and provided
excellent leadership support during the conference. Dr.

Richard Kinney, President of The Hadley School for the Blind,
gave an inspiring keynote address that generated much interest
and enthusiasm and served as a guiding light during subsequent
conference meetings. _

In conclusion, the excellence of the papers and the
quality of the interactions attest to the importance givel to
this conference by all those who attended It is hoped that
these published proceedings will serve to stimulate additional
activity, both service and training, in meeting the recreation
and leisure needs of deaf-blind children, youth and adults.

Steve A. Brannan



COMMUNICATION "IS" RECREATION

Dr. Richard-Kinney, President, The Hadley
School for the Blind, Winnetka, Illinois

I am truly delighted to be with you here participating
in your recreational work, or should we say in your working
recreation. In either case, the United States is the only
country In the world where'the work ethic could combine with
the play ethic to produce -a gourmet dinner followed by a dis-,
sertation for dessert. ,As a boy I always wanted to take the
Oregon Trail and now here I am in Oregon. True, I came out
by jet rather than by prairie schooner, but I think we are
pioneering. here today just as much as the pioneers of the old
wagon days. I have with me my notes on two small braille
pages, but don't get your hopes up, they are hourly notes.
Dr. Brannan has been writing me to talk with you about per-
sonal and professional reflections on the value of recreation
for deat-blind persons. Now personal and professional; that
covers a great deal of scope. The professional speaker can
usually contend with the clock, but when he gets into personal
things, something about his,-wn life, you may Reed a calendar.
I'll try to stick to the clock.

Let's begin first of all by considering that word life-
span. I am so pleased that you are viewing recreation from
the very young person to thesenior citizen. After all, deaf-
blind children do grow up to become adults and, hopefully, all
of us here at this meeting will endure long enough to reach
our second childhood. Therefore, we have the whole span of
years to consider, but before I go into the age bracket con-
cept, let me make one parti.cular point which I consider of
special importance. The point is simply that communication
itself is recreation for a deaf-blind person. Let me explain
that further. When you come right down to it, people who are
deaf-blind, and it doesn't matter what the age may be, have
essentially only one problem. They do not see and they do
not hear. This means that the two primary distance perceptors
are out of action. It is as if the computer were not operating
with full input. Yet the point I would like to bring out is
that these senses, the physical senses, are simply the channels
by which the mind observes the world. It is the mind behind
the senses that really is the person. When sight and hearing
are both gone, the world contracts to the length of one's arm,
and touch becomes the primary channel of observation, of com-
munication. That is why I have distributed and you will re-
ceive a copy if you haven't already, my phamphlet called Touch
Limmunication. The deaf-blind person knows the world through
the sense of touch. Fortunately, this touch is our most pri-
mordial sense and the most basic. You can live without sight,
you can live without hearing, but just try, just imagine life
without being able to sense the physical world about you by
touch; the sense that gives the world reality. Think of
walking across the floor you couldn't feel beneath you--or
picking up a spoon you couldn't feel in you hand--or trying
to get a sense of human warmth with other persons whom perhaps
you could see and hear but could never touch. So if we do
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have only one sense left, we are fortunate that touch is the

most indestructable. Yet because touch limits the environment

to the length of our awn arw, the deaf-blind person finds him-

self cut off from a high percentage of all the data that other

people take for granted. ee might, from what he can feel, by

Inference draw conclusions regardiny what is happening beyond

the length of his own arm. That is, r.e might be a walking,

talking Sherlock Holmes. The. greatest thing that can help

him is to borrow the eyes and ears of other human beings who

are willing to put their observations to use and transmit them

to him through the sense that remains: that indestructable

and valuable sense of touch. -In- the booklet which you are

receiving, I have outlined a great number of ways in which such

input can be used most effectively and rapidly. Femember, once

the mind behind your senses has been educated, once it is well

filled with data, then it can function on its own. By inter-

preting fresh data from day to day, reflecting I06n the know-

ledge already stored up in that mind, it can operate indepen-

dently. Sense is really the central message that I'm always
advocating where ever'I go.

Our challenge in special education is to reach the
unhandicapped mind behind the handicapped senses. All this
sounds terribly earnest and that is exactly why I am so
pleased that you are putting the accent at this conference on
recreation. If I had my way we would revise the pronunciation
of recreation and say it is re-creation. After all, what we

are doing in recreation is to re-create the world with a sense

of,imagination. We are adding an element of joy, a little bit
oelet's pretend, games, activities, and things that are
pleasurable and releasing in themselves. We are, in a sense

combining joy and growth; re-creation. Communication to a
deaf-blind person is one of the most joyous and releasing
activities in which he can engage. I 1.now deaf-blind people

who Fonsider simply sitting down and chatting with someone who

enjoys talking with thew as one of the happiest events of the

day. that is when you get the input on current things that
may no' otherwise be received. The isolation broken.,

4 11, let's shift now to the age-span idea. Factual of

course someone once said to me, "Haven't you bee.: deaf-blind

all yo r life?" and I replied, "Not yet." But actually of

course, as Madge Leslie has told you, I didn't lose my sight

untiliage seven nor my hearing 'til age_Wenty. I am one of

the fOrtunate ones who, for example, didn't need to learn,to

,speakifrom the beginning. I had a problem only in keeping on
Njlking after 1 became deaf, and this has been no problem,
whatever as you are already beginning to suspect. But let's

look at the deaf-blind child. Ithink that one of the most
happy memories in my own life as a little boy is playing with
clay, just plain old modeling clay. I remember sitting at a

pool table when I was a little chap; a pool table because the
rim on the tabl-_ kept the clay from repetedly falling on the

floor. I remember making round balls, and squares; all kinds

of figures. Sometimes I would put them in armies and have them

engage in mock baitles with each other--Or I would shape them

into boats and pull them across the pool table in mock races --

, Or I would simply smash the clay and knead it. You know,

working with clay gives the little child the sense Of operating

on material rather than being manipulated by others. Its a

C,4
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wonderful releaser of imagination and I can't recommend it too

highly. Of course any child can gain benefits from clay. This

brings to mind my boy Clark, who, is blonds blue-eyed, athletiC,
,totally tin-handieapped. i''remember that when Clark was just
two or three years old, playing with modeling clay was one of
our first jo'bi4- activities. I would model .t rabbit for instance

and then let Clark put on the tail. Or if I made an elephant,
Clark would put on the ears. ;1-adually he put_more and more of
these animals together until in the end he was making animals
that were unfamiliar to me. Now, art is said to be his strong;

est sUb ct in school and of course his dad takes a little
credit tor this in getting him started;

I've also been remembering stuffed animals. We all know
about the well-known security blanket, but I think stuffed
animals are even better friends. I know that-Clark, as a very
little boy', worked up a collectioliAaf about 2f different

stuffed animals. That is, in part I think, so that he could
show them to me and we could then play with them together.
however, the deaf-blind child especially enjoys stuffed ani-
mals if they have a cuddly, soft, appealing, touch. lie can

take the animals to bed with him at night. They give him a
sense of security, objects which he sees again and again, that
he can take with him where ever he goes. Later as he matures,

he cam become acquainted with live pets. Not too soon, for
we know how children can be rough jn animals. Yet, somewhere
Along the line a pet becomes a wonderful recreational asset to
any deaf-blind person. The pet, if the deaf-blind person is
really his master. is fed by hiM, taken care of by him, and
becomes something that relies on the deaf-blind person. This
is important since the.deaf-blind person so often must rely on
others for protection and help. This gives him an idea of a
two way street. Live pets are marvelous.

'nother toy for a small deaf-blind child is something that
vibrates. I rcrember I always liked drums. You can feel the
eoverentsii you tvutni the membrane, but you can also feel them

to the air. Two weeks ago in Saudi Arabia, an orchestra of
Llind children played for me when I visited their school. Now
of course I couldn't understand the music, but I could feel
the eibritions of the drums and some of the other instruments.
And in order to let the children know I Was Appreciating their

iT,usic, I clapped ry Lavas in accompaniment to their rhythm.
II know that as a deaf-blind adult I still enjoy putting my
hand on a stereo or radio receiver and feeling the beat of the
rhythm. we have a teacher at the Hadley School for the Blind
who is totally deaf-blind, but who likes,to play the piano.
She tells me It is the sense of the vibrations, the muscular
pattern of the finger exercises and movements. and the pleasure
of entertaining others that appeal to her. I think the way to

cultivate such things early is through percussion or vibrating
instruments, no matter how simple, even if it's clicking two
sticks together.

Let's go on a little further. The child begins to grow
up. Somewhere along the line games come into the picture.
I owe a great deal to games, because they form a link with
others in social activities. When I lived alone in my own
apartment, friends who came to visit me most often were those
who shared an interest in a particular game, such as chess
for example. I'm still a member of a Chicago-Chess Club-that

11 1 C



in,A.ades familiar papers. college professors, and
tro1 e5 of All %ands one of ry more treasured ;ref.-

.t a 4Mt Wtth F' Ascher once wrcii 1,0
,,,!, L Cacnic ;*1_11. never ,iodertItand.

tX11. P+a 1A14, it reler(e ;i: ftrr.
01 wcn, !ort.,-zec;nd

--111 1_, t ,,t all leaf i tie,: persons are cher.; tarnr.
1,1 c , cellent qice in Lie. 7'7, :111.-t

ere leard. the are

b Ind r nrint. the ,earci curt-taet! se
.rtv, ir I 11,1-e 4 friend who hts,ceme

c"ur frile n ter ter, ',ear-3 to plA scrahhie,,h7itli,Te.

ai rtat tines end I kne.,4 of p,any_et.lre'r

t oct 1._ %. cr. this Aare. c'heckers is simpler, and
fun 21-.inese e:tec;.ers. Clark's orandr other

quite often. All these cartes ran Le purchased

e k. '- 3 Appliances Division of the Arerican
It,;) t E iin. 7hc Noyal 1itional Institute for

1,rtaon alce Lis a ireat catalog of assorted games.,
Lportli. Ire Also an important aspect of recreation. I.zw

t're,;e can of zourse oi the participating kind or of the
audience kind. For participation. I think that swimming was

always favorite. Zr, f...ct when I was a very _I-oung mano'and

first Legan taNina suarmusg, 1 ras the inventor of the farous
kiddies crawl. stick to the bottom and crawl alona it. Actu-

ally, my protler n swirsting was that I never turned my head

far enouoh to ,eit',er side to get a breath of air. Finally, a

friend %.olved Allis by teaching me the backstroke. That was

ry salvation. In Hanover, Gorman, where they now have a fine
center for the deaf-blind, a pool is one of the chief recre-
ational features. I noticed that the bottom of the pool is

corructited wit. lines running across it, so that it's easier
to deterrine direction when one touches the bottom. This

feature selves the problem, uace from the corrugation, one

_11.r.r..-c:Lion toward shore. One thing howe7er. you mo
wart 1,Feouarl at a pool for deaf-blind people. If

Ou r. eif tl-le jeep en ,1 cf the pool and need to oet
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hi ncw reloYed an A9e whe:e he h to re-troadoi.:t

to ce fren the telc:ision screen, so 7 e%pect to tecore ruCh
fLre,iniorred about sport, once A,,,1 in the ne.,t

L,'s turn now to the senie of :A, which certainly
,houll te c,nsilered recreation. I ill unless to that
114., T.rxvIed Ao some 3o countriu4 And when I land in i new

ilushing11, admit that fart question is not,
wa; to the roaseur.' but -0.hat is the rost interesting

restaurant in the city." What ores u the flivor of a com-
ounrtn or culture is to visit their restaurants. Also.,
when ',cu Are thinKing atout zecreati al presents for a deaf-
.liniper.on. jou can us.a14 4e down,_ ermaseit_arA_
pic%up s414. new ford product that has st cox-le out. -After all.

it iou don't introduce it to him. how is he goino to know about
it: an need not live by pepper alone, when thlne. rosemary.
sage. and A dozen other spices are wa tiny in the winos.

Now let's lee% at braille. It di-finitely provides a meth-

od ot comnunication that helps the dud:: blind pdk-

uen :.a4.-recreation. I think trail also un essential
skill. Just thin.(: a minute. If you each a deaf-blind child

to read braille, 1.0u hi or her iccess to that

gr( .an trc7endous input oft all 3=.0 sn read in the numerous
raille rigazines. The Library of Co hens nor provides a
trerendous ':ariety of choice. I sue h,it a new sports ra9a-
-sine will seen begin publication f,or yiaille :ports
Foundation in Yinneipolls- All this is lust mSnderful. The
deaf-hling person can read his oaoazine and oet a.Lroid tack-
ground ,g1 current events. After all. 49 you are ioino to have
conversation with peopl.e. if iou're yeing gain the reCre4-
tionAl release of cenversation, you el,; to i/Ave si_rethinsl to
141% about.

Clorel-, related', letter writin. des another ream' of
reaaino, wit1 the additional benefit of p _" rag a corrun,
cation and sccial link with friends. A special adAptation of
letter writing is the circle or round-robin system in ::hick
each pereOu writes a letter to a pre-deteroined person in a
-:soup of friends and Includes 411 other letters thit been
passed on to him,. This way you 9et a dexen or more letters At
the price ot writing one. cf special significance. you fret a
sort of discassion n, rail in which a dozen or rorc deaf ilind
people ral consider each others'tnoughts. I %new whea I first
becaril totall-1 deaf-blind, much that I learned about how to
hecc-e independent care b} rail ehroua%correspendence with
other Oeaf-blind pecple. In cirrying the process of written
oerounicaticn a step further. correspondence education. such
as -plcved at the Hadley Scheel for the Blind, can actually
le another tmc,endous ferr of recreation. But I see that we
are running out of the clock stane toward the calem.darsstaoe.
so I'r wind up now with a few basics.

than a week ago. at a meeeino of internaticnal
cni service to the deaf-blind, I ..as saddened to hear

A ':pry distinJwished worker.lia the field rake a speech that
I can only describe as pessimistic. Accordinu t© this

JOAf-tlind people arc becomin9 more, not less. handi-
capped: rose retarded. rare of a probler. The typical dea,
blind child will need custodial care at Ise7C.,ruatedi41 care in
school. and will eventually oraduate to custclial-tire %or%
in 1 sheltered wore.shop. He finalikedthia address Li sain9
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!ha, Acta,:lly, 'he knows of only ten competent deaf-blind

people in the whole world. Weil perhaps the yehtlestan was not

teelln well that diy. 1 happen to know at least 25 competent

persca,1 triends of mine who are deaf-blind right here in the

United :;totes. After all,'our goal is not to make Einsteins

or even Helen sellers of the average deaf-blind person. What

we are trying to do is to help each individual make the highest

possible percentage Of his potential blossom, whatever that

,
potential may be, and the nearer we come to 100 percent poten-

tial, eason we have to Le optimistic. When we

realiz that the senses are simply the channels of communi-:-

catior and that the mind behind the senses is the important

thi-g, then we are in A better position to understand the t

deaf-bl-ld or sighted 'person.
Handicapped or un-handicapped, we are all human'beings

living on one planet and destinzd for one fete:-7The old pro-

verb of live and et live is inadequate. Our role today should

be to live and help live. At conferences such as yourr, we

are thinking not merely of living in the sense of egisting, but

living in the sense of joy and fulfillment. I once heard

Maurice Chevalier say recreation can add and should add to the

beauty and grace of'life. Recregbion can be re-creation and

.
the mind behind the handicap can blosSdM to its fullest extent.

de are entering a new field in stressing recreation. We are

brin4ing fdrward a new and broadening aspect. of service for the

deaf-blind, I have complete faith that the human mind can

broach through any sensory barrier to reach other minds, and

you and I have the great privilege of helping realize this

conviction. Thank you for inviting me to join you. We have

the most rewarding work in the world.
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NATIONAL TRENDS IN RECREATION FOR THE DEAF-BLIND

tMr. Gordon Howard, Project Coordinator, National
Institute on Program Developmentond Training
in Recreation fot Deaf-Blind Youth, Children

and Adults, University of Ioisra,
Iowa City, *Iowa

-

To understan41 the national picture, f services, and partiC-
ularly recreation and leisure services to the deaf-blind a
brief look at some of the Public Laws that have provided, an
impetus t) program development and service delivery may be of
assistance.,

Public Law 90 -99 - This was signed into la4: in 1967. It
establishes the National Center foreaf-Blind YAuths and
Adults and later assists in the further development of the
Industrial Home for the Blind to provide services to the deaf-
blind.

Public Law 90-247 (1968) - This provides for the education
programs for the deaf blind.

It is the purpose of this part to provide through a
limited'humber of model centers for deaf-blind children,
a program designees to develop and bring to bear upon
such children, beginning as early as feasible in Life,
those specialized, intensive professional and allied
services, methods and aids that are found to be most
effective to enable them to achieve their full potential
for communication with and adjustment to the world
around them, for useful and meaningful participatiOn' in
society, and for self-fulfillment. (Iowa Rec. Pro. p. 19)

Prom this, ten regional centers have been established which
initiate and carry ouk. planning and developmental grants for
services to deaf-blind.

Another section of Public Law 90-247, Section 610, pro-
vides for the recruitment and training of profpsslonal person-
nel as needed by programs.

Such schools as San Francisco State, Boston Collegt,
Michigan State, Portland State, George Peabody and others have_
provided teacher preparation courses for teachers of deaf-
blind children.

This and other laws and acts at the natio 1 level show,,,-

that not only 15 the special need of the deaf- lind recognized
but that national action is piovided. In Hoes testimony
during discussion of the Public Laws concerning deaf-blind
a report to the House stated:

The committee is convinced that there is probably no
group that is more difficult to rehabilitate than the
deaf-blind. According to.,most experts in the field the
only feasible solution to meeting-tehe needs of the
deaf-blind in the immediate future is the establishment
cif a centralized rehabilitation service. (P.L.90-247
IR, p. 28)
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In another testimony it was stated that:

one major difficulty in providing services to the deaf

blind arises from the relatively small numbets of
persons so affected and their wide geographical distri
button. . . . This circumstance dictates the heed for
regional facilities to serve most of th,_ deafiblind
population. (Sen. Bill(S 161b 10, p. 27)

-The expression of national needs has helped establish
both services and training of personnel to provide adequate
programs fur the deaf-blind. Many schools are involved in
teacher preparation within -.Special Education programs to train
teachers for the deaf blind. To see where recreation and
leisure services and personnel enter this picture a National
Survey of Recreation Services (Nesbitt and Howardp. 44 51)

was undertaken by the project staff the Recreation for
Deaf-Blind Project Based at the University of Iowa (Nat. Inst.

Project 31 4241).
Data received as a result of this survey shows that.

special education and classroom teachers are the persons pri-
marily responsible for the recreation programs. Over half

of. the total staff involved with the recreation program were
teachers and teachers aides. The employment and availability
of the Recreation Specialist was notably small. When asked

if the program had an "organized recreation program" (defined
as staffedfunded) two-thirds of them responded as "No."

The age group served by, the facilities survey fall into
the ranges most reported and most familiar to the professional.
Ages range from 5 to 12 and most (77 percent) of the program
s-fCes provided pre academic programs.

The facilities and equipment, programs and activities
renorted,all fit the pre academic and academic program.
Ciasfrooms and playground are the main recreation program
sites and facilities. Most of the activities that the chil
dren engage in that may be considered recreation or physical
education are those that assist in mobility (walking, running,
skipping, lumping) ,or gross and fine motor skills. The
equipment utilized reflects this same trend. The use of
balance beams, mats, wagons, crawling mazes all provide for
motor and skill development areas.

Trends
1. Training - National trends in the importance of

recreation and leisure services and the personnel training,
needs that come from increasing recreation program develop-
ment are, at present, slowly developing. Through the
funding of projects such as the Rational Institute in Rec
reation for Deaf-Blind and the various regional institutes and
workshops there ws a first step in increasing recreation program
development and training. As a result of workshops and
in service education sessions provided by the Recreation for
Deaf-Bliad Project to various regional program sites, many ate
appointing one of the classroom teachers to be primarily
concerned wiLt the development of recreation services.

2. Education in Recreation' -`The first class of TR
students specifically geared to recreation for deaf blind was
held in the summer of 1974 at the University of Iowa.

1,1-4
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Another class with this emphasis is being implemented at
Texas Women's University in the summer of 1975. The training
of recreation professionals, and particularly those that will
be serving the severely multi handicapped, is a major necessity
if deaf blind service agencies are to develop staff positions
for these specialists. Courses should also be available for
persons outside the recreation field, especially for thz.
special education student who will be primarily involved with
deaf-blind education. Extension classes must be offered to
the field teachers and other professionals so that they too
may upgrade their abilities and'skills for the provision of
quality recreation and leisure services to the deaf-blind.

3. Instructional Materials Instructional materials for
use in these emerging college, extension and in-service train-
ing programs are being developed. The publication "Program
Development in Recreation Service for the Deaf-Blind" is a
result of the efforts of the National Project on Recreation
for the Deaf Blind and is one of the first steps for devel-
oping these necessary materials. Proceedings and papers
resultilw__Ercm Workshops_and_Regional Institih.es directed at
recreation for deaf blind will also result in edudational
materials, lesson_ outlines and position papers that will
further provide material on recreation to the field.

Summary: Recreation and leisure services for the deaf-
blind is part of the total education program and has been
provided to the deaf-blind,child in varying degrees in pre-
academic or academic settings by the classroom teacher and
teacher aide: The employment and use of the,recreation
specialist in these programs is quite limited. Little has
been done to specifically identify _recreation and leisure
service as a primary program need or area. Special education
teachers do not always have training in specific recreation
training in this particular disability as part of their
education.

Workshops and institutes on the subject of recreation and
deaf-blind held during the last year (1974-75) spearheaded by
the National Institute on Recreation for Deaf-Blind have
started to develop an awareness of this particular program
area,and to-more clearly define its AV and contribution to
the total development of the deaf-blind child.

Projections
Institute materials resulting from the N;ational Institute

provide the field with the preliminary materials to continue
program development in this area. As more professionals be-
cOme involved in recreation, as more instructional material
comes from workshops and as deaf-blind education sites
develop exemplary programs in recreation, this will all
enhance the recreation program development effort.

Specific education courses provided by univerzities and
colleges are training Special Education and TR Specialists.
With the addition of courses in Recreation for Deaf-Blind,all
allied professions in service to deaf-blind will have
opportunities to develop the s%Ills,necessary to additionally
contribute to this program development effort.

As regional centers continue to become involved in
demonstration projects concerned, with recreation for the
deaf- blind, the needs for trained recreation professionals
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and th/ contribution that recreation and leisure services
makesito the education of the deaf-blind will be developed.
It is/hoped that through this effort the employment of
trained TR specialists and the in-service and pre-service
training ofispecia/ education teachers and other allied
professions will further develop programs and services to

the deaf- blind.

Suggested Readings on Recreation for Deaf-Blind

Part I - Reference to Recreation and Use of Recreation in

Service to Deaf-Blind.

Bettica, Louis J., "These People are People Too." Convention

Proceedings, American Association of Workers for `the

Blind, Pittsburgh, Pa. July 26, 1966.
Recreation and leisure are inherent rights,O-f all people.
General public and many professionals have incorrect
attitudes towards deaf-blind citizens.

We should cultivate the indomitable spirit rhat is
inherent in all citizens.

Therapeutic Recreation people should ,possess a desire to
meet the challenge rather than fear the assignment of

providing recreational opportunities for deaf blind

clients.

Bettica, Louis J. "Introducing the Deaf-Blind Person to
Services: Communication and Recreation." Convention

`Proceedings, A.A.W.B., July 29, 1959.
Communication is the key to leading successful and pur-
poOeful Lives as communication helps to bring out the
greatest potential that lies within them. Communication

ii /the starting point.

Recreation is one area of service which provides for
social intercourse and self-satisfying experiences.
Recreation can be available almost immediately. Dear,,

Blind should have a major role in,deciding what activ-i

ities they will participate in.

Cochr , M. "Kinesthesia and the Pi no." Australian,

ournal of Psychology_and Philoso h , Vol. 8,,AP30.
ti

A discussion of the value of the inesthetic sensN
jiving to deaf blind persons an understanding and
appreciation of rhythm. Helen Keller and Helen Uty

m in, the Deaf Blind pianist, are given as examples.

Commu ication Fi Kev to Service for Deaf-Blind Men and Women.

Tae Industrial Home for the Blind, Brooklyn 1, New York,

1959.

Recreation is a service that can be available to the
deaf-blind almost immediately, provided he receives
personal attention from professionals.

r1
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Participants should be encouraged to play a major role
in the planning of their recreation activities.

Futro, Aleksander, Invalids' Cooperatives in Poland. Warsaw:
Union of Invalids' Cooperatives, 1970. 83 pp.

Tnis book briefly describes all of the recreational and
financial avenues open for invalids in Poland. It
Includes vocational rehabilitation, social security
system, and the principles of invalids' cooperatives.

Jensen, Marcia, "Handbook of Arts and Crafts Projects for
Deaf-Blind Children. Boston College Teacher Training
Class." Boston: Perkins School for the Blind, 1969-
70. (Typed)

Newsletter, Southeast Regional Cent for Deaf-Blind Children
Alabama Institute for the Deaf a d Blind. P.O. Box 698,
Talladega, Alabama, 35160. Vol. No. 1, October, 1973.

Development areas: self-care skills, motor development,
language development, social awaeness, and auditory
training - possible training - oby-products of recre-
ational activities:

Performance. Washington: President Co ittee on Employment
of the Handicapped. Vol. XXII, Nos. iland 5 (October-
N6vember, 1971), 21pp.

The Reporter" Special Supplement, Ipdustrial Home for the
Blind, Brooklyn 1, New York.

IHB Recreational services open to deaf-blind clients.
Activities incluJe social gatherings, games, arts and
crafts, trip:;, dancing, roller skating, nature activi-
ties, bingo, etc. Clients conduct their own recreation
program as much as possible.

Volunteers are used to provide leadership/guidance in
many recreational activities.

Woodcock, Charles C. "Continuation Contract, Iowa Braille and
,Sight Saving School, Department for Deaf and Blind Chil-
dren, Vinton, Iowa." Vinton, IoWa: Iowa 13aille and
Sight Saving School,, n.d. (Mimeographed) 10 pages
This document is a copy ofscontinuation contract for the
time period between June 15, 197,2 and June 14, 1973.

It describes the objectives of physical education and
recreation in their relations to the deaf-blind.

Part II - Annotated and Non-Annotated Articles - General
References for Recreation

Barkus, Andrea Storm and Orif Schulwerk, "A Proposal for Its
Application to a Program of Rhythm Instruction for Deaf-
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Blind Children." Boston College Teacher Training Class,
Perkins School for the Blind, 1966-67. (Typed)

Bosch, Van J.J.A, ")ythm Program for Non-Verbal Deaf-Blind

Children: A Physical Approach." Boston College Teacher
Training Class 1968769, Deaf-Blind Program. Perkins

School for the Blind, 1969. (Typed)
Bundschuh, Ernest L., "A Physical Education and Recreation

Program within an Interdisciplinary Setting. Athens

Unit, Georgia Retardation Center." Unpublished paper,

University of Georgia Press, n.d. (Mimeograp ed)
California Transcribers and Educators of the Visu Ily Handi-

capped. National Braille Association, Inc.: ,12th
fttioz,al-Cenference, San Francisco., May 7 -10, \1973.

Sacramento, California: California Transcribe s and

Educators of the Visually Handicapped, Inc. 4p
plus attachments.

These workshops are designed for those persons koho are
concerned with the needs of the visually impaitled and

the mechanics of transcribing materials. Information

ranges from activities of daily living and self-help

skills to how to make clear tape recorded teaching ,

programs, foreign language transcriptions and lifelong

needs of multi-handicapped persons. Academic, recreational

and social ideas will be explored.
Caputo, Kathleen M., The Dance: A Proposal of Its Valuable

Function in the Education of HandiCapped Children.
Boston University Teacher Training Class, 1965-66, Deaf,.

Blind Program." Boston: Perkins School for the Blind,

1966. (Typed) (A film accompanies this paper)

Di3k, Jan van., "Movement and Communication with Rubella

Children." Presented at the Annual General Meeting of
the National Association for Deaf-Blind Rubella Child-
ren, England, May 6, 1968.

Galloway, Anne., "Sensory Awareness for the Pre-School Deaf-

Blind Child Through Orientation and Mobility Instruction,"

A Class Look at . . . .Azusa, California:' East San

Gabriel Valley School for Multi-Handicapped Ch4dren,

April, 1971, 29-55.
Hayes, Gordon., "Teaching the Deaf-Blind to Wrestle, Harvard

Teacher Training Class." Boston: Perkins School for

the Blind, 1952-53. (Typed)

Howe, Eleanor., "Play Program for a Deaf-Blind Baby from
Infancy Through Three Years Old, Boston University
Teacher Training Class." Boston: Perkins Institute

for the Blind, 1963-64. (Typed)

Maron, Sheldon., "Developmental Sequences of Perceptual-

- Motor Skills as a Basis for Physical Education Program

for Deaf-Blind Children, Boston College Teacher Training

Class Deaf-Blind Program." Boston: Perkins School for

the Blind, 1967-68. (Typed)

Nesbitt, John A., Handbook on the Therapeutic Recreation Ser-

vice for Handicapped Children Curriculum. San Joge,

California: Department of Recreation and Leisure
Studies, School of Applied Sciences and Arts, San Jose
State College, n.d. 40 pp.

Nesbitt, John A. (ed) Papers on Program Development in
Recreation and Physical Activity for Handicapped Chil-
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dren._ San Jose, California: Institute of Interdisci-
plinary Studies, n.d.

John A. and others. PraininQ Needs and .FtraicL1,--:

in Camoini for th,_A Handica-Aivd: Theraoeutic
f,r chil4ren Protect California :fat.:

Crii-crat,_:,ar. Jose, California. Fuqene, Ore3on;
universit,} cif Oregon Center of Leisure Studie,, 1972.
241 pp.

NeAl,tt, John A. el.) Workina Together in Pecrua'_i. r And

Phssacal Act:Yitv for the Handicapped Chili- ,

Proceedinls of the Bay AriM, Workship on Recreation and
PhysIcal 1cti-if- for Handicapped Children and -idoluscent
Held at the Recreation Center for the Handicapped, Ind.,
San Franctsoo, May 1J, 1971. Papers by MC3. Janet
Pomeroy, Mr,3. Benton A. Safford, Jr., Woe,. croup Reports
and Exchan.je Group Report.; Directory of Redistrant.3.

2'1 pp.

Nu4ent, Clare., Implications of Play for the Deaf-blind Child
in Terms of Growth and Evaluation. Boston CcIlegc,Teach-
er Training Class, 1)69-70. Perkins School for the
Blind. -(Typed) 37 pp.

Recreation for the Handicapped: _Needs,_Role of Recreation,
Available Funds,_ Feasible _Models and Ayailablekaalified _

Personnel. Memorandum from John A. Nesbitt, Ed.D. to
Directors, California Departments of Parks and Recrea-
tion. n.p., n.d. 8pp.

Recreation _and Physical Education for Handicapped Children:
Inititing Expanding, and Improyipg_prporams at the
Locale State and National Levels, Report of the Pro-
ceedings of the National Institute on Program Devel-,
opment in Recreation and Physical Education for the
Handicapped Children. Held at San Jose State College,
April 22,-1971. Papers by David C. Park, Dr. Diana
DUnn, Wallace Breitman, Jr., Dr. John A. Nesbitt,
Mrs:-Betty Wright, Mrs. Mildren Marcki, Mrs. Dorothy
McDoughall, Mr. Ed Kelley, Mrs. Janet Pomeroy, and
Mrs.',Dolores Elliott; Directory of Registrants. 166pp.

Reference Information on Recreation and Physical_Educaticm
for_Handicapaed Children. Papers, Reports and Summaries
of Papers by George Cotisch and BarbariMumford, Dr. John A.
Nesbitt, Nancy Steele, Dr. Genevie Dexter, California
Division of Special Education, Excerpts from California
'Education Code': University of Illinois, Recreation
Program, fames 1. Cardwell, Jr.; William A. Hillman, Jr.;
and Helen Jo Mitchell; and a bibliography of selected
PER and development rcference publications, n.d. 55pp.

Smoot Joyce.. "Play Materials and Activities Stimulate
Motor and Tactual Development in the Pre-School Deaf-
Blind Program, Boston College Teacher Training Class,
Deaf Blind Program." BoSt,a: Perkins School for the
Blind, 1969-70. (Typed)

Snow,, Clifford., A Sequential A22roach to the Mobility
Trainina of Educable and rainable Blind Mentally
Rcttarded at the Arkansas Caildren's Colony
Unit. Orientation and Mob lity Specialist for the
Blind.
This is a manual which expl ins step by step the methods
used in teaching a blind person to walk. It includes
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directions for architectural barriers, the use of a

guide, a cane and pre-cane technique.
Stenquist, Gertrude., Rhythm Program for the Deaf-Blind Chil-

dren. Perkins School for the Blind, n.d. 19pp.

Tutt, Louis M., Motor-kill Development of the Visually and
Auditorially Unique Child. This is an explanation to
parents and staff of how a deaf-blind child develOps'his
motor-skills and the planning of activities and experiences
stimulating further motor skills programs for these

children.
visually Handicapped Workers in Recreation Services, Ailerican

Foundation for the Blind, 15 West Sixteenth Street, New

York, N.Y. 10011.

A working relationship between those in the field of
recreation and rehaullitation agencies interested in
investigating employment opportunities for visually
handicapped persons in the recreation field.

Unlimited range of jobs in recreation provide an oppor-
tunity to blind persons to fill some of these job

positions.
Visually Handicapped Workers in Recreation Services: Guide-

lines for Selection, Training, Placement. New York:

American Foundation for the Blind. June 25, 1969. 14 pp.

This booklet shows the feasibility' of putting blind_
persons into jobs with guidelines for selection,
training, and placement.

Zimmerman, Micheal. "Music Program for the Deaf-Blind
Children Utilizing Orff Schulwek Plus a Tape. Boston

College Teacher Training Class, Deaf-Blind Program."
Boston: Perkins School for the Blind, 1970. (Typed)
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POSITIVE PERSPECTIVES OF LEISURE

POTENTIAL FOR THE DEAF-BLIND

Dr, Larry Neal, Director, Center of
Leisure Studies, University of

Oregon, Eugene, Oregon

Introduction
Where to begin: In a period of time beset with massive

discussions such as exhausting our natural resources, of
major food shortages, and the resultant famine, poverty and
irreversible physical, mental debilitation of death; rapidly
increasing world-wide population; specttwtipn as to major
shifts in weather with a prediction that we may be heading
for another Ice Aye the consequences of all of these touch
each,Of our lives. These are illustrations of pervasive prob-,
lem_areas. Life on this earth does not exist in a vacuum but
we are inherently inextricably inter- dependent one with another
and with each event.

It is with a degree of pride yet also with a degree of
frustration that I find myself focusing on a very specific sub-
part of this large population -- the deaf-blind individual.
An additional delimitation is my specific interest in the
lives of these people their leisure potential and the
experiences, skills and attitudes they do or could possess.
(Potential/capacity is Reality now)

I am frustrated by the seemingly miniscule role I can play
in altering the massive world wide problems identified above
yet prideful of the fact that I (and We) can focus on smaller
tasks and affect great change in that small sphere. The task
of serving the leisure needs of the deaf-blind seems small
indeed in comparison to world famine, population explosion,
energy crisis, etc. But that should not deceive us for we
have a task not wholly committed to until just recently. We
are at the cutting edge of real service to the deaf-blind and
in Sip doing we strengthen society as a whole..

As an illustration one is directed to the leadership role
exhibited in recent years by the National Therapeutic Recreation
Society (NTRS) of the National Recreation and Park Association.
Within the organization NTRS is relatively small in number yet
large in purpose/leadership -- taking the lead in many areas
including: (1) the development of the first nation-wide vol-
untary registration program for recreation personnel, and (2)
printing of two separate special publications (Therapeutic
Recreation Annual, Therapeutic Recreation Journal) in addition
to a number of special studies:

Dawn of Dedicated Action
Given the problems cited in the introduction, Thomas

Paine's words spoken nearly 200 years ago seem most appropriate
" -- these are the times that try men's souls." But I am here
to confide in you that relative to service to the disabled/
handicapped -- ",these are the times to STIR men's souls."

As we move Out of the darkness of isolation, removal or
absence of concerns for the disabled in general toward the
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emphasis of the marginally disabled in the early-to mid CO's,
into the current periLl where the severely disabled are now
the source of some attention, one is reminded of the words of
the pvetiphilosopher Kahlil Gibran who said, "One may not
reach the dawn save by the path at night."

Times have been tough -- acknowledgement of the disabled/
handicapped (specifically the deaf,blind) has often been met
with tokenism -- and without true commitment; with well-
meaning people wearing their wishbones where their backbones
should be; with leaders often guiding the course of action by'
default -- that is through the negative side of the self-
fulfilling prophecy in which, to think things impossible is to
make it so. ..MotivatiOn is a neutral concept; it can be either
positive or negative.

Dawn has broken, abstinence has beeh replaced with
awareness, and awareness now is replaced by action. Cited
thrrughout this piece and I am sure apart of much,of the dia-
logue of this Recreation foi the Deaf-Blind Conference are
thoughts, plans and reports generated by the National Insti-
tute on Program Development and Training in Recreation for
Deaf-Blind Children, Youth and Adults. This National Conference
in March 1974 personifies both the awareness/action components
of the State of the Art of leisure service to the Deaf-Blind.
The March 1975 Bowman's Conference and this report is again
extended action toward our common goal of leisure service for
the deaf-blind.

Common, Unity -- Another Cooperative:Inter-Discipline Venture
I have a habit of clipping thoughts from professional

journals, often only to find them for use the day after I
needed the sage thought. Here, however, is a quote (Staley,
1965) which helped provide for me direction of my thoughts
today. Taken from Dr. Edwin Staley who after this writing was

credited with writing the popular NEA publication Leisure
and the Quality of Life, it addresses itself to coordinated
community recreation activity.

National and state governmental agencies are demanding
coordinated land use plans at the local level prior to
making grants for acquisition or development. This is a
laudable and reasonable request to protect the interests
of all citizens regardless of their governmental juris-
diction. Many of us I am sure cOuld recite frequent
instances of competition, duplication and overlapping
of programs,- facilities and services in any one community
by public and private agencies, resulting in an unneces-
sary inadequacy of inefficiency of services.

It may be enunciated as a fundamental principle that
the effectiveness of the total community-fecreation effort
is directly proportionate to the amount of coordinated -

planning and action by the ageticies concerned. Communi-

ties can no longer afford the luxury of independent,
unrelated program planning and administration. With
expanding community needs and demands, cooperative
planning and coordinated action in community recreation
and related services are not just desirable,- -but are
absolutely essential if all citizens are to better enjoy
their leisure with the most efficient use of the total
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community dollar -- both the tax dollar and the:volunteer
dollar.
This strono statement for coordinated planning is a

decade old, yet very timely. Much has been done relative to
lotion in the communities to provide leisure social services.
The most recent highlight is the solidification of the Community
Lducation concept and corresponding federal funding (R69-Title
IX, signed into law in August, 1974) to aid in establishing
community (neighborhood) councils to assess local needs
'solutions. _(NOTE: For more information I refer you to the
special Leisure Today publication entitled "Community Educa-
tion" April, 1974.)

Another action component toward serving the leisure needs,
of handicapped youth will take place at this very location,
probably in this very roft in two weeks. It involves two of
the -tliTEq.0iiiesrepresented here at this conference: special
education and recreation and adds the third mentioned above --
community education. Under the title project COMMON -UNITY it
has as its purpose the same goals and objectives you have set
here. Because of/this mandatory nature of coordinating
with other disciplines, I must confess I feel a sense of
warmth and confidence with the past, National Institute in
,March.; present, Bowman; and future Common -Unit} articulation
of leisure services for the disabledIlkandicapped. In brief
the project Common-Unity thrust is to bring the major aspects
of the three disciplines together as shown in the grid below.
The grid is sirple and lends itself only to generalizations.
however the projected rer,ults will be the greater awareness,
by the professionals in the other disciplines of-the unique

contributions the hawe to give and receive from each other
tcw-ird'affectino the leisure domain of.the disabled.

DISCIP

. Special Education

Recreation
'(Neal, 1970)

Community Education
(Decker and Neal,
1974)

BASIC-CONTRIBUTION

Awareness and appreciation of differ-
ences; Prevalence; Etiologies; Termi-
nology; Current &ssessment techniques;
Behavioral modalities; Mainstreaming;
Normalization.

'Leadership skills; Understanding of
diverse activity options; Activity as
a medium for growth, self-fulfillment;
History; theory and benefits of play;
Intervention techniques using activity;
Applied recreation.

Viewing community processes; Facili-
tators of Community Action; Needs
assessment; Crisis intervention;
rationale and development of community
councils; Diverse social services and
their inter-relationship.

Figure 1: CoMMoN-UNITY Interdisciplinary Expertise Expectations
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Generally Accepted Recreation'Concepts
Leisure: Leisure refers to free hours outside of sur-

vival needs. It may be earned, after the, work of the day, or *,

it may be unearned; because of the production of others --

discretionary time, - This free time carries no connotation of

quality which is judged by standards of society.
Leisure is not synonymous with recreation - leisure refers

to all thetirhe.left,over after survival activities (eating,

sleeping, wage work'and general maintenance tasks, although all

of them may-be done in leisurely fashion); but left over time

is not recreation time. Leisure is freedom from necessity of

being occuried; is incompatible with necessity, obligation or

pressure. a

Real leisure means doing something solely because you want
to do'it, or doing nothing for the, same reason. This is as

opposed to enforced leisure such as unemployment, whiCh is

forced or pressured free time beyond the wishes of the, indi-

vidual.
Differentiating leisure and recreation:

... the emphasis in leisure is on the time element,
whereas recreation refers to the way leisure spent.. .

Z\leumeyer, p. 17)

"Unobligated hours awailabJ.e after caring for employment

or the actuities mandator} for self-maintenance." ( Carlson,

et al in Recreation ih American Life)

"The state of. having time at one's own disposal, time
which one can spend as one pleases, fee or unoccupied time."
(Oxford English Dictionary)

"

For purposes of social-analysis the concept is usually,

narrowed - and widened - to mean simply freedom,from activity
centering around the making of a livelihood." (The Encyclo-

pedia of SOcial Science)

'Recreation
Recreationois the:.

(1) (2)

I. CREATIVE use of,LEISURE TIMEI
(3) (4)

ENGAGED in for its OWN SAKE
(5),

III. an activity which gives immediate SATISFACTION

l =-Creative useful, wholesome, worthy, imagi-
native, stimulating, growing, educating, ,

invigorating.
2. Leisure Time - freedom from necessity, compul-

sion, obligation, pressure.
3. Engaged in - connotes action (physical,' mental)

4. Own Sake - the intrinsic end; supplies tWa
basic difference between work and play.

5. Satisfaction - provides reinforcemeni,'enjoy-
t nest, adjustment,' release'from tension:
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Recre,ation is both organized and unorganized; planned and
spontaneous; carried on singly or with.others; voluntary, of

,pressured or compulsory; has the opportunity to satisfy man':::
basic wishes which include; new experience, recognition,
security, response, participation and aesthetics, beauty_and
harmony; it ,mcludes the elements of self-expression, achieve-
ment, challenge, motivation, self - realization, compensatory
involvement, and socializatiOn; it also is considered as
both a means to an end and an endyta itself.

Differentiating Recreation and Work:

WORK
is compulsory
Compensation is frig ntli in the form of
Money or status
reward usually comes later
consequences if unable to perform a task
are serious
individual' must adapt himself to the require-
ments of his work life

RECREATIQN____

ioluntary
...cOmpensAtion is derIled from-the satis-

factiori o the activity itself
rewatd is-timmediate eftiovment
consequences. should not,be serious

.,. individual may altef'his, choice of activites

to suit his mental; phYical, emotional
capacities or urges ofithe moment.

.

Recreation is essentially an at,itude. It is an attitude
that expilarates and refreshes. Much copfusion has resulted
from approaching recreation as an activity concept. Recre-
ation is an,attitude toward life or an area oftdaily living.
Functionally, recreation is the natural expression of human
needs and interests satisfaction during leisure hours. These
expressions take a variety of forms, but they are motivated
by the same basic needs, those primarily related to personality
development.

What is Needed?
Leadership, Commitment, Change: Only through these can

leisure services to severely limited individuals be affected.
'The Izey comes from stringing these together -- Pleaders,
committed to change thereby placing great emphasis op the
quality of the leaders we attract to carry out this important

work and their related qualities. Leaders must possess Courage
backed by strength of conviction, a courage that must face
and conquer obstacles of prejudice, miscpnceptions, disbelief,
and outright antagonism. Initiative must also be taken now

that action is deemed desirable. The National Institute on
Program and Training 4n Recreation for Deaf-Blind Youth, Chil-
dren and Adults in the spring of 1974 at the University of Iowa,
shows the initiative taken by the federal government (USOE/ '

BEM for funding quch a project and commendable leadership in

2'r
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the peparzr,ent of Recreation Education at the University of
fcr'th'elr part in the Deaf-Blind special project. ( A

ccmprete proceedings of the institute is available from'the
('niversity of,Io,;a, Department of Recreation Educe.ion. Request

i copy of 1'ro4ram Deelvpme-t in Recreation Service for the

Do-f-Blind.)
addition to courage and initiative, leaders must have

4rcat: Faith --'faith in them5elves,:_the-cause of serving_ ---
severely through an advocate role; great
taitAT in the_support services by others holding similar views;
ind nest of all faith in the individuals who are so afflicted

t that benefits can and wilt be derived from the joint commit-

(' ment beten pr, fessional and consumer advocate alike.
The leaLership possessing great faith with the courage

and initiative PO proceed will meet the challenge of a changing
?octet} in a most positive way. For/Change is inevitable.

Ihisis and has been achnowledged even before Alvin Toffler's
Future Shock testimon} of its ubiquitous and rapid nature.
The highly quot'ab-le Adlai, Stevenson once said it most clearly:

There is a new America every morning when we wake up.
It is upon us whether we like it or not. This new

America is the sum total of many small changes. . . .

changes that add up to a transformation of our lives.
Our tack is to guide these changes for, though change,
Is inevitable, changes for the better is a full-time-

job.

our task then is to maintain this perspective; to seek-
positive charge in service to the severely handicapped -- to
"work and see" not "wait and see" to identify the handicapped
population and represent vas a leader and spokesman, their

leisure needs. Humphrey (n.d.) has developed an Activity
Involvement Triad to assist in serving the "participants"
needs while at the same time emphasizing concepts such as the
neutrality of activities are'means to other ends),
strengths and-weaknesses of cognitive, affective and sensory-

, ,-- :rotor domain and concepts of integration (mainstreaming,

normalization, etc.).

Brief Survey oc tlhe Literature
Few recreation research studies describe deaf children

with add-$.tional handicapping. conditions (i.e., deaf-blind).

It is assumed that those children Suffer greater developmental

deficits. Recreational activities are generally seen by the

various authors as enhancing social and emotional adjustment

(Brill, 1934: Simon, 1911; Williams, 1951) In like fashion,
much of the material available to the recreation worker that
can be used with deaf-blind must be gleaned from general rec-

reation and program, material and adapted, or from material

dealing with the multiple-handicapped and interpreted into
recreation 'programs/activities.

It is observed that workers in services to the multi-
handicapped become proficient in adapting ideas, materials and
written material to deal not only with the deaf-blind in terms
of overall needs; but also in providing the necessary program
for Individual skill development. This skill of interpretation
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and modification' will continue to be an important part of
competencies necessary for recreation specialists.

with few exceptions, research results indicate that most
deaf children exhibit more limited social and emotional
raturity than their'hearing peers.

Many (deaf adults) have been exposed to educational,
personal and social development in the sheltered environ-
rent of a residential school for the deaf or in the
isolation of their own homes and communities. Character-
isLics manifested incLude extremes of dependency, inabil-
ity to defer gratification, inability'to be empathic
with others, and fear of new and challenging situations.
Many lack capacity to manage such daily living skills
as personal grooming, handling money, use of public
transportation and similar activities. (Kaufer, 1968)

Investigators have been studying aspects of social
maturity more intensively since the early 1930's. Gesell (1956);
Grouter (1941); Gregory (1938); Springer (1938); and Lyon
(1934) obtained results which support the opinion that deaf
children are retarded in social competence and emotional
maturity. In some cases the results have been interpreted
as the effects of "institutionalization." Later studies of
day and residential students by Schlesinger and Meadow (1972)
support this interpretation in part. However, the results of
Craig's (1965) study on self concept are that both groups
(residential and day) of deaf Children score significantly
below their hearing peers. It appears that situations, such
as residential Living and Certain family constellations, that
foster dependency, increase isolation and reduce exposuie to
novel experiences, may strongly influence social ard emotional
development. Kaufer (1968) describes his adult rehabilitation
clients as follows:

The clients need a series of monitored experiences
graduated in exposure and complexity, to help them
integrate the many social and vocationally related skills
necessary for vocational adjustment. Such monitoring
shall take plate first within the facility and, as soon
as feasible, within the reality context of the community.

Myklebust (1960) describes a number of studies he con-
ducted in which the results are similar to the above investi-
gators. In one, social maturity and age were negatively corre-
lated. It would appear that, compared to the hearing child,
it is increasingly moredifficult for the deaf child to show
equivalent growth in social maturity. He indicates that,
unlike the hearing child, the deaf child needs consistent
training .in social maturity over a long period of time.

Some investigations.as those conducted by Neyhus (1964);
Gregory (1938), and Kaufer (1968) among others, indicate that
the ability to form adequate social and interpersonal relation-
ships is limited in the deaf people they studied. Difficulties
in personality devslopment are also described. Schroeder and
Schiff (1972) and Craig (1965) studied at itudes and self
concepts of deaf people and found them inaccurate and negative.
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In addition to the issue of a general deficit in social
development exhibited by deaf people,'some authors have
expressed coat ern about the effect of this deficit on inte-
gration into the general community. This often cited problem
seems no closer to a solution, after decade of rhetoric. As

Bruce J1,,b0) indicates in hrs summary 'd£ a follow-up study on
graduates from the Clarke School (for the blind), the alumni

felt that they h,t not been socially prepared. Their comments
indicated that this social inadequacy hindered their ability
to function,within the community. flow to live is certainly
at least equally as -important as how to make a living. The-1

(Clarke School) graduates indicate that participation in the
activities of the hearing community do not come easily and
that failure to integrate can be contr_ibuted to lack of
training rather than lack of ability on the part of deaf

people. A report by Bitter 1973) deals with responses of

educational personnel on qu Lions elated to educational
integration. Items relent to selection, placelent and with-
drawal of deaf children for these programs indicate the
importane given to social,functionang in making these decisions.
There ale a great number of published statements which discuss
the need for adequate social functioning in_ the local community
4and the benefits, in'terms of social development, derived
from such recreational participation.

As yet there are no studies of deaf children that directly
relate to the effectiveness of participation in recreational
programs on social development. The Therapeutic Recreation
Information Center (TRIC) .system at the University of Oregon
has received a number of requests for queries for therapeutic
recreation/blindness, therapeutic recreation /deafness and

therapeutic recreation,deaf-blind. This attests to new and

expanding interest in this area. The general_results_ofthe
searches are, however, - disappointing. Only one citation is
listed for-therapeutip recreation,deaf-blind which interestingly
is unique enough to be cited and annotated separately below.

Skorokhodova, U.I. "Kvopxosu ob esteticheskikh Vospriyati-
yakh I Predstavleniyakh U Slepogluskhikh (On Esthetic
Perceptions and Images in Blind-Deaf Persons),"
Defektologiva, Vol. 2 No. 6 1970. pp.>15-20

f"

The author, herself a blind-deaf person, attemptls-to
answer such questions as how she perceives music,

how she writes poetry, how she imagines sculpture/etc.,
relating her answers to her previous experiences:

Queries for therapeutic recreation/deafness produced 26
citations while the therapeutic recreation/blindness was most
productive with 93 listings. Upon review of Ihe abstracts
there appear to be only a few significant stu les on children
in general or children with other handicaps that demonstrate
improved social functioning as a result of a recreational
experience. One such study is reported by Lefebvre (1972)
on a small group of campers with a wide range of handicaps
which indicated that there were significant increabez in
measures of adaptive behavior and significant decreases in
levels of personality and behavior disorders. Her review of
the literature indicates that several studies suggest that
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activities are effective in enhancing social and
emotional development. Freeberg's (1969) review of research
draws the same conklasion. While these studies have been
conducted with retarded children, they demonstrated that such
prograr.is can produce change -in critical areas-of adjustment.

It is clear from the laterature that the major focus for study
of children with other handicaps has been camp settings rather
,thah year-round programs. Within this restricted area a
strong need is expressed tolconduct basic and applied research

rr on needs, benefits, integration, and programs. There is a
strong interest expressed (Amer. Assoc. for Health, 1969; Bitter,
1973) in studying sub-populations within major handicapping
conditions with instruments that are more sensitive to changes
in specific areas of behavior-

Leisure: A Time; An Attitude/Ethic
¶e need to develop an ethic of leisure to guide the use

of our free time; to dissipate our national "guilt feelings"
and to promote the idea that the effective use of leisure is_
a virtue in itself. Thus we, as professional advocates for
the leisure rights of a minority group of handicapped youth,
are, facing Change. We are pilots of our own craft and leisure
is playing a significant part of this changed society. How
are we adapting? The task is not (repeat not!) easy since
in essence there is a whole new culture evolving -- a leisure
centereA society or at worst aleisure/work society with each
serving as a co-equal.

The great challenge to us who are concerned with enabling
recreation to contribute to life's fulfillment is the need to
provide the exposure and to initiate the skills which will
make it possible fcr-each in our society to create his oan
_Utopia --:_to_make_the_most_of_each_fleating_momenl- _

these United States the pursuit of happiness can be more than
a right written into our Declaration of Independence, but a
goal whose attainment is within our grasp. The able bodied
thoroughly understand not only the "Pursuit of Happiness" but
thp Happiness of P.Irsuit -- need we curb this same opportunity
for the deaf or blind youngster? No! We must expand, encourage,
enlighten the deaf-blind to gain the same God - given. joy of
leisure fulfillment.

To achieve this, one thing is fundamental -- and that Is
the ability to provide for Every child in America the oppor-
tunity to experience a wide variety of recreation interests
and skills -- upon which can be built a lifetime in which the
enjSyment of a diversity of interests contribute to the ability
of converting an existence into a meaningful life. The quality
derived in large part through leisure experiences.
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CLAY

by

Robert Louis Stevenson

I took a piece of plastic clay and idly fashioned it one day

and as my fingers pressed it still, it bent and yielded to

my will.
I came again when days were past, the bit of clay was hard

at last.
My early impress still it bore and I could change its form no

more.
You take a piece of living clay and gently form it day by day,

Molding with your power a young boy's soft and yielding heart.

You come again when years are gone, it 4 a man you look upon.
Your early impress, still he bore and you can change him

never more-

The following serves as a preface to a forthcoming book

Educating the Handicapped Child for Leisure Fulfillment by

Nesbitt, Neal and Hillman and serves as a postscript to this

positive statement of the potential of leisure service to

the deaf-1:311nd. I ask you to think carefully as you read the

foLl.owing:

Those of us who have dedicated our. professional lives

to the achievement of dignity, the acquisition of the

highest functional skills possible, apd the attainment of

personal fulfillment_ for ALL citizens, for ALL people in

dirZigt regard to those quirks of fate that serve to
differentiate the 'able bodied' from the 'non-able bodied'

have before us the final challenge in the progressive

growth of the concept of rehabilitation in this century.
That final challenge is the achievement of personal
dignity and fulfillment through recreational cult6ral,

leisure participation. ,Enormous advances have been made

in first physical, medical and then in vocational rehabil-

itation, social rehabilitation, and recently in special

educatiod. Now we are presented with the opportunity to
push the frontier of rehabilitation knowledge and service

even further to include recreation, culture and leisure

fulfillment. Hopefully, we professionals view thistas
a responsibility, an opportunity and a challenge.

Ed Thacker, previous past president of the American

Recreation Society gave us the insight and charge when he

related:

Today we stand with a proud, (but
limited) past at our backs and a
bright future before us.

Hats off to the past!
Coats-Off-to the future!
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.WHAT BRINGS YOU JOY, BRINGS ME JOY

-Ms. Madge Leslie, Professor of Education,
Special Education Department, Portland
State University, Portland, Oregon

My first reaction to the notice of a workshop to be held"
in Iowa City last April 29 - May 1, on Recreation for the
Deaf-Blind,'was one of anger.. I was angered at the idea of
spending a considerable amount of money on program develop-
ment in recreation for persons who are deaf-blind. How could
children whose major recreation is filtering light between
fingers and eye or grinding teeth or,tyPer7ventilating ever
come to know about recreation as a restorer, a renewer, a
refresher? (according to The American Heritage Dictionary)
What could Jenny, Bobby, Susan, or Brian ever know of recreation?
It has taken years to teach Susan to roll over and to hold her
head up, Brian has been years learning to walk, Jenny is still
working hard to learn to sit up.

Then I began to see some flaws in my logic. Susan 'Ids

been learning, as have Jenny, Bobby and Brian. In addition,
Susan is a happy child and loves to be with other children.
She tries hard to turn herself over and to hold her head up.
Brian is a loving child who will work hard to achieve. It is
true there may be a few who are so damaged they will not come
to the point of desiring to struggle to learn--a few who will
always resent the interjection of another individual's attempt
to get them to perform a difficult (new) task. For until the
child who is deaf and blind and/or physically involved reaches
the point where he joins the struggle willingly, he cannot
learn. Committed teachers and cooperative parents, however,
will continue to work hard and in most cases there will be.a
breakthrough and Bobby or Susan will begin to look forward to
that intervention by another human. Coming out of that com-
fortable cocoon where nothing is expected of one to a world
of struggle is frightening and many of these children fight
hard to remain dependent. We all resist change and these
children resist with all their milht.

For those like Susan and Brian who begin to enjoy the
struggle, there is the reward of working to please some other
human. It may,take a long time to get that cocoon loosened
enough to slip, the child out of it and he will need, at times,
to climb back in,to its warmth and security. When he comes to
the point where he can take his first tentative steps by him-
self--when he begins to reach for articles he knows and to
explore something he does not know, teachers and parents know
the second great breakthrough has come, and their joy is great.

In addition to the Susans, the Brians, etc, I began to
recall some other children. There was Bill, who though quite
independent and self sufficient, never smiled, which seemed a
pretty sad characteristic in a three year old. But he had a
lot of curiosity about things. One summer when he was four,
an enterprising teacher brought an old fox fur to school and
gave it to Bill. You should have seen him! He stroked it,
shook it, and put it Across pieces of furniture, put it around
his neck, wadded it, up, laid it out straight, and finally
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folded it and put it tn a box. You have never seen any greater

delight in a four year old boy- -nor more creative play. And

he laughed! we all laughed!
-Another day this same .eacher broughta boy Bill's own,

age to school and Bill nearly went wild with joy. One of their

games was to turn an old toy car over and,spin the wheels and

some of the other children joined them. Bill obviously needed
to be with children who had some of the same attributes he
had. Bill often brought toys to Brian and some of the other
children and tried to engage them in play, but they were not
ydt able to play with someone else.

Next I remembered Debbie, one of Le few congenitally
totally blind and profoundly deaf children we knew before the
rubella epedemic, and how much she enjoyed the trampoline,
swimming, and other activities at the Washington State School

--for the Blind. She developed into a healthy / attractive young
woman, mainly, I am certain, because of the excellent physical

education program styled to her needs.
Finally, I remembered that, like any area of humaa-en-

deavor, each of us has his own personal way, of recreating and
finding joy. A walk on the beach, a symphony concert, a

_good ,mystery, a favorite book, a talk, or the wonders of nature
are lay preferences for relaxation and leisure and though

possibly shared by others, they are my own pleasures. Like-

wise, activities that provide enjoyment for the deaf-blind,
although minimal by our standards, are valued as important by
the child. Again, each of us has his own unique way of

recreating and enjoying life.
Thus with the help of children and adults I knew, I

arrived at a starting place. From the teacher's view point,
when-and where and how does recreation occur: Let's return now

the group of very young and severely involved children we
have known since the mid 1960's. Recreation foi one child be-

gan when as an infant she could tolerate and finally enjoy

being touched and then stroked and petted. As you are well

ware, some of the infants born as a result of rubella could

not tolerate being touched. Parents and teachers had to learn

how to ake tentative approaches, such as talking as they came

near nd touching the bed before picking the child up from the

bed r crib. The parent often met with a resistive, screaming

bat before she or he learned how to lead up to physical

coitact. When the infant, began to respond favorably to being
pocked up, learning could begin. It was also recreation
b cause the baby and the adult began to enjoy each other.

For another child, recreation might be learning to enjoy

be ng rolled on the cage ball. Initially, the purpose of

ro ling the child over the; top of the ball may be to help him
learn to tolerate being on his back, and to strengthen the

bac .
After the adult performs this task many times with the

baby the. child may begin to enjoy it. Several purposes will

then served: a child more physically able and fit, and a

chil hat plays and receives enjoyment from this activity.
Still another child may take weeks and months before he will
hold an object in his hand. When he begins to hold and then
to examine that object -- tactually, orally, and visually --
instead of releasing it immediately, one recognizes that the

child is interested and enjoying the activity. Isn't this

recreation?
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I might interject here that oral examination by a child
with vision and hearing deficits is a very Important technique
by which he learns about an object. To teachers it sometimes
appears as a bizarre behavior to be eliminated as soon as
possible. Stop and think: how does this child learn about
objects? Mouthing is one way. Smelling is another way. The
child who is congenitally blind will pick up an object and
smell it. To the untutored adult this seems weird, but for the
deaf-blind child -- a natural way to learn.

It is also good to know that at last we recognize the
value of filtering to the child who is deaf-blind and use it
now -as a reward for task accomplishment. Filtering light
through the fingers seems to be the only activity for some of
these children. Some seem obsessed by filtering. The tendency
at first was to eliminate that behavior completely and as
quickly as possible. We deemed it unproductive, but is it?
We watched a 4 year old last summer arrange transparent and
translucent toys in an endless variety at the window so they
would catch the light. She arranged and rearranged to get the
most interesting light effects as she looked through them.
(I_Jove to look through a kaleidoscope, doh't you?) Filtering
is certainly a pleasurable pasttime for some children and,
therefore, recreation.

Do I seem to be encouraging biZzare behavior? You bet!
Behavior is designated as bizzare when we don't understand
its purpose. The result is that we often make a negative
value judgment about it. We must recognize that such behavior
is of use to the child and'build from there -- using the
behavior as a bridge to more learning (not recessarily better)
but perhaps more constructive.

As teachers we want the child to achieve as much as he
can, as do parents. Often, we will have more patience than
the parent and must help them understand how the child must
develop at his own pace. More productive play (learning)
comes as the child begins to be able to accept more than one
person, more than one object, a variety of textures, etc.
Some children must work to control their bodies so they can
function more effectively. All the time, ways to communicate
are being tried out by child and adult. How much these chil-
dren have taught us about communication! What a marvelous
yariety.of ways there are to communicate! How tragic for
those children who learned only one way -- although perhaps
only a few held strictly to that way. The tragedy included
the adult who did not recognize what possibilities there were
for those children -- that_there was potential at -must have :
been prevented from emerging.

Just as we are admitting that not everyone an learn to
read symbols, that there are other ways of reading and obtain-
ing information, so we are burying the old conflict between
oral and manual communication. The -child who has multiple
sensory impafrment has taught us that he has a right to what-
ever mode or modes of communication work for him. -As our
biases break down, breakthroughs occur for the children. Just
as in all good teaching/learning situations, the cues often
come from the children. We may then improve upon those ways
to enhance the child's learning.

In closing, I'm reminded of Dr. Richard Kinney'S state-
ment at a meeting in October 1974, at Louisville (Ky.):
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,
"What bzEings you joy, brings me joy.", The commitment of

teacher's who work with children who have multi-impairments is

incredible. They are extremely innovatiAe and tireless in
trying to find ways to open the door to learning. They grieve

over the child for whom there seems to be no way, but they

never stop trying to find a wa}. Whe the ke} is found and

lr
progress for the child begins, to occu , the teacher is over-

joyed! The child's joy in learning is more than equalled by

the teacher's joy that he is learning. This is all the .

teacher needs. axis is the refresher. -the renewer-the mot4-
vator that the teacher needs to continue, and soon the ne't

.
step is planned and put into operation. To unlock the do r

to learning is difficult because each child is completely

individualistj.c.dnd totall,,,, unique. Thus, to watch the emer-

gence of a person is a great, exhilarating experience. This

is why teaching,is so exciting. ' ,

One day last aummer I hapt,ened to see Ben (age 2 1/2)

when he found the tether ball. He hit it and laughed'as the

ball'swung around the pole and came back to him. He hit it

many times, let.lt hit his cheek, rolled it up and down his

arm, punched it, and tried to taste it. Ben had a ball! He

was recreiting, and so was T. if I seem to be equating rec-
reatiqn with achievement (minimal though it may be at first),,

achievement with boy, and joy with recreation -- well I am.
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vcVEMENA AND FliW,ICAL ACTIVITY: THE FOUNDATION

FOR THE MOST IMPORTANT_R

Dr. Julian Stein, Director, Information and Research
u-tilleation Center in Physical Education and

Recreation for the Handicapped, American
Alliance for Health, Physical Education

and Recreation, Washington, D.C.

Never check the actions of the child; follow him and
watch to pre-ent an} serious accidents, but do not even
-rerlo,:e obstacles which he would learn to avoid by
,tumblia-0 c.),:er them a few times. TeaCh him to dump rope,
to swing weights, to raise his body by his arms, and to
'mingle as far.as possible im the rough sports of the
older boys., De not be apprehensive of his safety. If

you should sec him climbing in the branches of a tree,
be assured he is less likely to fall than if.he
perfect vision. Do not too much regard bumps on the
forehead, rough scratched, or bloody noses, even these
may have their good influences. At worst, they affect
Only the bark rand not he system like the rust of
inaction.

Dr. Samuel'Cridley Howe, patriarch id the
field of education of the visually handi-
capped

One fine day as the centipede went on his merry way, an
ant querried, 'Prey thee Mr. Centipede, but haw do you coordi-
nate all of you-legs:" For the first time in his life the
centipede wondered Just how did he walk.and run: Thereafter
hewas unable to coordinate mo%,ements trying to figure out
how hp did move. Soon afterwards, the centipede had a '

nervous breakdown worrying.about his locomotion!
To what extent have we played thp role of the ant in

dealing with impaired, disabled, and handicapped persons:
In our desire to help and serve individuals with various
handicapping conditions, what kinds of problems have we
created by emphasizing differences, deviations, and defi-
ciehcies among individuals and in making categorical general-
izations based on medical, psychological, and emotional
conditions and labels: To what degree have we been sensitive
td needs, interests, wishes, and wants of the very groups we
are committed and dedicated to serve: Have we as Pogo so
aptly and astutely said:. We have located the enemy and he
is us!"

over the past ten. years staffs of the AAHPEfi Protect -on
Re'dreation and Fitness for the Mentally Retarded and Unit on
Programs for the Handicapped, and the Information and Research
Utilization Center in Physical Education and Recreation for
the Handicapped iIRUC) have been privileged.to work with
representatives of man} different organizations and agencies
serving persons with various handicapping conditions. As a
pio3ect,we at AAHPER first dealt with physical education,
recreation, and related areas for mentally retarded persons.

n --
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sow, as a Unit and through additional speciarprojects we

have expanded activities and involvement to include virtually

every physical, mental, emotional, and social condition,

regardless of type, severity, or their combinations. As staff

members have talked with people from other groups and worked

together to attain mutual goals and attack common problems, it

has become increasingly evident that most all groups serving
specific handicapping.conditions have the same concerns and

are confronted with identical problems! On many occasions,

it has been scarey and humorous because of ways our staff

members have accurately predicted pr,oritieS of groups before

meeting with them!
Books, articles, and authorities consistently emphasize

that individuals, regardless of handicapping conditions, are

more like their peers and contemporaries than they are dif-

ferent. Therefore, we can expect impaired, disabled, and

handicapped persons, including deaf blind!individuals and

others with multiple conditions, to'have hieeds, interests,

and wishes more similar to than different from those of their

peers, Pespite current trends empthsizing normalization,

education; and treatment for all, mainstreaming, noncategor-

ical approaches, zero reject principles, and least restrictive

alternatives, emphasis is still on conditions, categories, and

labels; focus continues to be negative and on disability,

deficiency, and deviation. Few programs involve persons being

served -- consumers themselveswith opportunities to provide

input in decision and policy waiting processes that so directly

and intimately affect their hapPineg's, lives and their very

destinies. In the past they have asked to be heard and

involved: now they are demandibg to be an active and equal

partner in planning and implementing their programs and

'activities. Their approaches;which have previously been char-

=acterized as positive militarjcy,will undoubtedly become
positively militant unless wp hear and act. This need'for

and related are s for deaf- lind populations.
no physical education, recreation,involvement

Another fa for complic/iting effective and efficient

effect relatiophips. T1)4 great American game of hardened

categories continues. Regardless of inability, weakness, or
problem, each is simplistically attributed to the specific

handicapping condition. Little consideration and thought are

given to background, experience, interest, motivation, atti-

tudes, and a multitude of other highly individual and personal

factors. Individuals are categorically Labeled and looked

upon as problems, not individuals with the same basic needs,

drives, and desires as others their age that have additional

complications involving other obstacles to overcome. How

much of problems of deaf-blind persons in physical/motor/
movement activities, recreation, and related areas hdS been

our inability to break the communication barrier? Once

,through this barrier, just what are the differences among
approaches, activities, and other program considerations for

this and other populations?
Some brave and pioneering souls have had the courage of

their convictions and given them More than lip service,

Severely, profoundly, and multiply involved persons have been

afforded opportunities for active participation in physical
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and recreation acti.ities. .1nprime example is staff at the
Recreation'Center for the HaOdicapped in San Francisco. For
ewer 23 years, se"erely and profoundly retarded and mirliip
involved infant, children, youth.ana ,adults of all ages,
including deaf-flind peisons,\have paAicipated,actively,-in
recreational aetiities of 4ll_types at the Center --Xs well as
thr-a4t-out .an Francis.24,, California, and adjoining .Mates. .

o yitrission criteria hake esuG been imposed--partigipants do'
not "Lace to he toilet trained,, pos;ess ,erLal comnnication,
or e-',,ell )e partially arLulatorw. Yet an'ap if phAlospphy,

r qhich z.e.t.:s and deal sith evert individual as/if each did not
_,.,,St.e.,,:, any al..n,,rnal condition c,r comlimati9n of conditions,

has Leen eifecti-e ik.,,rr almost a quarter centur1). Adaptations '

and modifications\ Z re made in methc,ds an approaches, but not,

in ba,lic progrk.lphilosophy and object es, activities,
_attitudes, not in recp,4nizing everyindividUal as a person of
worth and dijn:, Who can,and does grow, progress, and develop.
Emphasi'L4 is positive- -not negafp,'e--and upon 4bilities--not
disabilities; potential- -not pficiency. Every individual is
helped to function as independently as possible\in a quality
lite that povides happiness through challenge aid accomplish- .

ment. :Is Helen Keller said, "It is good to\give the handi-
capped life,but better to gave them a life worth ving."

,-1_:_l pLilosoph\, prolram, and approach are poignan, contrast
\to a sad, sorrowful lA, vn a poster of the President's Commi
tee on men Retardation stating: "!.1, jreatest handicap is

voar a' `_. .. to4rd me!"
r posit e or ne4ati,re expectations are complanicated

both .i.kectl,, an; 1,, to affect ::rays in which individuals
respond to us and va. our situations in which they are
involved: .

If yotN treat a man as he is he.will remain as ,he is;
if ;ou treat a man as he should and could be, he may
becomelL&at he should and could benewer underesti-
mate another's potential for no man has a right to
set limitations and restrictions on another man's
potential.- Each of us has an obligation to "assist
others to develop their potential.

If an individual is educated progerlJy, and receives
faith he deserves, it is no longer acceptable for
anyone in placing a prop under-his body to show a
ceiling over,his potential achievement.

When an individual is approached with doubts, reservations,
restrictions, and limitatioft, often he develops an "I
can't,' "I won't,"1"what the hell," attitude. On the other
hand, when expectations are positive, actions and results
are positive. Research studies have reported amazing results
when the experimental treatment consisted only of changing
expectations of teachers and others in leadership roles.

Deaf-blind tumblers,, trampoline performers, swimmers,
wrestlers and skiers, along with others who have participated
sucCessfulll in equall imoossitde activities, have had some-
one working with the who wouldn't take no.for an answer.
These uodern da, Ann Sullivans provide emotional and psycho-
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lolical support as well is appropriately sequenced skill

pric4ressxons. l'his emphasizes and reempha=,,zes the crucial
importance of interpersonal relationships betw!en participant
and leader, and suggests two traps to avoid:

.hat'an,individual can do and providing
actavitic, that are entirely too difficult and
complicated!

nderesttmatino what an individua can do and insulting

nim with activities that are total y inappropriate,

easy, and habyish!

Another complicating factor that must be faced is a ten-

dency to make easy, simple and obvious things complex and

overly technical. So often the forest can't be seen for the

irees. Answers to problems and resolution of situations are
any times 4s evident and obvious as the nose on Jimmy

Durante's face. Instead of using research evidence for illu-
-mating, we tend to ase it as a drunk uses a lamp post- -for
f-upport! Facts have ue Lut ideas are priceless-for yester-
:ay's truth, may he `odaYs deception and yesterday'S false
Inference, tomorrow's revelation. Too often the KISS -NIP

approach - -iecp it simple system- -make it fun--is overlooked

and even actively ignored. Yet, herein lies what kith', of all

ales want and need: this approach provides directions, if not

we all actively continue to seek. Somewhere too

.2any people have forgotten that virtually all activities and
Icarning are Pe.,t_accomplished in environments Of fun and
laughter, pride and pleasure.

..hat is'important to a child? To an adolescent? Adults?

You and re' As we r,onder, each must admit: and recognize that

what'-s umportant one is not necessarily looked upon the
;Lay bl other's- that .hick caus4s problems and frustrations

t'or one does not do so for another.'%Different perceptions of
the sarr situation must be accepted, Un 'erstood, and appre-

ciated. For example, how many hyi4.iacti children are created

by hypoactive adults: Short attention spans by boredom, lack
oftriterest, insufficient challenge and little moti.,ation?
Uowever, play, recreation, active,...i_ise of leisure, free
uncommitted time are -portant in the lives of most -5&-Cple.

generally, these a,ivities are even MQ.r ortant to persons
with 'carious handicapping cendations as they represent passage
and entry into a life worth living. Creative use of the full
gamut of recreational activities -- active and passive, musical,
dramatics, arts and crafts. aquatics, rhythmic and dance,
physical fitness, games and sports, outdoor education and
recreation, winter excursions, quiet games, special events
social, org:tnized groups, clubs, hobbies and collections,
and community service -- possesses all ingredients of education

as opportunities promote:

. Self-realization
Human relationships
Civic resporibility

Ec°n°rie elcciency
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e. e eTple of education through recreation occured

in where 1 special education class cleaned
out an area behind A local junior high school. Prior to
Jlts effcrt esexy conceivable type of corruption an. Imagin-
able an'i-social tehx.ior cok place in this area. The

,i,e,24.al education clan ,or},e1 three years on te.. project.
Tre, daps to control a stream,.put in a bicycle
oat', 'ha, was also used t.y the ! iqh school cross country team,
de%cloped counsel rings complete with tables, seats and totem
bolt's, provided areas for archery ar.d air rifle activities,
con-pleted cerer.t and asphalt pla,. areas and paths, built stor-
ae .pins, sheds d!,d houses, and put in a nine hole pitch-and-
putt golf course around the periphery, of the area. This area
is usei cons:tanth by students for outdoor educationrecreation
nrograr -s during school as meld as throughout the year by
fannies, aaencies, and groups from throughout the city and
surrounding counties.. element of recreation's contri
bution to total educatic, And personal developmer, is present
and exemplified by this project.

''any recreational activities can provide rtportunities
for individuals t! gain basic proficiency in:

. 3elf care and self help developing skills in taking 4
care of oneself, including such personal needs as
dressing, toileting, bathing, brushing teeth, main-
taining good posture, and caring for other personal
needs.

. Social skills and_adiustment developing on aware-
ness of the environment in which the individual lives
by making ones contribution through sharing, taking
turns, using leisure time, and getting along in the
neighborhood, and by interacting appropriately and
meaningfully with other persons, including peers,
adults and leaders.

. Physkcal'proficiencl and motor skills participating
in physical activities and developing motor skills,
perceptual-motor attributes, and control, toll'enable
the individual to use small and large muscles well to
meet daily and emergency needs.

Communication, language developmenti_ and academic
skills learning all aspects of communication and
language including comprehension, speaking, sign
recognition, listening, gesturing, and writing, along
with such number concepts as counting, telling time,
and money values.

vocational skills learning to set a table, serve,
use kitchen tools and equipment, clean and clean-up,
sort, fold, stack, package, use simple tools, and
other readiness, prevocational and vocational activi-
ties related to the individual's interests and
abilities.

. Leisure time skalls enjoying singing, dancing,
rhythms, playing simple instruments, drawing., doing
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handicrafts, and playing games, as well as partici-
pating in arts and crafts, swimming and other aquatic
activities, hobbies, service projects, musical activi-
ties, camping, drama and dramatics, in both indoor

' and outdoor settings.

Obviouly active participation in recreational activi-
ties can contribute to every facet of an individual's growth
and development. In past generations and to a large extent
even today, emphasis remains on the 3 R's. No matter how
disguised--academic achievement, intellectual progress,
Cognitive development, mental maturity -is still readin',
pdritin', and 'rithmetic! Factorg and forces today make it
possible to suggest strongly that recreation, long ignored,
neglected, malignedoand abused, is not only the most important
R but increasingly so. This is not really a new phenomenon
since,.philosopters, doctors, educators, and people from all
walks of life have been. telling us this through the ages.
For example:

Plato said, 'Lack of activity destroys the good
condition of every human being while movement and
physical exercise save it and preserve it."

. Charles Sherrington stated, "As we look along the scale
of life, muscle Is there before nerve and nerve'is
there before mind."

. John Dedey put it, The proper development of the mind
directly depends upon the proper use of the muscles
and senses.'

John Locke summed it up; "A sound mind in a sound
body is a short but full description of a happy
state in this world."

Play, wholesome use of leisure time, and realizing the
full impact of ecreational activities are crucial to .a
quality life. espite play truly being the important work of
childhood, what really has happened to childhood? These
observations,ar even truer when dealing with 'special
populations.. .

However, our desire and,determination to reap greatest
impact and ful potential from recreational aceiviti'es in the
total physical, mental, emotional, and social growth of spe-
cial populations, we often fail to recognize basic and funda-
mental reasons why certain individuals have problems or even
fail in specific activities. Regardless of similarities in
external and observable behavioral characteristics and traits
of Persons having difficulty with various activities, skills,
or patterns, we dare not generalize cause and effect relation-
ships based on labels or categorical generalizations. For
most conditions,more variability can be found within that
particular category, than between it as a group, therso-called
normal,,,and those with quite different` conditions!

In many cases, lack.of physical development, motor
proficiency, physical fitness, and/or related physical/motor,
attributes can and do influence degree to wl1ich success is
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attained in many recreational activities. Consequently, it
is fair to sal that movement and physical activity are the
foundation fu: the most important R.

As vital ani valuable as physical development and motor
proficiency are fur all children, they are even more important
ror deaf-blind youngsters.- While specific-needs and means of
expresSion vary from age to age and developmental level to,
level, certain fundamental considerations .re consistent
throughout all ages, stages, and levels. When sehso'ry inputs ,

are reduced or eliminated, Increased opportunities must be
provided to culti.ate and develop more fully senses that remain
intact., With deaf-blind persons, use and importance of
tactile-kinesthetic programing and approaches are erucial.
This adaptation_isnotautomatic but must be carefully nur-
tured through intelligent use of active participation in
ractivities'that are sequentially progressive. This procesy
can Le cultivated through such techniques as manual manipplation
and caction which are Lased on the principle of kinesthdlic
feedbacis. Charley 4os4e11, a totally blind, golf champ/on who
has had a hole-in-one and a best 18 of 81, says emphatcally
that hitting a golf ball gives him inner tingles and s'auis-
factions that kicking a football, hitting a baseball, or
striking a punching bag couldn't equal. Proprioceptdve
feedback that creates these feelings is operative in all of
us. When each of Us hits a golfball, kicks a football, hits
a baseball, or strikes a punching. bag, our real, satisfactions
are also internal an4 come from ways the.activi.iy makes us
feel--seeing the end result merely provides visual feedback-
and reinforces the inner feelings. Arthur Steinhaus aptly
put it when he said that we see More with our muscles than
with our eyes.

At an even more basic level is a teaching technique, or
methodology in whiCh an individual is manually or physically
guidedthrough a movement or pattern. In- this approach the
feel of the activity is obtained through thii same proprio-
ceptive feedback. Various speeialties give their own unique
names to this procegs--Domad Delacato calls it patterning,
Kephart--controlling the output, physical therapists-assistive
therapy, corrective, therapists-resistive therapy, and physical
educators-kinesthesis! Often in introducing skills, movements,
and patterns to deaf-blind youngsters, an effective procedure
is.to have the student feel movements as you go through the
motions. 'Still another approach is to gettthe feel of motions
by monitoring a doll, Eitpe-cleaner figure, or manikin as it
is manipulatedthrough desired movements, tasks, activities,
or patterns. These techbiques utilize a tactile - kinesthetic-'

on proprioceptive feedback.
' Motor responses provide each of us with Initial input and ,

understanding of ourselves and our environments. Planning and
structuring these experiences from the earliest time are
crucial to future progress of deaf-blind youngsters. Infant
stimulation programs offer much promise for later and con-
tinued development of deaf - blind, children. Research evidence
data from empirical reports, and information from subjective
observations regarding what, how , and why of physical/motor
activities in the development of children,need to be reviewed
and applied appropriately to these youngsters. Let's-not fall
into the trap of making early experiences for these children
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Over-academ c in nature. In fact, some studies and specialists

in early childhood education suggest that formal academic

training needs to be delayed, not introduced earlier tomost

children. Early educational experiences need to provide

opportunities that emphasize exploration, problem solving,

and education as a process that promotes a positive attitude

toward and love for the fun learning. Children with sen-

sory and motor deficits need these additional opportunities

to develop skills and abilities that will put them in good

stead in later formal school and community situations,

especially those in the mainstream of society. In addition to

direct contributions these physical and recreational activities

make to the growth and developMent of individual chi'dren,

they make it more likely that each c6in adjust in normal pro-

grams and-activities. Ability to play with one's peers and
,classmates is considered to be the best single predictor to

determine when and if an individual can succeed in regular

situations in the mainstream. Basically, stages of physical

and motor development of deaf-blind children differ little if

any from their sighted and hearing classmates. Play pro-

gresses through the same stages as for other youngsters--indi-

vidual, parallel, and progressively more complex grout.,

cooperative, or team activities. As adults, emphasis returns

to activities of a parallel and individual nature. Typical

c,f types of physical and motor emphasis needed by all chil-

dren including deaf-blind youngsters are:

Gross motor activities including involuntary, reflex-

ive-, protective, and voluntary activities, movements,

and patterns involving large muscles and muscle groups...-

Fine motor activities including activities, movements,

and patterns characterized by use of small muscles

involving dexterity, manipulation, and conteol.

Perceptual motor activities in which sensory inputs
processed in terms of previous experiences to infld-\

ence motor output as al'basis by which the individul
learns about himself and his environment; actions o

this type can be vigorous or nonvigorous and overla

several of the other areas discussed.

Basic movement and locomotor skills including pos-
tural orientation (i.e., balance, standing, stretching,

bending, twisting, falling,shariging, climbing, lifting),

locomotor/mobility activities (i.e., crawling, slid-
ing, galloping, skipping, ,stopping, dodging, pivoting,

rolling), and other basic movements (i.e., rolling an

object, tossing, throwing, bouncing, dribbling,
catching, kicking, striking, pushing and pulling).

Formal and informal physical fitness activities de-

signed to develop such traits as strength, power,

agility, flexibility, muscular and cardiovascular
endurance, balance, speed, and general coordination

so that each individualis able to-meet everyday

situations and emergency situations adequately.
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. 'Low organized activities in which basic and fundamental
patterns and movements are applied Co increasingly
complex situations to develop and refine such skills
as throwing, catching, kicking, striking, running,
pushing ana rolling.

. Lead-up activities in which patterns, movements, and
- skills are used for the expressed purpose of preparing

an individual for participation in specific sports,
g nes and higher organized activities such as swim-
mi , tumblinj, gymnastics, appdratu, wrestling and
ball games.

. Specific sports skills in which individuals partici-
pate actively in various sports, games and higher
organized activities according to personal interests
and abilities. -

. Recreational and leisure activities including life-
time sports skills in which opportunities are pro-
vided foi active p,rticipation in sports, dance,
active games, swimming, hiking, campring, winter
activities (i.e., sledding, skating, skiing, snow
games, ice fishing, tobaggoning, snowmobiling, sleigh
rides, snowshoeing), arts and crafts, musical
activities, drama and dramatics, excursions and field
trips, service projects and hobbies.

When differences are noted in interests and performances of
deaf-blind and other persons, probing questions need to be
asked about inflyences and effects of experience in activities,
motivation, understanding of tasks, participant-lead re-
lationships, and many'other related factors.

Without any intent to minimize the importance of physical
and physiological contributions of phybical,motor involvement
for deaf-blind persons, as in which these activities contrib-
ute to emotional, psychological, and affective development
could be most valuable of all. along with inner feelings and
satisfactions pieviously discussed, every success influences
ways in which an individual looks upon himself. Self-
confidence, self-image, and self-cohcept become more positive;,
Pride in seeing a task through from beginning to end increases;

.,--socialization and emotional stability improve; cooperation
and desire to do a good job increases. In short, an individual
makes friends with himself through his body as he becomes
captain of his own ship. Put another way, each has oppor-
tunities to experiment, spread his wings, and build his own
rocket to the moon.

We can 'draw from the field. of athletics,and restate
what physical education, recreation, special education--yes,
education itself--are a1,1 about., Basically, we want to help
youngsters of all ages --

. Establish 2pals that are relevant, important and
meaningful to each participant.

. DeyelopLability to follow through, to attain goals
that have been set.
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. Learn_ to deal with the reality of life that everyone
must face and cope with daily. 'Despite setting goals
and following through, no one is going to always -reach
established goals. A real and important difference
exists between losing and failing. As Vince Lombardi
said, "winning isn't elkerything; the will_to win is

everything."

.
Recognize that even though each of us is an individual
everyone must daily sublimate what he wants to do for

the good of the group. Rules, regulations, laws and

mandates affect us all.

Douglas MacArthur put it in this way, "Upon the fields
of friendly strife are sown seeds that in other days and on
other fields will bear fruits of victory.

The Credo of Abilities Incorporated (Albertson, New
York) eloquently and pleadingly presents inner fcelings, true
desires, and personal perceptions of impaired, disabled, and
handicapped persons. In helping each person gain this type
of personal stature, dignity, and independence, we must heed

these words:

I do not choose to be a common man. It is my right to

be uncommon - -if I can. I seek opportunity--not security.
I do not wish to be a kept citizen, humbled and dulled
-by having the-Mate_look after me. I want to take the
calculated risk; to dream and to build, "to-fail andto

succeed. I refuse to barter incentive Los a dole. I '

prefer the challenge of life to the guaranteed exis-
tence; the thrill of fulfillment to the stale calm of
Utopia. I will not trade freedom for beneficence nor
dignity for a handout. I will never cower before any
master nor bend to any threat. It is my heritage to
stand erect, proud and unafraid; to think and act for
myself, enjoy the benefit of my creations and to face
the'world boldly and say, this I have done.

4./
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gOMMUNITY SUPPORT: THE FIRST STEP IN ORGANIZING

-- FOR. COMMUNITY -BASE RECREATION FOR

SPECIAL POPULATIONS

Ms. Carol Stensrud, Project Assistant, National "
Institute on Program Development and Training
in Recreation for Deaf-Blind Youth, Children

and Adults, University of Iowa,
Iowa'City, Iowa

DEFINITIONS

special29pqanons those children a is affected
by social, emotional, economic, physic, ''menz ^ d sabili-

ties. They may be living in instit onsiton-going ca cen-

ters, or residential settings in .,te community.

Community-based special popu ation recreation programs -
the utilization of communit} faoilNies, resources, and services
for the programming of activities of integrated, segregated or
intermediate nature. 0

JUSTIFICATIONS

is becoming increasingly dear that the provision
of wholesome opportunities for th satisfaction of lei-
sure needs of special populations is an essential ing're-
dienCto good individual and comm pity health. Special
populations do exist within our community and are enti-
tled to leisure opportunities_that_can give a feeling of
.worth and a measure of fulfill:next to'their Lives. (Stein
and Sessoms, 1973: 10-11

If the public recreation program is to provide ade-
quate recreation programs and resources for the total
pbpulation, we must realize that there are significant
numbers in our communities who will require special pro-
grams, and it is the community's responsibility to pro-
vide special programs for these special groups (Park,
1970:26)

It is the policy of this state to encourage. and enable
the blind and partially sighted and the physically dis-
abldd to participate fully in the social and economic
life of the state. . . .(Chapter 601. D.1 Iowa Code)

Article 27 (1): Everyone has the right to freely
participate in the cultural life of the community, to
enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement
and its benefits. (Universal Declaration of Human
Rights)

. . .unalienable rights; that among these are life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness. . . .(Declaration
of Independence)

4 8
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Article IV: The mentally retarded person has., a right

to live with his own family or ith foster-parents: to
participate in.all aspects of cofimunitylife, and to be
provided with appropriate leisure time activities.
(Declaration of Ceneral and-oecia -Rights of the
entallv- Retarded)

Article IX: ror ciecy child af, eemnunity which'rec-

,,gnizes ind plans for his needs, .; . .; provides him

ith safe and w'rolescmc places for play and recreation;
end ri=:(1S pro,,ision for his cultural and social needs.
("2,e C',itdren's Charter, !:esbitt, ay 4, 1972:2--3)

4r.-c ration i_ sa essential part of normalization,
3 -e'er 3 to those measures and practices which maxi-

.,3:c a persotis (1.,oton'tial) participation in the main-
1 interation can be facilitated (or

t:Ical and ,,ocial circustances.
rte is achmeved when he lives in a cultur-

_ve commonitl t,ettincl in ordinary community

! cc'-imunicates, socialize, and moves about ,in
ap:propriate for his age; and is able to utili7,e, in

typical ways, typical community resources (such
t:1;c po:,t office, social, recreation and religious

facilities) (Wolfensberger: PASS, 1973:9)

Chapter 104A, Code of Iowa, requires that all public
buildings and facilities financed by state, county or munici-

pal funds must be constructed ". . . accessible to and

functional for the physically handicapped."

Almost every American knows somejrie,who is handi-
capped, and few persons oppose the concePt of equal
rights for the disabled. However, general indiffer-
ences and unthinking discrimination are the rule.
(Hamer, 1974)

Deaf-blind people are people like any people. . . .

Some, can do many things and some are very limited in their

recreational aptitudes. Like other people, deaf-blind
people vary in their attitude toward specific recre-
ational activities. Recreation is just one part of a

rehabilitation process. (Bettica, 1959:3)

we are responsible for exposing the deaf-blind child
with an ever broadening range of leisure time choices,
but we must not be close-minded about these choices. . . .

Recreation can help us shape the child's behaviors and
help develop him as a more self-actualizing individual,
but we must respect his individuality at all times.

(Stensrud, November, 1974: 21)
-Community based se ,vices tend to promote resource

utiliZation by the individual; achieving the pinnacle of
Maslow's heirarchy of needs is virtually impossible in
the institution due to its inherent organizational
weaknesses. (Compton, December 3, 1974: 5)



The preceding quotes sb9w us that community-based rec-
reation for Special Populations is justified legally, morally,
socially, philosophically and most importantly, humanistically.

Every person is first an individual and secondly a citi-
zen. It is the community's responsibility to provide recre-
ational services to all its citizens regardless of age, sex
or ability.

You as a group.of individuals, all concerned with the
development of human potenbial in deaf-blind individuals and
other Special Populations, are already advocates of "handi-
capped liberation." With this in mind, I don't think it is
necessary to elaborate on the )ustification of community-based
recreation programs for Special Populations. Justification
gives us a leg to stand on, but no power to run with at the
present time.

I believe the enabling power to set up a community-based
program for Special Populations lies in community support.
Without the support of the total community, community-based
services to Special Populations will not be provided, or if
provided, they will not survive because they have no long,
term support base.

PURPOSE OF THIS PRESENTATION

I Bee' very strongly that the first step in organizing
for community-based recreation services for special populations
is gaining total community support, and it is to this issue
I would like to address this conference.

This summer I was involved with he deaf-blind workshop
in Seattle. Arriving two weeks prior to the program, I delv-
ed into the city's recreational resources, community organi-
zations, and agencies serving children of every kind in an
attempt to provide our deaf-blind children with a wide
variety. of community-based experiences. During the seen weeks
of the workshop, our children did experience the community and
utilize many resources, and, in burn, the city of Seattle
experienced deaf-blind children and their beautiful unique-
ness. (For further information on the specific activities we
engaged in, please see "Jungle Fun, Recreation for the Deaf -
Blind Child," in Program Development in Recreation Service for
Deaf-Blind. John A. Nesbitt (ed.) UniVersity of Iowa, 1975)

This year I an co-coordinating a community-based recre-
ation program, S.P.I., SpecialPopulations Involvement, in the
small community of Iowa City. This community has no deaf-
blind populations that I know of, but S.P.I. program does
serve many different kinds of individuals, including the multi--
handicapped, and could very feasibly serve deaf-blind children
and adults.

My involvement in both of these programs was of:a similar
nature in that I have tried to gain the support of a community
(its people, places and resources) in an attempt to provide a
normalizing recreational experience.

I would like to share with you my personal philosophies
on gaining community support for recreation services for
Special Populations in an effort to aid you and support you
in your efforts to organize for community-based recreation
prbgrams for Special Populations.
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Most of my life is centered presently around S.P.I.

programs, so this paper is a reflection of this program.

COMMUNITY AWARENESS--------_
1 .

In advocating for communityl-based recreation for Special

Populations, one must look6at tlie level of awareness that the

community has tegarding Special Populations. In other words,

one must reali4e where they are coming from. Looking at the

reason why Spedial-Populations haven't been served in the past

might hdlp us understand better where some of the community

members Are regarding awareness to Special Populations.

The two major reasons services have been denied to spe-

cial groups in the community are stated by Wolfensberger (a)73:

45). One was the the generic agency lid not pOssess the

necessary specialized skills and resources, and the other was

that the person with a :-.pecial condition would be better served

ecial, segregated service.
second reason or excuse for non-service has reached

my ears An disguised words so many times that it makes my.

h'a ache. The community and civic leaders are proud-of this

community's "fine rehabilitation centers," i.e., University

t

Veteran's Hospital, Nelson Developmental

Center, c. They support services for Special Populations,

as long as they are personally not threaAened by meeting cne

?,
of these "handicapped" persons, for it Ight be contagious'.

Their lack of understanding of the self defeating process of

segregation, reinforces their belief that "they" are better

off with "their Own kind."
The first reason, that being lack of specialized re-

sources and skills, also stems from lack of understanding. A

member of Special Populations has more characteristics in

common than uncommon when comparing with the "normal" indi-

vidual. The public recreation professional will be, like many

others, aware of Spe,cial Populations to the limited extent that

he sees how "they" differ, their disabilities and their prob-

lems. He may not be aware of the vast abilities they possess
and their alikeness when compared to other participants.

« The public recreator, when approached as to providing

recreation services for Special Populations, will probably

envision a segregated specialized program, extensive facility

adaptions, expensive staff and resource additions, along with

loss-of attendance by his "normal" participants. All these

visions justify his lack of service regardless of the right or

needs of his community members in Special Populations. He may

not be aware of the present programs he now_offers that could

be easily adapted so that Special Populations could partici-

pate. He may be uninformed as to fupding potentials Or_ the

specifics of accessibility, and because of his lack of know-

ledge, will deny service to Special Populations.
It is evident that before commuriity-based recreation pro-

-,gramS for Special Popuptions can be implemented, a wall of

fears, prejudices, misconceptions and lack of knowledge must

come tumbling down. The foundations of support for community-

based service are made tf knowledge, and awareness of Special

Populations, their needs, rights and potentials.

ri
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BUILDING FOUNDATIONS

A community-based recreation program for Special Popula-
tions must have the support of the total community, including
civic leaders, park and recreation professionals, rehabilita-
tion agency representatives, Special Populations and the pub-

lic at large. Building support is a very difficult process,
I have found, but crucial to the survival.of community-based
service. Support is achieved by continual education, communi-
cation and direct involvement of and with the community.

Civic Leaders
-The civic leaders will be my first target for education.

We must provide them with a general knowledge of Special Pop-
ulations and the justifications for providing community-based
recreation services to all citizens. This could be done by
providing them written data, showing films, inviting them to

/ visit community-based programs already in existence, inviting
guest speakers involved with community service, etc.

More specifically, the data to support the need for rec-
reaiional,services for special populations in the particular
community must be provided. The method we used was a survey

of the present recreational needs and involvement of Special
Populations in Iowa City. (See Appendix 1) With this data,
we could objectively document the definite need for a commu-
nity-based recreation program for Special Populations in
Iowa City. When we presented the survey to the Park and Rec
reation Commission, nobody waved a check for the program in
our faces. We didn't expect it. We did, however, effect an
increase in their level of awareness thus increasing our
support basis.

Community Recreation Professionals
Obviously, the support of the community recreationpro-

fessional is needed to initiate and implement a community' -
based program. The community recreation director must also
be made aware of who Special Populations are, their needs a
their rights to service. Most importantly, he must be p50-
yided with feasible methods of providing services to Special

Populations.
He may be able to employ the services of a recreation

consultant, Mole likely, another recreation professional, ,

educator, or advocate can voluntarily provide him with infor-
mation concerning Special Populations, philosophy of community -
based recreation, legal bases, funding, accessibility,
volunteer services, resources available, programming and
adaptions. (See Appendix 2)

He may then be able to see possibilities for services to
Special Populations. If finances and Staff are available,
he may then be able to initiate a program. More than likely,
consultation will serve to make community recreation personnel
more aware of Special Populations and more willing to serve,
providing they don't have to make any m or committment.

(i.e., finance, staff, etc,)

Communit Or anizations A encies and Institutions

. The power of numbers, involved and supportive numbers, is

t) 4.
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the best kind of support-, You as a Special Populations member,

parent's group member, educator, community recreator, thera-

peutic recreation specialist or advocate.group member, cannot

initiate community-based services without the support of other

organizations within the community.
After the need for service has been documented, the next

step is to evaluate what services are available in the community'

A and what additional services are needed. We can then begin to

match the needs and services and implement new methods of

service.
Calling together representatives of all community agencies

and organizations for an organizational meeting was our first

-step toward action. The organizational meeting included Spe-

cial Population representatives, civic leaders, Park and Rec-

reation Board- representatives, Recreatoo Education Department

,representatives, therapeutic recreation speCialists, rehabil-

itation agency representatives, service organization and club

representatives, parents and various- professionals.
Education of these community members is again needed.

Even representatives deal4Ing with Special Populations may not

be aware of their prejudices and denial of normalizing life

styles to Special Populations. The philosophy of community-

based recreation for Special Populations has its foundations

in the belief that all habilitation has as its major goal the

preparation -of the individual toward independent and normative

functioning-,,Programs that fail to incorporate a relatively
demanding pace of carrying clients step wise and increasingly,

into culturally normative tan, thetefore culturally integrated)
contexts and activities are, by their very nature, not genuinely

'habilitational. Wolfensberger 1973346)
Agencies must be made aware of thig philosophy and helped

to realize that community-based pro6rams are not duplicating

or threatening existing services, but are a pooling of all

communtty resources in an attempt to provide,the most.-nor-
malizing service possible.

' f feel that the community organizational meeting should
be a sharing of philosophies, needs and present servicesVvail-

able. From this meeting, smaller advisory committees could be

formed. These committees would be responsible for deciding
upon a course of action to implement community-based recreation

services for Special Populations. The committees cbuld direct

their energies to funding, programming; staffing,'tAnsporta-.

tion and'resource utilization alternatives.

The Public
A final faction that must be educated so they can be

supportive:of community-based service is the general public.
I believe that the best way to do this is to directly involve

them with Special Populations. This will happen in an effec-

tive community-based recreation program for Special Populations.

So let us look at getting it started.

BUILDING THE P1 GRAM

The foundations have beep laid for the beginning of set-
,
vice. The need has been proven, and the community has been
educated and involved in the,possibalities of program planning.
What next?
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our IAA of action Was decided upon. A pilot program
was to be directed by the University of Iowa's Recreition
Education Department in cooperation with the Iowa City Park
Department. All funding would Come from the Bureau of Educa-
tion for the Handicapped grant awarded to the University.

TWO oraduate assistants in the c recreation, myself
4nd Twyla Misselhorn, would be quarter-time salaries from
/the grant. The rest of the s ff would be drawn Arom community
volunteers and therapeutic recreation students. The community
reereatiOn center would be used for the program if the. program
waipapproved by the -ity Council.

The survey5sand proposed pilot program were submitted to,
the City Council and Park and Recreation Board, and after two .

months of political hassle, the program was apptoved.
I attribute the slow process of program approval to.the.,

lack of community support. During the two month interim, we
failed t.0 utilize the advisory committee or solicit continued
community support. Actually,- we were prohibited from using
the committees because the Park Board fel that too many
"outsiders" were-havinv a say in the program.* Our community
su-port diminished, su the fight for the pogram approval was
longarild lonely one, but a worthwhile on , I must add.

WE'VE COME ALONG WAY

S ., Special Populations Involvement is in its"'
fifth mo th of operation. It has grown tremehdously and will
continue grow as we become more aware of how to elicit
community s port. As this support grows, S.PvI. services
expand to se e more people and provide higher quality pro -
grams of amor diverse nature'. ,

:I see most '\f the early. failings of S.P.I. caused by the
lack' of broadly based community support that is gained through,
education, communication and involvement. The body of this
paper concerned itsekf with ideas on how to gairimuch needed

/initial community support in an attempt to help advocates of
' community-based recreation programs serving Special Popula-

tions avoid some of theXistakes I've encountered.
The successes of S.PI. have come through the increasing

community support (awareness, inter-agency communication,
education of community leaders, and effective coordination of
more and more community resOurces).

In closing, I would like to briefly describe some of t e
aspects of S.P.I. development that I attribute to the growing
community support and also describe the ways in which

/
we are

trying to urtn this vitalksupport.
, To begin an integrated progam (that is, normal and handi-
capped people recreating; together) of commanitased recre-
ation was'In6ee than any civic leader or recreation leader in
Iowa,City was ready to handle at,lis level,of understanding.
S.P.I. begah, as a special proOmn of recreation for Special%

,PopUlationb only, utilizing communit,- resources. The hesi-
tancy ,sand_Aenial of integrative 1.1 efits and rights was still
present after two months of prop amming. ''

I wanted our programs tOre offered to the general public.
I 'thought it Mould be a gr_61 addition to the community's .

Rrogram if they could no offer creative dramatics, scouting,
. 1 --:/-
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swimming, skill development and an adult night. They didn't

a..iTei?. They did concede that I could begin selective into-
,y.!ation fchcening special groups and inviting them to come on

//a limited ba,:is to S.P.I. programs).
This semester I am proud tc,say that every S.P.I. pro-

grim is attended by Loth "norm"1" and Special Populations.

our adult program even approaches normalization, for we have

more "normal" participants than Special Populations attending.

Cur swim program is totally integrated for we utilize the

public pool during public hours and provide only the extra
needed supervision and Ishort period of instruction to our

Z.P.I. participants.
This month's flyer defines Special Population Involvement

as ,a community-based recreation program for all people,

especially geared to meet the needs of this community's

Special Pepulations., This kind, f program is possible
because of community awareness and sul3port.

S.P.I. has broadened its service base to include a greater
number of participants who are serviced and reside in the

community 4nd u greater number of participants that are seined

in institutions.
Initially. program participants w re limited to those who

,could independently travel to the recreation center. Looking

at the downtown location of the Center, and the inaccessibility

to limited public transportation, one could predict poor

participation figures.
Utilizing voluntec_s, we began phone teams (calling pos-

..

sible participants, or agencies of referral and local institu-

tions to encourage participation and to find out how we could

better serve them.) ,Iransportation was the major problem stated_

Transportation is still a major problem, but we have had

a few breakthroughs. Two local institutions who have acces-
sible vans were shown that S.P.I. progiams were much more nor-
malizing and beneficial than the in-house service that they

were providing. The Veteran's hospital men now come to S.P.I.
adult programs, along with staff, and they have the use of a
van that other S.P.I. participants can also use when we

travel to other community facilities. The Johnson county Care

Facility also has a van and lots of willing participants, but
in the past they couldn't partidipate because they lacked the

staff. we now provide the bus driver and staff to enable these
special people to attend S.P.I.

Many of my volunteers have provided transportation or
needed traveling assistance to individual participants and
have thus enabled S.P.I. to serve more of this community's

citizens.
Transportation is a major expense, and very hard to

justify to the civic leaders because it is "above and beyond"
services offered to the genera; community. An inaccessible

program is not much better than no progre at all, §0 we are
looking for a good fairy to bring us a van.

More realistically, we are seriously looking into many
different alternatives of short and long term funding for

S.P.I. The city nas approved the funding on one half-time

'staff for S.P.I. in 1977. Even at that time, much greater
funding support will bo necessary, and until then we really
need to procure funding other than through B.E..s.
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We are investigating Federal grNets, Social Security
funding, local community organizations, and charity funding.

Because of the immediate need for funds, our emphasis
has been on procuring local funding. Again, greater aware-
ness, communication and involvement aid in the developMent of
this support.

dere are some of the present projects we are Undertaking
to develop better total community support:

1. Street sgrvey of the public's awareness of S.P.I.
2. Development of a video-tape presentation and slide

show to be used in public relations.
3. Organization of a Publicity Committee which will?

A. Deyelop a brochure
13. Expand public relations to include radio and T.V:

spots.

C. Establish contact with local and state news-
'papers, interesting them in writing stories on
S.P.I.

4. Publish a monthly newsletter to be sent to all partici-
pants and agencies and to be printed in other local
publications such as the ARC bulletin, etc.

5. Personal contact with every organization and club to
set up an interview or speaking engagement and to
solicit support (financial or other).

6. 2roguring community service organizations to sponsor
fundraising events for S.P.I.

7. Directly inVOlving the community - personal invital-*
tions to civic leaders to participate in programs,
various clubs and organizations serving as volunteers,
etc.

8. Sponsoring our second benefit public dance to raise'
money for S.P.I. and increase our community's aware-
nessof Special Populations.

Retailed description and listing of various program,
funding, and personnel resources are included in Appendix 2.

CONCLUSION

I-firmly believe that within every.community, regard-
less of size, there exists the,neetled funds, facilitiesand
staff to provide community-based recreation services to all
of the community members, and that includes Special Popula-
tions. The task of initiating a program may seem monumental,
but it,,can be done if the community is willing to work to-
gether, utilizinq all community resources and community mem-
bers on all levels of the program's develoPMent. Through
support by the total community, community-based recreation
services for Special Populations will be made available and
their continued existence will be insured.

I'll end with our slogan:
HELP KEEP SPECIAL POPULATIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, SUPPORT S.P.I.

1".:1
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APPENDIX 1

SURVEY OF RECREATIONAL NEEDS

This study was undertaken to assess the recreational
needs and involvement of special populations in *Iowa City.
From this study ib was hoped that the necessary supporcive
data would be available to justify a program for special
populations.

The project stafE surveyed two hundred(200) various indi-
vidual members of special populations in nine (9) different
categories in the community and residing in various collective
centers'in Iowa City. The purpose of this survey was to assess
their participation and interest in recreational activities.

. The project staff also sent questionnaires to all supporting
ageneieS in Iowa City to determine their interest in and,
support for a community-based recreation program. A list of
all physical recreational resources in Iowa City was also
obtained which could be used by such a program.

After the survey tabulations had been completed, it was
_noted that there is a definite need for and interest in a
community-based recreation program for special populations in
Iowa City. Survey participants felt that recreation is a
vital part of their life (88.76A) but that their needs are,
not currently being met (47.62%). Respondents also indicated
that the Iowa" City Recreation Center would be an appropriate
place for them to attend (86.75%).

Approximately fifiy percent (50=A) of the agencies

returned their tkestionnaires. Ninety-eight (98X) indidated
their support sn estabjishing a community-based recreation
program for special populations. Several agencies also
offered to assist in ,the program development in'any way that
they could.

APPENDIX 2

SUGGESTED RESOURCES

CommunitvlSupport
ilere are a few of the people, places, and things that '

communitses_hame_af in_aupport_of the_programs I've

been involved in-. You may-have_tried them already, but if

you'haven't . . . _

1. Students - My programs are supported by a team of

indispensable volunteers. They supervise, participate, plan
activities, share skills, drive, type, solicit fuhds, organize
special events, provide music therapy, dance therapy and W.S.I.

swim instructions. They are of both high school and college

age and are a fantastic energy source. My greatest thanks to

them all.
2. Local craftsmen When asked to come and share their

skills they are ofteA flat ered and more than willing to pro-
vide recreation education. We've had scuba, karate, horse-

back riding, backpacking, imming, cooking, yoga, folk
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d.incing and square dancing, all for free.
3. Civic leaders - Often these community membas will

become directly involved when asked to come and speak about
civic events, or are receptive to group tours of the civic .

center, fire station, police station, etc. Try approaihing_
them to sponsor a Special Populations Week.

4. Media centers - We've interested local newsmen in
dOinqvideo-tape presentations, feature stories and news
spots for our program. Our dances haye been disc-jockied by
Local radio personalities all for just love.

5. Clubs and organizations - People want to give their
support in man' ways besides just donating money- Clubs have
donated equipment and supplies. They have sponsored parties
and invited us to their Gpecial events. Many volunteers have
been-drawn from service clubs. Most importantly, club mem-
bers have been involved as participants, i.e. Boy Scouts,
upward Bound, Jay-Cees, Folk Dance Club, etc. and have helped
to normalize our program.

6. Schools - Children from all kinds of classes and every
age have been invited to participate with-us in S.P.I. This
summer, local daycare centers were more than willing to come
and join in on our music therapy sessions. Kids take care of
one another and the integration process is just beautiful to
,watch.

7, Professionals Doctors and nurses have given voluntar-
ily to these programs, enabling us to go to events in the
community with severely disabled participants. Who knows?
You might Interest a lawyer to lobby for your community-based
programs or press for accessibility in the community. How
about a teacher of the deaf giving recreation leaders an in-
service work-shop on sign language?

8. Private business - Donations and sponsorships have been
given by this sector of the community. More success has come
through specific requests such as for food, paper goods, tick-
ets, passes, printing services, free rental of camping gear,
lumber, sand, parachutes, musical instruments, and any kind
of throw-away-stuff imaginable.

9.6Places Zoos, public and private pools, gymnasiums,
parks, amusement concessions, theaters, stadiums, camps,
churches, stores, stimulation centers, restaurants, libraries,
museums, auditoriums, night cldbs, bus stations, airports,
farms, factories, lakes, beaches, forests and the whole
environment can be used for education and recreation. A
phone call and a preliminary visit to make sure your group can
be accommodated and may be provided a needed extra to enhance
the experience is a must.

10. Trash - The world of waste that we live in is-a
free-bee's heaven if you swallow self-pride and aren't afraid
to get your hands dirty. This summer, an indoor playroom and
a wooden playground materialized out of scrounged trash.
Borrow a big vehicle and cruise local factories, surplus, ware-
houses, and junk yards. You'll be amazed at what you.can
find for free. A few fantastic resources I'm acquainted with
and hope you will be also are:

Farallones. Making Places, Changing Spaces in SchOols and at
Home and Within Ourselves. California: Random House,

/ Inc., 1971. r
t)?()
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Yanes,,Samuel.*(ed.) BIA Rock Cand). Mountain, Resources for
Our Education. Delacorte Press, 1971.

Whole Earth Epilog Access to Tools. San Francisco:
Point Publishing, Box 9954, 1974.

One cannot thank these community member enough for
their financial, physical, mental and norale support that
makes community -based recreation for Speeill'Populations
possible.

FUNDING SUPPORT
r

Social Rehabilitation Programs for Aid to the Blind, Old Age
Assistance and Aid to the Totally Disabled HEW Title XIV
(Provides 7i percent Federal Funds - Requires 25 percent
local matching funds.)

Fltaible Handi2apoed - handicapped and retarded who receive
Aid to the Totally Disabled - 18 years of age and up:

Eligible Recreation Agencies Public and private, i.e.,
Municipal Recreation Depts.; Private Social Ddv.; Day
Activity Centers; Recration Ayencies. Lice se required.

Who to Contact County Welfare Department, ATD Division
Contractual Services - County Welfare Dept., Contractual

Services from Public or Private Agencies.
chinu Funds Any local funds nay be used, i.e., Foundations,
Individuals, Public Funds such as Recreation and Park
subsidy: Recreation and Park can use facilitiez f)r
"In Kind" - matching funds.

I "'

Dr.wn from "Ftnancinj Community Recreation Programs for the
Haqicapped and Retarded: Resources, Procedures, Services"
by `net Pomeroy, publiShed by the San Francisco Recreation
Ctnte. foli the Handicapped add published in "Papers on Pro-
gram Ddvelopment in Recreation and Physical Activity for;
Handicapped Children," edited by John A. Nesbitt, printed by
the San Jose State College Institute for Interdisciplinary
Studies.

Other items covered in the documents cited are:

I. Contractual Services Administered at the County Level:
A. Day Care, HEW Title IV, 'Socral Security Act, SDSW.

Contract.
B. Social Rehab litation for AB (Aid to the Blind) OAA

(Old Age Assistance) ATD (Aid to the4Totally Disabled)
Recipients, Title XIV. Contract.

C. Community Mental Health Services - Short Doyle. Contract.
D. Recreation and Park Department. Contract.
E. Special Food '.,ervicd Program for Children. Agreement.

IL. Contractual Service Administered at the Regional Level.
A. Regional Centers for MR (LantIrman Act) Vendor Service.A.

Federal Grants Awarded to the Recredtion Center for the
Handicapped:

A. Research and Demonstration and Service Grants,. Improve-
ment or Expansion of Community Activ&ties for the
Mentally Retarded, Department Of HEW

f7(
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B. Construction'Grant
Facilities for the Mentally Retarded, Title I, Part C,
P.L. 88-164.

C. Staffing Grant - Community Mental Retardation Facilities
V!. P.rivate Funds:

A. Foundations (Example: Homebound Recreatiop Program)
B. Service Clubs

. Time limited grants: These grants.are available from various
sources such as WEW's public health services, Title V,

Department of HEW, social and rehabilitation service, Title IV,
for Aid to Families with Dependent Children, and the Bureau
of Education for the Handicapped.special pilot programs and
training grants.. Major funds for recreation have been also
provided by the Developmental Disabilities Services and
Facilities Construction Act, P.L. 91-517. i

State funds: Funds may be secured through the State Depart-
ment of Public Health, Regional Centers for the Mentally
Retarded, State Departments.of Mental Health, Regional Cen-
ters for the Deaf-Blind and State Departments of Social
Welfare.

Private funds: Most states have 'a foundation directory that
can be found at the Grants Management Office, Registry of
Charity TruSts. Pomeroy (T.R. Journal, Third,Quarter, 1974)
lists these other helpful resources.

Federal Register, National Grants.
Foundation Directory (4th edition) ed. by Mariann° O. Lewis,

New York; Russell Sage Foundation, 1972.
The Grantsmen, Quarterly Journal, Mora, MN: Lakes and Pines

Community Action Cbuncil, 47 North Park.
Where America's Large Foundation Make Their Grants. New

York: Public Service Materials Center, 104 E. 40th St.
Pomeroy, Janet. Grant Application Narrative (1968) and Final

Report, a Demonstration of How, the Mentally Retarded,Who
Have Been Previously Institutionalized Can be Integrated
into Community Recreation Programs. HEW, Public Health

Service.

ROSTER OF CONSULTANTS ON RECREATION
FOR HANDICAPPED MODELS

1. Voluntary Health Agency Recreation Program Model
John Huckstadt, gxecutive 'Director and
Jane A. Lefferdink, Adolescent and Adult Services
Coordinator,
United Cerebral Palsy Association of Santa Clara County

P.O. Box 5364
San Jose, California
408/293-2777

2. Community Recreation for Banuicapped Association Model
Ruberta Heimark, Vice President
Association on Recreation Services for the Handicapped
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of. Santa Clara Count;,- inc.
208 Cherry Lane
Campbell, California 95008

Program 10
Agnewr State Hospital
San JoA,, California 95114
408/262-2100

3. ATD Municipal Recreation Program Model
Gene Saalwaechter, Director and Charles Dougherty,
Handicapped Supervisor
San Jose Parks and Recreation Department
151 West Mission Street - Rdom 203
San Jose, .California
408/277-4000, Mr. Saalwaechter (Ext: 4191) Mr. Dougherty,

(Ext, 4661),

4. Cooperative Recreation, Department - School Recreation
Program Model
Mary Kucala, Acting Center Supervisor
Veteran Memorial RecreAtion Center
1455 Madison Avenue
Redwood City, California 94061
415/366-9913

Municipal Recreation Senior Education Center Model
Gene Saalwaechter, Director Sam Bozo, Personnel Officer,
and Paula Popovich, Director of Senior Education Center
San Jose Parks and Recreation Department
799 North 3rd Street
San Jose, California
408/277-4000 (Ext. 4195)

6. Leisure Center.for the Handicapped Model
Philip Dononcourt, Recreation Supervisor
Hayward Parks and Recreation
3638 Quail Avenue
Castro Valley, California 94546
415/561 -6331

7. Recreation Center for the Handicapped Model
Janet Pomeroy, Director and Delores Elliott, Business
Manager, Recreation Center-for the Handicapped
Great Highway and Sloat.
San Francisco, California
4,15/681-7462

8. Therapeutic Recreation Service TARID Center Model
Dr. John A. Nesbitt, Chairman
Recreation Education Program
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52240
319/351,-3924

9. IRUC, Information and Research Utilization Center in
Physical Education and Recreation for the Handicapped
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C/O AAHPLR
1201 16th Street. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

10. TRIC, Therapeutic Recreation Information Centre

University of Oregon Center of Leisure Studies

1587 Agate Street 1

Eugene, Oregon 97403
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SERVING SPECIAL POPULATIONS - CONCERNS

IN A LARGE CummuNITY SETTING

Ms. Sue Tingley, Director, Specialized
Recreation, Bureau of Parks and Public

Recreation, Portland, Oregon

Recently, much is being said about the increased amount
of leisure time available to today's population. Shorter work
weeks and oner factors play a,part in this increase of lei-
sure time, and recreators are taking a closer look at the
services they provide to "the mass." They are also realizing
the need for more socio-recreational activities and programs
rather than merely sports and games. In short, recreators
are realizing the need for review and re-evaluation of
existing services. {Stein and Sessoms, 1973)

Advisory councils are being formed to give input to
community recreation agencies, and to prioritize leisure time
and recreational needs. No longer are programs being offered
solely on the basis of past merit or assumed need. Local
citizens are actively participating in the decision making and
budget process, to insure that quality programs are both ,

initiated and maintained.

One consideration that citizens advisory councils must
give when reviewing programs is the potential numb r of people
to be served. For this reason, more emphasis i laced on new
tennis courts, swimming pools, community4Fenters and new
facilities than individual or small group needs. For reasons
of budget and proposal justifications, citizen's advisory
councils must deal very realistically with large numbers - the
mass. As a result of the work of these councils, many new
facilities can be seen throughout several communities; exist-
ing facilities have been renovated, and new equipment has
been przrided.

Even witlTh-enrrent trend toward re-evaluation and
improvement of recreational services, still embarassingly
little consideration has been given to the, leisure time and
recreational pursuits of special populations.:' Several reasons
have been given for this lack of attention. Most pronounced
of these is the difficulty in justifying expenditures for the
small and often unnoticed segment of our population. Another
is that community recreation leaders have no training in
therapeutic recreation, nor have they been exposed to citizens
with special needs. Other reasons given are existing archi-
tectural barriers, lack of proper insurance, and lack of
special equipment, etc. (Horkachea and Hormachea, 1972)

That is not to say that special populations are denied
recreational'opportunities, specialized recreation departments
and staff persons at various centers for the handicapped and
elderly provide activities and programs for special,clientele.
Others, such as associations for retarded citizens, Easter
Seal, Kiwanis and Lions Clubs provide funds and some staffing
for special excursions and outdoor recreation. Some needs of

jr our special citizenry ace being met through the efforts of
these individuals and agncies.
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Recreational opportunities for special populations in
large communities vary greatly, depending upon facilities and
staff available, types, of special citizens to be served, and
prevAiling community attitudes. Largely, activities and
programy available to the handicapped and elderly are segre-
gated and specialized, and offered wherever scheduling for the
normal population doesn't interfere. ..Those persons offering
recreational services to special populations often utilize
hidden activity rooms, or find themselves scheduled into com-
munity buildings at odd and inconvenient times.

Programs serving the handicapped and other special
populations have seemingly taken the back seat in years past.
The hidden activity tuulliS and odd scheduling were accepted as
the only available times and locations for poteptial programs.
the prevailing feeling was - better these circumstances than
no program at all. Therapeutic recreators were able to build
programs, piece by piece, and were offering quality motor
de%elopment and swimming classes, social evenings, excursions,
LMing and Jay camping experiences. These programs were well
attended and received by participants, and were deemed quite
satisfactory by parents and other recreators.

Recently, however, therapeutic recreators and others
providing programs to special populations have been re-examin-
ing the need andrvalue of several activities. They can no
longer be content with the programs they've been offering;
they, Wo, must take a closer look at the current and changing
needs of the population they serve. Community program plan-
ners must contend with the trend toward de-institutionalization,
which has led to the growth of group and.boarding homes for
the adult population. They also must contend realistically
with the concept normalization for all segments of special
populations. They need to review their basic program phi-
losophy and purpose, and change them, if necessary, to suit the
current need. Those programs serving only one Special group
must now recognize the rights of all citizens with special
needs.

In order to realistically contend with the current and
future needs of special populations, community planners must
first of all come together tkevaluate the total recreation
service delivery system. In any setting, it is mandatory
that community leaders communicate with one another about pro-
gram and resource possibilities., If these leaders are brought
together, they will discover the vast number of recreational
opportunities available to special populations. They will
further be able to determine whether recreational needs are
being met, and wherp to begin positive planning.

Bringing community leaders together is in itself an over-
whelming chore. Some are accustomed to the privacy or

. individuality that their program provides to special popula-
tions, and they are content not to communicate with other
community planners. However, most leaders are willing to come
together to share philosophies and program possibilities, in
order to upgrade the quality of the total recreational picture
for citizens with special needs. Once these leaders are
bonded by common interest, the action begins, and brainstorming
is usually the next step. Many thoughts will be mutual; first
of all, the total number of services offered are inadequate
to meet the needs of the growing special population. Second y,__
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new direction must be considered to offer quality programs and

services.
In fact, community planners will be groping for ways of

extending community recreational services to the mentally and

physically-limited and the elderly. When_considering a large

.
community setting, one must realize the number of existing

recreational opportunities available to the normal population:

community centers, YMCA, scouting programs, softball leagues,

arts and crafts schools, community college programs; the

possibilitiGr'are overwhelming. Special recreators cannot and

should not attempt to,duplicate tfiese types of services. They

must however, consider them as definite avenues toward quality

services for special citizens.
Community planners must realize the need for two definite

types of prograMs: sheltered or segregated, and integrated.

It should be noted that segregated program are important

because they develop skills which may not have been previously

developed. It must also be recognized that some severely handl-

capped'individuals are not able to participate in integrated

recreational experiences. Therefore, some sheltered or

segregated experiences should be offered for those special-

citizens not. assured of fair succe., in an integrated

experience. (Latchaw and Brcwn, 1962)

The ultimate goal for the majority of our special popula

tions should be involvement in a vast array of integrated

recreational opportunities. In realizing this, community,

leaders must contend with apprehensive community attitudes

and some budget restraints. However, if the community

leaders have been brought together as a strong voice for

special populationS, they should be able to bring about

heightened community awareness, and have only trivial budget

problems. Community recreation administrators should be

reminded that provision and extension of services to special

populations is in direct agreement with their philosophy of

recreation for all.
Only if community planners communicate among themselves,

and coordinate services, will we be able, to take the neces-

sary steps toward positive recreational services for special

populations. If we are to provide healthy social situations

through integration, we must speak together as a strong

voice to an apprehensive community. We must repeat again

and again that the needs of special citizens are more like

than unlike the needs of normal citizens.

We have a strong framework from which to build. We must

utilize the normal means of citizen's advisory councils, and

recognize the already immense number of existing programs

that special citizens rightfully should utilize.. We must

admit that, "if ahything tends to alienate people more, it

is the flagrant segregation of activity programs." (Bucher

and Bucher, 1974) Recreators must begin to bring special and

normal grcr9koss together whenever possible, so that they can

benefit from each other's company in recreational settings.

Our challenge today is to communicate, coordinate apd

advocate normal recreation for special citizens.
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MUSIC AND RHYTHMS FOR THE DEAF-BLIND

//

Ms/Wilma Sheridan, Assistapt Professor of
Aducation, Department of Music, Portland

State University, Portland, Oregon

Music for the deaf-blind does not seem to be a promising,
pursuit at first glance, because of the obvious fact that diS-
orimination of sound is very important in the aesthetic satis-
factions of music. However, if we dismiss the deaf -blind from
participation, we condemn them to a poorer life, and possibly
deny them satisfaction which is not beyond their reach.

Recreation and self-expression are needs of all people and
music is a satisfying and acceptable form of meeting both of
these needs. Lt then becomes crucial for educators and
musicians to search for means of making music meaningful to
all people.

It would be presumptuous of a music teacher to discuss
the technical descriptions of audio and visual loss with you,
the experts, but may I discuss the application o£' music tiv
these areas?

The person with a mild-marginal,loss of hearing (20-40db)
will hear sound, but may have difficulty hearing soft parts \"

of music, and may find it Impossible to appreciate a solo part
of a symphony, or the subtleties of texture in music--the
threads of melody which are tossed from one instrument'to
another, or one group of instruments to another.

The person who has experienced moderate loss of hearing
(40-60db) can not hear the soft parts of music and will be more
likely to lose high-pitched tones.

And the individual with severe loss or profound loss will
find it very difficult to obtain much satisfaction from any
music that has to be appreciated aurally.

The individual with loss of vision, only, will experience
much satisfaction from hearing music of all kinds, and will
have many experiences with music which are rewarding to him.
His area of handicap is understanding and interpreting
notation--the reading of printed music.

Since every individual is just that--a unique creature,
we must consider the Alegree of handicap in either the audio
or visual area, and cope with each handicap separately and
together, experimenting with an open mind, and never pre-
judging the uselessness of an idea.

Elements, Use, and Methods. The properties of music which
may be considered in a subjective context are melody, harmony,
(or texture), rhythm and,timbre. The physical properties are

frequency and intensity. Frequency determines pitch, which is
closely related to melody and harmony. Intensity determines
loudness, which is a property to be considered by itself, and
which has something to do with rhyth.M, (accent).

Audio-handicapped people can usually hear lower fre-
quencies--a fact which should determine choices in the pitch
of music, and in choosing instruments.

The element of music called timbre has to do with the
tone color of a given instrument or voice--that unmistakable
quality that enables one to know that an oboe is being

-
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played or a tenor 4S singing, regardless of pitch. The qual-

ity is determined by the intensity of each overtone in re-
lation to the other overtones, And some patterns areaore
likely to be heard than those of otherinstruments. The'teacher

must experiment with the students and find those instruments

aremost clearly heard without- distortion, but violins,

ttrumpets%trombones, and flutes (preferably two or more) seem
to be easier for the audio-handicapped to hear.

Music may be used as -an aid to developing skills--lhe
incidental use of music, or it may be ah end in itself. If

it is used as a means for developing skills, music can be

used to improve speech through singing (even the selection of
songs which stress specific sounds), physical coordination
(clapping, using rhythm sticks, bouncing a ball,'Or moving to
get the .aesthetic satisfaction obtained from music for music's

sake-vgry important to the "1\fe span" recreation needs of
the multiply handicapped.

A tactile approach to music is probably the most success-

ful for severely audio-handicapped people.' They should be
encouraged to place their hands on the piano and feel the vi-

brations. Always try every possible variation of Any activity- -
standing with the back touching the piano,, or putting the head'

on the top or back of the piano so that the ear is touching

wood. A bass drum with a'memi;rane on one side only, makes an

excellent resonator for sound. Place the detachable speakers

of a record player under the drum so that the vibrations may
be felt through the drum head.,v A wood floor will help in this

activity, and is, itself, an important tool for "feeling"

music. If the speakers touch the wood floor, the vibrations
can be felt on the wood - -but have the students remove their

shoes. Music with no great vibrations in intensity (loudness
and softness) and with strong bass parts will be the easiest

for the students to feel and appreciate. The volum must be

turned as loud as pcssible without, distorting the music.

The obvious concept which must be understood to appreciate
melody is pitch, and the teacher should start with the widest
contrasts possible- -high and low. Do not use the outer extrem-
ities of the piano, but rather the three inside octaves
(beginning one octave below middle C). The students may plaCe
their hands, heads oi backs against the piano, and the teacher
plays low notes, and places a card with the word "low' pi the
appropriate place on the keyboard, and encourages the students

to say the word. .The same procedure is repeated for high

notes, then low add high chords--G E C, for instance. When
the students are successful with the two extreme concepts, it

is timet0 introduce "_middle" pitch. If the hearing loss is
not too severe, students may be able to trace the contours of

a melody in the air, showing high, low and medium pitch.

harmony and texture are more subtle and mu} be beyond the
comprehension of those persons with severe loss, but the
teacher should play a Bach fugue (The "Little" Fugue in C
Minor is asgood choice) and observe the react -ions of the
students, and the chorales of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries are rich with slow-moving harmonies. Sixteenth apd
seventeenth century "tower music" is usually performed by a
brass emsemble, and is good for consistent volume and slow
harMonic changes.
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Rhythm 1$ usually understood in terms of a,.cent, and so
we must determine that the student hears or feels hard accents
and softer beats. It helps to use a bass drum on a wood floor
(with shoes otf) and to clap the beats, showing the accent
4ith wide gestures. The students should use their feet and
hands to express belt and when the tieacher feels that the
stu,ents are successfully respondin4 to beat, they should:e
encuraqed to use L-eir hands to express what their feet a
feeling from the floor, their ieet to express what their hand,
Are absorbing from the wall or tc.ble, and either hands or
feetto express what the are seeing as the teacher claps
with large gestures. Students can learn about accent by
using the words "weak" and "strong," reinforced by cards
bearing these words and saying "mgamm" in varying degrees
of intensity.

A visual Svrbol will help in putting rhythm into patterns
such as:

or strong, weak, weak, and_a metronome will help if they can
see the pendulum moving back and forth. When the students are
experiencing Success in interpreting rhythm as-patterns of
beats, they should then progress to music by clapping meter
and using rhythm Instruments. One of the most helpful of the
rhythm instruments is a drum, and hopefully, several drums
may be available. Since some persons hear higher or lower
pitches better, the drums should be of definite variation in
pitch, and of go-d quality. The membrane should be high-qual-
ity plastic or hide, so that the tone is clear. As an aied
to k,:eping together in group situations, bright ribbons may
be tied to the beater of the drum, or to the hand drum, and
thismay.also Ire helpful with the tambourine and triangle.

When the student is able to express rhythm physically,
he is ready +. Hove to music. Music with strong rhythmic
patt-trn, loud, and not given to decrescendos of sudden soft
parts, and preferably performed by band, pipe organ, accordion,
orchestra or synthesizer should be acceptable. A structured
dance may be taught by seeing each step done slowly, with the
teher out in front of the students. If there is not enough
f ion for this to be possible for the dancers, they may be
told how to do the dance while feeling the music from the
floor, and their bodios moved by the teacher or an aide. If

there is neither sight nor hearing, the instructor must move
the dancer while he is feeling the beat on the flooi. Even
severely handicapped students will get pleasure from playing
tdatterns on different instruments as the teacher or a student
leader points to them, and others move their hands or feet to
the beat. .Charts showing accented and unaccented beats may
be used, and students can play any rhythm instrument they
prefer, or chart may be made with orzhestration, such as the
following:

At

C.
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Figure 1. Instructional Chart Using Music From the Skater's Waltz

0-- 0-- 0-- 0--
IA IX IX -AX

A--

t'fir MIMIft
?---

A leader can visibly and audibly tap the beats along the chart
from left to right, to keep the group together, while the
music for the Skater's Waltz is being played on the record
player.

A Total Program of Activities. The activities which
should be presented in a well-rounded music program for all
students are equally appropriate for use with handicapped
students. These activities are: singing, moving (structured
and free), listening, playing (pitched and rhythm instru-
:iients), reading (notation), and creating. These musical
activities are also appropriate for any age group.

Singing will help in the formation of speech patterns
and should be done with the aid of recordings to give a desir-
able aural model, with the leader fozming the words, pointing
to.key printed words, or letting the students feel the face
or throat. A group of persons with varying'degrees of audi-
tory handicap will have difficulty producing correct pitch,
and those who have more ability to hear must have the accurate
pitch to emalate. If the group is young, try to use records
sung by r,,ldien (Silver Burdett) or someone with whom the
children can identify. In all cases, avoid mos45,sopranos,
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operatic voices, or p,or singers. Songs that combine singing
with ;lotions can be Leneficial, because the motions provide a
visual aid to the deaf.

Moving, often a happy aid to the release of tension, is
important to the tsually handicapped fur orientation in space,
and is a means f achieving success in music for the auditorily
handicapped. Free, creative movement may be limited for the
severely deaf because it implies interaction with what one
hearn, but it can be employed if the drum is used, or some
highly visual instrument. They must feel the music from the
vibrations, or see it being produced. A flowing scarf or
anything that can be held in the hand and used as an exten-
sion of the arm may help the participants to ,free themselves
and become involved in movement.

Structured movement is usually more successful for the
severely deaf, because they can obser-,e the sane movement
being reinforced all around them. If the student is handi-
capped both visually and aurally, the possibilities are truly
limited, but feeling vibrations from the floor, wall, or
instrument, or feeling the vibration:, through a drum membrane
may enable the student to begin.to make expressive motions.
In the beginning, the teacher may have to take the partici-
pant's hands and clap them together, pat the knees, and make
other motions until he can coordinate his actions with the 's
vibrations which he is feeling.

Listening is a highly individual process, and the
teacher must experiment on an individual basis, observing
whether the -student hears high or low vibrations (if he
reacts to them), if he can hear if the volume is very loud,
if he reacts to feeling vibrations on a drum head, through a
ba'loon, or from the floor, and what, media (orchestra,
sypthesizer, choir, rhythm instruments) are most rewarding.
When the teacher determines what media are successful and
114 some idea of what is being absorbed, he can make decisions
about listening to the more subtle elements of music.

Playing instruments is an aid to coordination of eye it 4

hand, is pleasing to most participants, and at - t e isl

development when done in a group s on. The visually
handicapped student needs 9, iences in playing instruments
to help him find an object in space and build his confidence.
Playing instruments may be more successful if charts are
used, or glaying to ayecord may be more beneficial. Some-
times the grEd may able to orchest ate a song and accom-
pany their singing pay ear or by making a chart.

The reading pf notation is important if the participant
is to gain any degree of success in music, but it is not the
most crucial otactivities for the deaf or blind. Braille
notation isi6ailable to any student who can benefit from
its use, and should be introduced to those few blind sttic:.Ls
who have demonst ted talent which should be encouraged. This
will takq individual teaching, but resource materials are
available. (Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. ! Braille
music and sloA tapes.) If there is enough hearing to enable
a participant to hear most pitches (even if amplified),
notation should be introduced. If the teacher feels inade-
quate in this area, the Threshold to Music charts will be use-
ful for rhythm, but the pitch is approached totally by singing
and should be reinforced with pitched instruments that the
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s, silent can hear. (Rt,:1-,ards, Mary Uelen. P-hre,old to Muzic

E:::jeraence Charts, PAlo Uto, Cilitornia: Fearon Publishing

co:fpany.) When any pitch discrimination is possible on the

pirt cf the learner, the teacher should encourage the set,-

cbqto to :,how with their '.-lands or bodies which notes are hiqh

an whiM: are low, all ,. which is a beginning to reading

notation.
Creatih music will hae to he e%plored A..,:th the teacher

oh;:ervin,i the successful activities. The Orff,approach to

creating music has Peen successfu /for many teachers, and can

Cut across the lines ofthe handicap:, of both the visually

and aurally handicapped (Orff, C.arl.) This approach is

based upon rhythm, derived from speech and used for composing

melodies, ostinati, instrumental parts, and for movement.

The point of departure is the rhythm of the speech pattern:

Hickory, dickory dock,
The mouse ran up the clock.

The rhyme [5 chanted until the rhythm is clear, and the stu-

dents then compose a melody (it can be severely limited to

tdo tones, or delimited, but a macimum of five tones is

su4gested, such as C, D, E, G, A, because this composes the

pentatonic scale and is easier for ostinati to be realized.)

when the melody,is going/well,
instrumentally or vocally, it

can he orchestrated with rhythm instruments, one or more

harmonic parts added, movement can be added, or any one of

these extra parts may be used with just the melody. It is

important to do one thing at a time and to add new,ideasonly

when the participants seem ready.

Conclusion
---------'iTh7713d'studept" appears many times in this paper, but

the student is any one who learns, and this can be in a for-

mal school environment or in any situation where learning

takes place. We are all students at one time or another and

we are constantly learning.
The music activities described herein are for any age group.

The singing activities are for all-ages, but the songs will

differ from one age group to another. Moving is common to

all of us, but the way we moue differs with our age. Listen-

ing changes little from one group to another.. Every one enjoys

playing instruments according to his ability, and melodies

created by five-year-olds are
often similar to, those created

by untrained college students--only the poetry which formS

the basis for'the creation changes with the age-groitp. The

kindergarten child enjoys participating in a rhythm band for

the same reason that the senior citizen joins akitchen-utensil`

or jug band--he enjoys making music w th a group.

Our goals for music for the dea -blind persons are tie

same as music goals for any group of eople--participation in

as many types of learning activities as seems beneficial font

a rich, useful life. Implementing these goals takes patience

and training, and the progress may be painfully slow, but we

remember Aristotle's words, They whO teach students well are

as much to be honored as they who bear them.T
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Z:ei OF WillW INSTIniMENTS AND OTHER INSTRUMENTS
FUR 'HIE VISUALLY HANDICAPPED

.Autoharp -- This instrument is easily played by "feel" and

is,ideal for Cfi'MTsually handicapped. If the student

hears well, he will be able to choose correct chords by

ear: if he is auditorily handicapped; there are Braille

f Chord Labels available from Oscar Schmidt International

Inc., 87 Ferry St_eet, Jersey City, New Jersey.
Ukul:le and Guitar -- The ukulele, with only four strings, is

easier than the guitar for beginners. Students can get

the reel of the finger positions for chords, and can
learn to move their fingers up and down the strings to
hear separate pitches. Sometimes a baritone ukulele is

i'good intermediate step before the guitar.
-------Hazmonaca 7- Little training is necessary for this instrument

it is usiicaly-1317a5ml_ky_ear_. If the student is also

auditorily handicappeO, a Chaa-"How-to_Ylaythe llohner
Harmonica" kavailable from the Rohner Company end 16 most

music stores) may be adapted by use of sandpaper or vel-

i
vet to help the student feel the positions.

Nelodica -- Similar to harmonica, but no blowing required, and

a sense of keyboard may be,deLeloped, leading to the piano.

Song Flute (Tonette, Record) -- 7kie song flute is better for

young children or inexperienced learners and also for

auditorily bandi_apped. If the 5tude;,t is older or learns

song flute first, he may prefer the recorder with a much

better, tone, but more difficult fingering.
Drums -- Very satisfying and successful. The student may pre-

fer to use his hand at first, but when this is mastered,
he should use drum sticks or beaters to help his orienta-

tion in space.
Tambourine -- Should be used with movement to encourage the

visually handicappedto move about in,space. Encourage
them to move it about in the air and strike it behind
then, to the side, etc., making sure that there is
adequate space.

Sand Blocks -- Very good for the student who is afraid to move

about. Encourage the student to hOld one stick in a
stationary position, and to find that one with the other

stick. Experiment with differen' size of sticks and
different woods, and encourage the students to express
what they hear.

Tone Block -- Hold the tone block in a steady position and
move the tapper up and down. It is easily held because

of the handle.
wood Block -- An Instrument capable of many different sounds

as the student experiments with places to strike it.

Encourage this exploration and work toward having the
student hold it suspended on string, and being able to
find the block in space.

Claves -- Visually handicapped students must be shown how tc,
hold the Instruments and may be taught complicated
patterns by ear.

Maracas -7 Excellent because they are easily held and played

and are capable of a wide variety of sounds, depending

upon how they are held and how the sound is initiated-
swishing, tapping, or percussivk (against the -hand or knee).

ti
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1,0er Cyr.bals Thel, are small add require precise percus-
sion. so should be held closely together at first and
student encouraged to find one in space.

Castanets Use the ones on handles or on a board and the
student will enjoy playing them.

Triangle Feep the tapper inside the triangle, tapping the
lower horizontal bar, or in one lower corner, to remain
oriented in space.

Sleigh Bells Another good way to help a student find his
way in space. Put them on wrists or ankles and do
rhythmic exercises.

Song Bells (Resonator bells, tone bells) Mark Middle C or
some point of identification, or use sandpaper letters
to indicate eabh bell.

Electric Organ (Magnachord, reed organ, etc.) -- Mark some
point of identification on the keys and know that Braille
music is available for those who can benefit from it,
as well as slow tapes (music taped at a slow speed so the
student cah memorize it by ear).

Piano -- Much music in a close area The same Advantages as
the organ, but the sound is initiated with more force,
which may be beneficial to shy students.

USE OF RHYTHM INSTRUMENTS AND OTHER INSTRUMENTS
FOR THE AUDITORY HANDICAPPED

Autoharp Sensory satisfaction may be gained by placing open
hands on back of autoharp. Students may enjoy strumming
it. Because of the wide range of pitch, some students
may hear the higher pitches, while more may hear the low
ones.

Ukulele and Ciitar Unless the instrument can be amplified
(and this is possible), these instruments are not as
easily heard by the students.

Harmonica The student holds the instrument to his mouth and
feels the vibrations and he may hear the sound. The
blowing and pulling of the breath and manipulation of
lips and tongue are important in speech development.

Melodica -- Same advantages as the harmonica, but it is
played from a small keyboard, which may lead to piano
skills, It lacks the requirement of pulling the breath
using only blowing.

Song Flute (Tonette, Recorder) -- Vibrations may be felt in the
fingers and mouth, but the sound is not partvult :ly
easy/to hear.

Drums -- Very satisfactory to see and accompany rhythm. Be
sure to have good quality drums and those of both high
and low pitch.

Tambourine -- More attractive if brightly colored ribbons
are attached for a visual reinforcement. The-tone,wi.-11
not be heard by the students with severe hearing 14s.

Sand Blocks Visual satisfaction, but the sound is not
easily heard.

Rhythm Sticks -- Not easily heard, Lot can be visually satis-
fying. They should be brightly colored to be more
attractive.

" 4,
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Tone Block -- It students have more acute hearing in the high-a
er registers, the tone block may be heard. It is a
visual instrument and may be used in that manner.

wood Block -- Better carrying power than the tone block if

struck firmly with wood.
...

Claves -- Can be heard by students with moderate loss and
sometimes by those with more severe loss. The hardness
of the wood makes them more easily heard than rhythm

sticks.

' Maracas -- Sensory appeal, but not promising for severe

hearing loss. The student may be feeling the vibrations
from the seeds, so the instrument should not be dismissed.
Since maracas are often played in syncopated rhythms, the
visual appeal may be interesting, if the student can see.

Finger Cymbals -- Not appropriate for anyone who has severe
loss of hearing or can not hear the high registers.___

Castanets -- May be heard because of percussive quality of
sound. -

Triangle -- Same application as finger cymbals.
----Sleigh Bells -- Not especially promising for being heard,

but highly visual. The bells can be shaken with the
hands, or worn on wrists or ankles and used in rhythmic
movemen't,

Song Bells (Resonater Bells, Tone Bells) 7.,- N4 especidlly
promising for being heard because of their light tone
and high register. If there is enough ability to hear
them, be sure the bells are/of high quality, in tune,
and struck with.the proper medium. . .wood, hard
rubber or fiber glass, but not wooden balls. If they

can be heard, they are an excellent medium .for_ teaching
high, low, and medium pitches because of the visual
reinforcement.

Electric Organ -- The.wide variety of pitches makes it more
likely that people can hear some pitches, and the volume
can usually be regulated to al ow maximum sound.

Piano -- the wide variety oft pitch s is helpful and the percus-
siveness, combined with the ability to feel vibrations in

several places, makes it useful. Electronic pianos are
now available with amplification and head sets for louder

sound. The electronic piano with strings is preferable.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF ARTS AND CRAFTS

Ms. Margaret Neel, Arts and Crafts Teacher,
Washington State School for the Blind

Vancouver, Washington

After reading the informational letter, asking me to
direct my attention to a discussion and paper about Arts and
Crafts for the Deaf Blind -- with life span emphasis -- I did
a tremendous amount of thinking and came to the conclusion
that the "making" and "doing" of things does not lend itself
to verbal exposition. It did, however, remind me of this
quotation . . . .

"Then only are we thinking when the subject on which we
are thinking cannot be thought out." Goethe

Accordingly, and since this is such a vast subject, I
would like to share some of my philosophical thoughts with
you. At the outset it is important to state that the deaf-
blind person is entirely dependent upon bodily experiences,
upon contacts of the self with the outer world. Bodily
experiences are .the connecting medium between ego and its
surrounding world. Therefore, it is essential to emphasize
and stimulate bodily sensations as much as possible. Even
though the deaf-blind learn many skills, much of the learning
remains abstract unless the teacher brings it into'relation
with reality. This is possible, of course, only through the
sense of touch, through bodily feelings which are in close
relation to the kinesthetic sensations.

Often the mere experience of various objects or materials
does not reveal the whole picture to the student. There is
much to be said for clay or modeling clay. The teacher will
find the individual over-emphasizes the meaningful parts of
the environment and de emphasizes the meaningless parts. In
the demonstratioi of this subjective attitude much vital
information may Le gained and used to reveal the limitations
of imagination and bodily feelings. This can serve as a
valuable chart for future instruction. The mention of clay
while most important is only one material that can be employed
using the same thinking and ted4iques.

As to the general organization of the student in a class,
I begin with a general assessment that would take into account
skills, attitudes, past achievement and projected potential
growth (when possiblel. This evaluation also takes into
account the disability of the student--in this case, deaf-
blindness. At some point there will be an intersection of
this diverse data and that is the point of action.

My next concern is HOW? To me this means providing a
climate that encourages action, growth, thoughtful decisions,
stimulating ideas, much,justified encouragement, judicious
criticism and a general openmindness that pervades all else
and asks only is some desirable growth and benefit. evident
from this particular endeavor?

In this climate the product is not important because it
is merely a record of the progress that has takerulace.
This climate also puts a high priority on the encouragement
of imagination. Imagination is the ability to picture in
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the rind wha-r is not present to the senses. . .or another way

to express it is -- Imagination is the faculty by which; we

perceive what we have not observed or experienced. This is a

precious and necessary tool for the deaf-blind student.

My next concern has to do with WHY: The circle is now

complete and I return to my preliminary statement. Through

the activity, the consciousness of body feelings, actions and

kinesthetic experiences should bring the student into closer

contact with the surroundings and add something of value to the

growtn pattern. any times the creative activity will

relieve the tension which did not permit the individual to

comuoicate freely, or it may result_in understanding a simple-

livinq skill. It need'not be a result in arts and crafts per

.ae, but the desirable growth is the result of some activity

in this Eteld. On the whole, the activity 11*_contributed to

a Yetter understandina of self and released a desire for

contact with the environment that can be projected to activate

dozens of sources of learning.
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HANDS ON HOBBIES

Ms. Helen Sherman, Teacher, Washington State
School for the Blind, Vancouver, Washington

In working with young blind and deaf-blind children at

the Washington State School for the Blind, I have observed
that it is extremely difficult to capture interest and create

in many of these children a curiosity and awareness of the

world around them.
The stimuli of light and sound that normal children

receive from the day they are born are especially denied to

the deaf-blind. because these children are so slow in acquir-

ing an awareness ofctheir surroundings, the problem of
reaching them and awakening tnem to their environment becomes

,f acute, depending upon their dagree of deafness, blindness, or

both.
To me it became apparent that I must find ways of devel-

oping and stimulating interest in these children. -T would

have to encourage each child to use his remaining senses of
touch, taste and smell to the fullest extent. As I watched

some of these children finding enjoyment by filtering light

through their fingers and rattling objects for sound or vi-

bration, it uccured to=me that, if something could be placed

in their hands that produced interesting vibrations4when
handled, shaken or placed in the mouth, one might be able to
teach concepts of weight, temperature and texture,and develop

hand-finger dexterity.
Objects are chosen which, when placed in sealed-fish

cans, produce different types of vibrations when shaken. I

chose canning objects in enameled tins'smaller than a can of
tuna, for they are easy for the young to handle and -- yes,

to put in the mouth. They glitter roll nicely and are

easily ashed, stacked and stored. The materials sealed in

the can. include such objects as wet sand, ball bearings,
coins, bells, stones (stones with metal, stones with glass),

wood, broken glass, marble in water, nuts, beans, magnets,
bolts, nails; some of the sealed cans are also left empty.

Experimental use of Canned Curiosity which I developed
for the children at the Washington State School for the
Blind has shown not only that they notice the weight and
vibration differences between substances in the cans, but are
more fascinated by the feel" of some of the objects than they

are of others. The cans containing water, for example, have

proven to be quite exciting, while the cans containing little

or nothing are soon discarded. Similarly, a child who is
intrigued for awhile with the vibrations of a can containing
rolling objects may later prefer a can containing sand or a
substance of heavier weight and greater solidity.

Possibilities for expanding the;Canned Curiosity experi-

ment are unlimited. Not only counr one experiment with dif-
ferent objects in different tyl:Ses of containers, but it might
also be possible that the child could learn to select the

lightest or heaviest can, etc. Then again it might prove
interesting to use cans that could be opened, should the child
become eager enough to find what is inside. To pursue this
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idea further, it might be extremely stimulating to discover
upon opening d can that 4t contains edible goodies as a reward.
Furthermore, some of theSe foods could be placed in containers
that would require a tit of ingenuity and manual dexterity
to open.

My Canned Curiosity project was not-started for any
specific reason other than to get the child's attention, and
hold it long erough to make him curious and eager to learn,
while at the came time being entertained. Because this idea
met with considerable enthusiasum from member:; of our faculty,
I thought I m.jht like to share it with anyene interested.
Perhaps if more people experiment with this project, new ideas
could be developed. Staring these ideas might make this pro-
gram a truly exciting one. If you give Canned Curiosity a
try, Le sure to hide all can openers from the adults as they
might become as curious as the kids to discover what's inside.

B'ecause deaf blind seem to have little curiosity about
their surroundin..1s, I foal it necessary to make them aware of
the pleasure and satisf,.ction of all fascinating things &'riv-
ed from their hands. Inexpensive leisure time projects should
start with yoir hands on theirs, manipulating their fingers,
exploring, sq.,,eezing, pounding, etc., hopefully to stimulate
interest while knowledgeable skills ark developing. The prob-

lem s to get them out of their bubble to share with teachers,
parents or others. Human touch of your hand over theirs may
have to be a leat.,ed acceptance and should be an on going
thing many times a day. Tasks such as washing hands or hanging
up wraps and a multitude of other daily living skills will
prove to be an invaluable learning experience for these
children. Stimulus must be developed before motivation can
be obtained. I have for sometime been aware that the deaf-
blind find it hard to accept something ne's; even Canned

Curiosity encrow.lies on their territorial rights and at first
might be rejeated. Once the barriers arc broken, constant
encounters with new situations encourag,s and builds creative
expressions.

POTPOURRI OF HANDS-ON PROJECTS

Planning the handicrafts program should encompass a wide
variety of 1,-,-Jrn4no experiences. It should Le interwoven
within tee entire s,hool, piogra.a and, in tact, should become
one of the foundation stones of ta curri.:illum... Projects such
as field trips, science, daily living skills, 'etc. could be
enriched and strengthened by planning craft projects which
reinforce these other activities. When a child is, reading
about Spot the dog, that is a good time to make a leash for
a stuffed dog. The knot used is the first step in crocheting.
Later the leash may be used as a jump.rope. Developing basic
hands-on skills with a deaf-blind child is very important. An
outstanding example of simulated work preparation is to have
craft projects lined up in front of the child so he can work
left to right and top to bottom. ,

Now that we have entered the school's reading, physical
education and vocational programs, let's do a little nature
study. When wind has been blowing hard all day cut six, lwo-
inch strips fromscrepe paper about four feet long and tie a
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string in the center. Let the'child hold the string and the

wind will blow the strips. Ca to a corne -'of the building

to find more or less wind. This also is teaching early mobil-

ity. other early mobility training is taught by telling the

child, "Your work is posted on the north bulletin board." "Get

the scissors from the drawers on the south wall," etc.

Oolects
A pumpkin in the room in October will last longer if

Jack-o-lantern features are pinned on -- using rug, cardboard,

buttons, etc. October 28 is a good time to make a real

Jack -o-lantern. Real and pretend -- be It a Jack-o-lantern

or snowman develops humor and imagination. Have an object

touch table, box or drawer. Every day add something that is

'either found on the way to school or brought from home. These

objects, which can be pressed in clay, offer another good

source for tactual experiences. These same materials can be

used in helping the development of speech, spelling and math.

Near the end of craft time period, take time to throw in some

humor by putting a glob of clay on your nose, finger, etc.

"See my nose." Let the child know you are laughing. It may

take awhile for him to imitate you or perhaps put it on his

nose and laugh.

Payee
A paper tcarin session is enjoyed most children 'once

they learn what to do. Put torn paper i to a big box and let

the child sit in the box, tearing, cove ing self and throwing.

Later, when the fun is over, the torn p. per can be plt in a

pillow case, pin or stitch closed. Not ad to sit on or use,

at rest times

Leaves
The same thing.mentioned,above can be done with dry

Also,-Also autumn leaves can be glued on art paper or
pressed with an iron between two pieces of wax pap6r. They

can also be used as rubbings by placing a leaf on the table,

covering it with paper and rubbing a crayon over it.

Cutting -
Dual scissors (4 holes) arc good for teaching cutt.ing.

By riding piggyback on the child's hand, yOu can help him

go through the motions of working the scissors. I have also

found that I can help a child learn to cut_by pressing on the

end of blunt scissors,but this is dangerotis territory at first.

Items cut or found outside can be mowited. If they are not

over a quarter-inch diameter they Can be thermoformed thus

giving another dimension. These can be duplicated on cards

and used in a vatChing.game-.

Stringing
Cut art paper-in :iquares, circles or triangles; can also

be glued on cards for matching or counting. Cut soda straws

for stringing. Alternate paper shapes between straws. String

macaroni, paper beads;. made by using a. 4 inch strip, 1/2 inch

wide triangle, roll from wide end to narrow on a toothpick.

Glue the point and slide out pick. Beads made of clay, flour

and salt, molding \clay, foil balls, styrofoam packing material,
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X
fresh corn, orange peel, cloth squares, popcorn, cranberries,

and many more are excellent.

Clay
Clay used once a week,rolling, pounding, squeezing, pres-

sing, pat and poked holes in is an excellent tensiOn:reliever.

I've seen a lot of clay eaten but haven't-heard of any ill-
nesses or deaths. Experiment with different clays for the
texture of some clays is rejected by some youngsters. UNe a

ball of clay to hold flowers, feathers, sticks, rocks
or other things.

Paper Mache
Manc, children do not like putting their hands in cold;

gooey paste. First let them feel dry wheat paste. Later
add water, letting them stir, squeeze and mix it with their
hands. They can wipe the paste from their hands on paper
towels while making a ball. The next day the bail can be

painted. Five paper towels squeezed tOgether in a ball makes

a pumpkin. Two pumkin'balls stacked on top of each other _

,with strips of paper to hold them in place and covered with
cotton with features added will make a cute snowman. An
Easter bunny is made using this same method.

When hands have developed enough skills and the :hild
likes wheat paste, put strips of paper in wheat paste,
sliding off excess paste and apply three or four layers to a
Blown -up balloon. These can be used as a, large Easter egg,
Chrimas ornament, or a Pinata. Dip string in wheat paste
and wrap around a blown-up balloon. Vary this by adding
different shapes of cut crystal craft /paper foe.a stained
glass effect.

Stenciling /

Stenciling teaches another dimension W..,1ifeLlong
appreciation. Staple or u3e tape, to keep'the stencil'in
place until project is completed. Either fill the stencil
with glue or dip the objects used in glue. A small jar lid ,

is a gOVd glue pot. Use fillers such as popped corn, fruit,
loops, used and dried coffee grounds, sawdust, sand, moss,
crushed /eaves,- ces, paper, or try anything that will

stick. Edib s are enjoyed the Most by youngsters,but this
project i_sn't advisable to use before lunch time. Make
double patterns using plastic Lids from coffee cans; staple
together with paper in center. This material lets the child
know when she is cutting into the pattern and teaches good
cutting procedure. Remove staples,and glue to braille paper
which can be used for a wall hanging or matching cards.

Pipe cleaners
Most cleaners children idke to twist into shapes such a's

rings, circles, squares and curliques made by wrapping around
a pencil. These can be glued on braille paper and thermo-
formed. Make a sweetheart: a heart shaped pipe cleaneth
a marshmallow in the center. Ahamrock: three circles and

a stem; add a safety pin. If cleaners are not colored, dip

in green food coloring. Let dry before wearing.,
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Clain necklices: cut foil 3 inchs by 5 inchs. Place

flriqer relo,.y first Knuckle, ,,queeze together all

3nch on "It' ILDWV, Aide off finger, join ends, 4

,qaeczejl end into the other end, squeege together mak-I

it: i ring., ;Od rings together making a long.chain neck-

or ci tin for Chrisz-as.
folt.cili.Cts and press o'er a bow', sl de out

pr-=.3 toil around edges to make a rather :::117 bowl of

f,t1. 1.%=e on camping trips and throw aw.y.

Pubbina:: Place a sheet of foil.over an embossed object such

1r whole co%er:,..
Rub hands on top of fell and get a copy to

-he :,ounlcd on 0 bulletin board. ,Write a story about. it.

Collecticns
tisc Lottle,, buckis, buttons, Campaign iAuttons, char a

cic:k&, cups and mugs,earrinys, furniture, glass ware,

-7reeting c'ards, guns, keys, puzzles.

Flower E,rrangina
. ycst chIllren and adults like flowers. Basic oriental,

three lower arrangements always look nice. Oriental people

call 'ers heaven, earth and mart. ;Aan Flower is,placed

so' i hang on,the edge of a vase, earth a little taller

taller yet. Heaven shouldn't L'e over three times

tig.! vase. Add greenery and wait for complia nts.

,

Appreciation of growing things can be,started by placing

carrot topz, turnip or sweet potato in water and watching them

arc::. Measure daily growth. Place dirt in egg shells and

plAnt such things as leans, flower seeds or pumpkin seeds

taken fron the Jack-c-lantern in the fall and dr:/ed. When

the slants are four or five inche tall crack t11 shell and

plant outside.
Most stores sell Punch 'n Grow veletables /and flowers.

Directions are on the box. Patio tomatoes, stfawberries and

cues are popular items for the amateur yard

dibles
Make carrot rings, celery sticks, pickle rings; place on

toothpicks. Cut a yrapcfruit an half. Pl ice cut side dol...6

in /.,.-1 L',r on a plate. Push the other endvbf pick in grape-

fruit, Add radishes or olives. Do tile ame using mini- maish-

^allows and gum drops. Try fruit, too.

Rec. Collecting
Rocks can be painted, glued togeOier, glued on wood, kett

souvenir from paces visited. Th4s can start a lifetime

hobby. Agate jewelry made with tumbledcagates is a very simple

craft and matte nice gift:: for frieneig.

Stringing beads is the first step to sewing; I would next

give a youngster yarn on a blunt` needle and a piece of plastic

wirdcw screening. Allow him t9' stitch at random to learn

what the yarn and needle can,-do. Later add to this pieces of

-.oda straw, beads, clq-1, an 'Match around some twigs.
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Burlap dresser cover can be made by pulling threads
making a fringe around it. Place a stencil on cloth and\let
children fill in stencil with yarn stitches. By sewing edges
together it could be a pillow or purse by adding a strap.
Wall hangings can be made by stitching a collage of things on
materi...1 and then stapling to a wooden dowel for hanging.'

Kitchen Specialities
Make and:or experience sourdough starter, Brandied fruit,

yogurt, cultured milk, sugared violets or pansies, home-dried
fruits, Russian tea, sugared nuts, bean-sprouts growing,
barbecues, bath salts, making wine or beer.

Others
a

Study, astrology, write poetry, Pen-paling, tying flies,
upholster furniture, care for dogs, cats, fish, turtles, wood-
working, refinishing, knitting, crochet, ceramics, weaving,
play cards, Hi-Q, Scrabble, Chess, Checkers, candle-making,
feeding birds, weather-watching.

WHAT AND WHERE TO GET IT FOR BLIND PEOPLE

Local Clubs
Touch and Cro Cazdeh Club meets at Oral Hull once a month.

Deaf-blind arc welcome with an interpreter. Transportation is
51.00 for round-trip. They meet the first Saturday of-the month
fit -. 11:30 A.M. to 2.31 P.M. Call Maria Webb for more infor-

ionlat hc,H-f,19-i, Sandy, Oregon. Oral Hull has many activi-
ties throughout the year. A small charge of 50e a night for
staying in the Boostor Cabin is charged. A stroll in the
Enchanted Gardens, picnicing, fishing, Bingo, and card
games are enjoyed by all. .

Ham Radio Onerators
In tie United States and Canada there are over 300,000,

amateur radio operators. All have to know Morse code (dots
and dashes) to get a license. I feel this is an excellent
a.1 for deaf-blind to communicate twenty-four hours a day
for there is always someone on the air. To become a novice
operator, one must be able to receive and send code at 5 words
a minute and pass a v.ritten exam of twenty questions based on
simple electronics theory and FCC regulations. Local "Ham"
clubs have beginner classes. Hadley has a correspondence
course that is available. Libraries have "How to Become a
Radii Amateur." We have heard two 0..,af-bland men,on the air
but do not know if they were born with,their handicaps.",

.Voispondence
A pen pal club for those wishing to correspond via tape

or cassette. For information, write to Voispondence Box
207, Shillington, PA. 19605.

Recording Exchange for the Blind
For a yearly membeiship of $1.00, tapes may be borrowed,,

or purchased. Write to flay Irwin, 3712 Lyndale Ave. South,
Minneapolis, Minn. 55409.
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Audio Material
Jeffery Hutton Publishers, Inc., 145 E. 49th St., New

York, N.Y. 10017. Has a tree cata'og of 4,000 entries of
audid material including education, 'the arts, business,, law,
histoty, literature, political science, psychology, philos-
ophy, religion, sociology, science, and technology. This

material is to be purchased.

Braille Gift and Label Service
Wessian Distributing, P.O. Box 20015, Cleveland, Ohio

44120. A $1.00 membership in Braille Gift Service brings a
bi-monthly braille news release of gift items gleaned from
mail-order catalogs; all items are under $4.00. This same

company has.a. braille label service. A sample kit can be

obtained for fifty cents. -(

Study Ta e Conthiners
May be pur chased from Dialogue, Berwyn, Illinois, 60402.

Also availableiare rubber stamps for Free Reading Matter for

the Blind and hysically Handicapped and name aftd address.

Crockpot Cookbook
A two-voume braille edition available to blind cooks at

$4_00 a copy. \Order from Delores R. Hakan, Beth Shalom Sister-,
hood Braille Committee, 2100 West 79th Terrace, Prairie
Village, Kan.as 6-208.

Children's B oks
A numbgr of body for children combining print and braille,

plus illust ations a available from Howe Press. Some titles

utilize br,rlle fragrance. Catalogs in Braille or print are

available rom Howe Press of Perkins School for, the Blind,
Watertown, Mass. 02172.

Greeting lards
To Bequest brochure in braille or print, write Harry A.

Fribush, Parkview Apartment 104, 400-Hudson Ave., Albany,
N.Y. 12203. Both braille and print are on the cards.

Paper Money Identifier
A bill is inserted, and a button is pushed; a different

musical tone is emitted for each denomination of money. PMI

is available for $149.50 from Applied Rehabilitation Systems,
3902 Idlewild, Austin, Texas'73731.

Xavier Societ d Publidations
A free c talog listin braille, large print and taped

material. Ma areal is av liable from Xavier Society for the
Blind, 154 E. 3rd St., N w York, N.Y. -10010.

"TOuchXl,o-'ire" Pendants
These pendants spell out in raille the Word Love and

are in sterling silver 14 carat yellow gold dots. There
are three sizes rang , 'ce from $30.00 to $60.00. Order
from Hausmann's. 732 St., New Orleans, LA. 70130.

Monopoly
Parker Brothers Monopoly game has been adapted to a
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combination of brailld and print. The cost is $30.00.
Order from Touch Aids, 1049 Redondo Way, Hemet, CA 92343.

Greetinq Cajds, Jewelry and Gifts
Mrs..Diane Vaughn, 1105 Stealing Street, Indianapolis,

Ii: 40201, offers price last on ,cassette fcr $1. 0. The print

card and gi:t catalog is thirty -fi%e Thp )ewelry
catalog is forty cents.

Cooking with Betty Crocker Mixes
For large type, write Large Type Edition, General Mills,

Box 114, Minneapolis, MN 55460; for cassette send $2.15 to
'Clung-With Betty Crocker Mikes, Cassette Tape Edition,
Ge prat Mills, .9200 Film Center, Box 1113, Mineapolis: MN
5540; for braille, write: Minnesota State Services for the
Blind, Communication Center, 1745 University Ave., St. Paul,
MN 55104. Also available are: "Betty Crocker's- Dinner in a
Dish," "Betty Crocker's Bisguick Cookbook," acid "Betty
Crocker's Boys and Girls Cookbook."

Recipes and Household lips_
"Sharing" a book of household tips and recipes has been

put together by the members of the Springfield District
Association of the Blind. Braille: $1.50; tape: $2.00.
Order from Springfield District Association of the Blind,
P.O. Box 1135, Springfield,. ILL. 62705. A 20-page pamz,-hlet

ot* "Convenience Foods" is available in braille for $1.00.

r

Fingertip Patterns
By Verna L. Dotson - braille patterns designed for the

bjind..-Seamstress,;1.25 each. Write Fingertip Patterns,
its N. Bellaire Ave., LoUisville, KY.

Viking Sewing-Machine
Has braille dials and instruction book. Available in

local stores, look to telephone book yellow pages.

Amana Microwave Oven
.Comes h braille dials and instruction book. Avail-

able in loca stores.

Mini:Garden
Planted inside or'out. Home and Garden Bulletin #163

"Minigardens for Vegetables," Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 24002.

Gardening, flowers, trees, food for the family, 'clothing,
money management and home furnishings

U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington D.C., '40150 or
Oregon State University, Extension, Corvallis, Oregon 97331.

Hadley School for the Blind
700 Elm Street, Winnetka, Illinois, 10093. Correspon-

dence study texts in braille, records or tapes. All courses
without charge.

Vacation Exchange Club
663 5th Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022. Membership fee $8.50.

Jr
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Cookbook
"A Leaf from our Table," $5.00 Catholic Guild for the

Blind, 67_W. Division St., Chicago, ILL. 60610

Braille Book of Patterns
$5.00 - National Braille Press, 88th Street and Stevens

Street, Boston Mass. 02115.
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hi 'I r..0 PLAY -lc'. Its Vu}- z yuu%c,

C111 P i;11L I '1'. 1,P C11

4,. 6renda Moore, occupati,Jril VIcrult, Child
Development and Rehabilitation Center,
uni-ersity or regon Xedical l;citoc./,

Portland, eregon

Pediatric cccupatIonal therapy is concerned with normal
44rowth and de. NiCIL all C.:111,111- 1/, en sensor 1 -meter devel-
opment. Amon; the treatment media used t,ith diaiSbled children
ts the medium of play. Dr, Jean Plaget, a swissipsychologist,
mathematician, zoologist, educator and epistemologist proposes
a dynamic, de-elopmental framework from which Sc can assess
pixy and select appropilate materials. occupational thera-
pists often choose to use this theory as a aurde. Play serves

,unctions in childhood -- that of a child's occupation
and leisure time actilty. The two are almost s!,nonomous.
When used as leisure the child is also' at work learning. When
used as wor....ihe child is also having fun.

The three topics I wouli like to discuss today arc: the
importance of play, assessment of play, and _the develoPment,of
spatial intelli.,enec as it relates to the multiply handicapped
child: all in terms of Piagetian theory. I hope that my
orientation toward methodology and process in the discussion
of play and leisure time actleities isn't too disappointing.
As a therapist in pediatrics, I find it difficult to talk
about activities oat:side of a developmental frame ef refer-
ence. Like yea, we continually ask oursel'es, "how can we
enhance an facilitate the next step on the continuum of
development and adaptation:":

Play etudes definition and has been descrabed by some
as "pure fun" and others as'a child"s^"wurl,"-and still olhors
as a "learning process." Which ever way it, is defined, most
seem to agree to 1.s profoand value in human growth and
development. Philosophers, psychologists, educaors, physi-
cians, sociologists, anthropologists, and therapists alike
all share a common interest in play. This implies that play
is a dynamic, syntheOzing agent as rsported by Takata (1974)
and serves as the prOduct of total development. Through play,
motor skills arc practiced, emotions gain e%pression, roles

arc rehearsed in preparation for adult life, tasks, mental
structures mature, social skills are learned and self-
realization is nurtured. Again, mutor skills a.;.; they relate
to mental development and environmental adaptation are of
primary concern to the occupational therapist.

With all this to accomplish, the child must play hard --
and he often necas help, particularly the sensory impaired and
multiply handicapped child. And in order to help by providing
the appropriate materials, space and opportunitic.=, at the

appropriate ti'e,we must possess knowledge of physical, mental
and social detElopment. tw need to know how to structure a
healthy and nurturing milieu.

l'or careful selection of play k!:.Teriences, assessment is
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Z. In, h u: ft , 11'" Anr:71t a 974 h A"c (1, I cpi,d

1'11, Clktlur and ea irtA,-,,n of
o' A et cir,ein. Irorl itth te adolescence. I m

1, 0 c:-[11 tilts(' methods, hlthot,,h all

Aie and ,et--t 0( review.
Ce r J cata -csr1efit instrument on plol

le- elop7cnt, 1,:euld I i C to call your Attentien.t, these plal

to e oi t taLle. Hu, would 'ou arranje them

de 'eley7entaltt,. Wtr, did }oil Chet such an arrangement: WA.

e2-perien,te, ilit U it 0, due education or logic that
t,our cespchse:

!.ancy Thkata', essment instruaent is comprised at five
-em'ttons. In order to use it effectively a Lorking knowledge
of 'development 1- a picrequisite: Most of luu have excellent
Lacl,dreunds already and therefore will find this instrument
meaningful. The first pact is general information. The

,ccend is the plal history. Through interview, information is
Jathered and recorded recarding the child's previous:play
experiences. It hnAliuhts a basic hil4toric principle -- using
the past to understand the present. The sequential progrcmsion

play de,clopment in terms of changes in direction of the
involvement is recoteled. Data from the history is

intended to identify the fora and content ot the child's p1a}.
The third part of the instrument is directed at evaYultino

the child's present pla behavior and environment.
The synthes. And interpretation of the play evidence form'

the Play diagnosis, the fourth part of the assessment. The
taxonomy serve., as a frar,ettork in Aich the information tra Lc

analy7ed in order to arri.e at the conclusion on play statu
as being "high rior." or "accep,table." The categories include:

1) the :raior clyAelopmental eeo-hs ,ich nonf:rm tu Piagetian

periods of mental development, .) the necessary nurturing
elements of each epoch and 3) the description of play.

The f aal part is the play prescription. Analysi- and
:anterpret ,ion ot the data permits appropriate inter-ention
meaures. This may be in the formof a management p,fraM.
treatment plan, lesson plan, etc.

Michelman's (074) article on "Play and the Defacit Child"
offers excellent guidelines and ideas for vdrIGU:D activi-

tie.s in the context of Piagetian theory. She suggests the
use of art as a means of "sensory stimulation and symhul forma-
tion. With increased symbolism she describes the c oluti n ef
games from practice games ts- games w'th rules. This is
accOMpanted by a play agenu which serves as A gu,de tu skill-
ful inter"ent ion.

Spatial concepts develop and are an integral part of the
various periods of mental development. Spatial represen-
tations are established b the organization of actions per-
formed on objects in space i.e., manipulatimj the world by
overt motor action which later evolve,' into cotert intcrnal-
ized actions. For example, our ability to "see" Objects in
together or separated in space is said to be a result uf past
actions of placing objects together and sepacatinj then rather
than being a function of past experience. Spatial
concepts then, according to ?iaget, arc' not developed from
visual perception alone but from active manipulations of the
spatial environment.
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Piaget (19b3), has categorized space into 3 types -- topo2
logical, projective, or Euclidean according to geometric con-

cepts. Topological space is the most rudimentary form and
depends upon qualitative relations inherent in a particular

figure. It is characterized by a simple position in space
without relation to ether reference points and emerges early
in the pre-operational period.

Projective space develops later in the operational period
and is the relationship between two objects from the observ-
er'spoint of view. It requires locating objects in relation
to each other as being Le-fore - behind, left - right, above-
below, always ...ith the child serving as a poirit of reference.

Euclidean space is distinct from projective space,
althouah it de,'elops in parallel form at the same time. It

relutres a coordination yf different perspectives of an object
and demonstrates the rel*tionship bct%.een an object and a
location from a point of, orientation. Concrete operations
coordinate the objects among themselves with reference to a

total framework.
In play, we must recognize fundamental distinctions be-

tween the perceptual sensori-motor space occuring around 0-2

years, pre-operational space, 2-7 years: and representational

spaceresulting from direct contact with them. Pre operational
space, 7-11* years. Perception is the discrimination of objects

Iserves as a transitional stage from perception to repre-

sentation. Mental images are rudimentary and isolated. Repre-

sentation involves the evocation and mental manipulation of

objects and their relationships in their absence.
Why do I mention all of this on space? I think these

concepts on space have far reaching implications for deaf

blind children. Spatial concepts are an integral part of
mental development and other concepts such as movement, ve-
locity, time, math and geometry. Since spatial c6ncepts.are /
internalized actions and not merely mental images of externay
objects or events, it seems that visually handicapped children

would-need more assistance in obtaining varied experiences than

sighted children. Vision as a motor mediator for action i.S.

not present to elicit spontaneous play. /
Swallow (1973), of California State University, repoits

that Piaget's theory has profound implications for blind/chil-

dren in a number of areas. In terms of orientation and!mobil-
ity,much of the curriculum is designed around topological
space, the discrimination and matching of objects. S ldom do

actrerfties include the coordination of perspectives n a two

or three dimensional basis with and without concret empirical

props. There .s little instruction to facilitate yile transi-

tion from one stage to another. There should be more emphasis

on projection fields, rotation of planes, coordination of

perspectives to enhance mental development beyond pre-opera-
tional levels. Concrete and formal operations a e necessary

for application of mathematical and geometric pr?.nciples,

another reason for spatial development. Many visually linited
children have difficulty with math concepts and,do not op rate
at the concrete level of projective and Euclidean space. 1

Spatial intelligence also influences the d&velopment of

language. Brislawn (1974), of Purdue University. proposed that
children possess representations and concepts cif space bef re
they acquire_verbal or other symbolic means of"expressing
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,nMe1Aeof these structnAs. Accurate prepositional de
.s.:.riptions of space, both static (projective) and rotated

(Faclidean), occur after the acquisition of operational
structures representing those space relationships.

Win,Imiller (1974), of the University of California,
herkeley, confirms Bi:,lawn's findings. In studying compre
bensicaiand production of spatial locatives, she found that
spatial development determines comprehension but not production
of spatial locatives. The implication here is the emphasis on
the deeloprent of cognitive skills which in turn accelerate
language, rather than an emphasis on language skills to

influence cognition. The locatives in, out, on, off, inside,
outside are thought to represent features of topOlogical space.
They describe position in space and indicate the features of

limensionalitl. The locatives which appear to reflect pro-

)ective space are: on top of, over, above, under, below (ver-

tical): in front of, behind, in back of, beside, next to (hori-

zontal). These represent the relatiOnship between two objects
from an observer's point of ',Lew. Across, through, between,
toward, along express Euclidean spatial relations, that is,
thelzelarionship between an ob3ect and a location from a point

of mtation.
d like to stop here and gum things up in Takata's

(1974 ) words:
it is seen that gathering a history of play monitors

the state of play, diagnoses a state of learning and pro-
vides ultimatel!, a prescription for play. For deficit

children, play cannot be assumed as a spontaneously
emerging behavior. Their play deficits express learning

deficits. It is not enough that play should occur by
irere happenstance or-by fortuitous matching of persons

and toys to a child. Selective play prescriptions or
designs are a necessity rather than a baby sitting ,
luxury f.c those children who neither play well nor
learn well.
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INCRUDWNTS FOR,S0XLSS: PLANNING AND FIXXIDILITY

Mr. Jon Pike, Teacher, Idaho State School,

Deaf-Blind Unit, Gooding, Idaho

.
Recreational therapy i. a fun paradox because it is both

planned.and flexible. Any successful recreation activity is

geared to the ability level and interest of the child, but it

must also give the child and the therapist the freedom to

creatively cxptrre pasr-rbriccXperTrwithin-that
environment.

Finger painting can b6 recreation for some or pure "pain"

for many others: expand the concept of "finger-painting" to

body smearing, sliding pad, tasting session, toe squishing,

glasses blotting, hair dyin,:3 and face painting and you have

involved 95: of all MAI. children in some phase of- texture

experience that is fun and therapeutic. The plan is texture

experience through "finger painting." The flekibility is

creative expansion to find a way of making this experience

spontaneously fun.
A trip to the farm can be to identify horses and cows;

but real recreation and real learning will occur in the mud

puddle, the fence climb, the straw flick, the examination of

amazing body parts of the farm dog, and in the smell and

tastes of a barnyard (pee u)!
Just wait till the children you teach are ready to experi-

ence a bowling alley! You'll have some who will enjoy bowling

butyany more who prefer imitating the bowling ball by sliding

down the alley or scooting down the gutter. One may get a

kick\out of dropping the bail on the manager's toes and another

will\visit your neighbors. All in all you'll have "a

but not just like you planned.:
So recreation is plan and flexibility. It is aimed at

experience and ability levels though, if it is to be fun, it

must have the flexibility to involve the therapist and the

child in unexpected ways.
Recreation for deaf-blind children begins with simple

movement development. It can give infants a sense of motion

and confidence to explore and manipulate their environment.

Even with the development of milestones like crawling, walk-

ing, object permanences, grasp, release and head control,

recreation begins to focus attention on plan and flexibility.

The plans are to manipulate the child through motor

competency at, or slightly above, the child's ability level

and flexibility becomes the way we make those motor compe-

tencies fun. Walking in recreation. is not'a matter of taking

one step, then two, first with sapport and then independently.

Recreation involves volition as its primary oethbd. We care

more that the child wants to cone to our play than how he

gets there. We don't decide the child must walk to our play,

but if he or she is ready to try we are there to help it

happen. This skill is Incidental to the "peek-a-boo" or

"water play" games we 0(lan. _The learning is incidentallt

mere efficient because of the special volitional partici-

pa: ion of the child:
\ If movement and manipulation Ore the earliest forms of
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recreational therapy they are almost always followed by a
need to overcome'a tactile defensive altitude familiar to
over 90 percent of D-D children. To eliminate this defensive
posture is ny different from other recreational objectives:
to actualizes. the possibilities for human experience and
creativity. Tactile defensiveness limits our experiential
abilities. We won't learn sand or grass or gravel through our
feet, we won't learn hot or cold or sticky and smooth with
our hands, or feel the arms, hands and faces of others because
tactile defenses inhibit ova e%plyring and learning potentials.

Recreational planning at ticks t'lese inhibitors in, many
different w,i}s not as a lesson in tacti? experiencesibut as
a-a-a} at M.= beach or a to the farm or a finger painting
p,trty

Teaching and recreation are the same Hinds at this point.
A flexible teacher and an educativrialll analytical recreational
therapist All be doing the same things for the same reasons.
This doesn't rein all learning is recreational, but it is a
special learning situation fle:,ible enough to accept the voli-
tional interests of the child Ina develop it in individually
creative ways.

NeNt is`a brief schematic f some of the important ability
levels and what types of activities would be appropriate.

Pre-1 yr yid
1-2 yr'old-

yr old
3-4 yr old
4 year old

1. Curiosity - motivation to explore
2. Movement -.manipulated-partial-along
3. Imitation - early cognitive step where

child recognizes "other"
1. Spontaneity -,similar to parallel play
5. Participates and expands
o. Sophistication - toward perfection is

actualizing greater potential

1. Curiosity - play designed to stimulate exploration - get-
ting into cupboards, powder room play, mess
making (hair pulling play).

t. Movement under coffee tables, run away, "gonna get you,"
scooter play, jump-bump and roll. Learning
analysis will involve things like body orien-
tation, body,image., motor competency, dexterity,
speed, strength, vestibular excitement,
language and so on.

3. Imitation follow the leader, take turns, pop the balloon.,
catch, tree climbing and rhythm play.

4. Spontaneity - child will enter play rather than be left
out, tries anything to be like others.

Participates and plans - schemes to play with others and
anticipates games with excite-
ment.

n. Skills toward perfection - bowling, hiking, swimming,
electrical work etc. trying
to learn more.
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A simple trip to the farAvould accommodate all levels:

1. texture play
2. fence climbing - horse riding
3. cow milking - feeding rabbits
4. tag along helper
5. I want . .what's that .

6. watch me, I can do it

The dynamic part of this scheme and of a successful
trecreational event is that each child can seek his own level

of-participAtlxa-ankirearnTp. This means each dniia is

"actualizing,his potential." And that according to experi-

ence and Aristotle is happiness!
Just as we can schematize the growth process in D-B rec-

reation, we can see this process is part of our own process
toward hig er and higher forms of actual perfections. D-B

education s not an isolated phenomena that exists indepen-
dently of he rest of our experience. It is counter-pro-

ductive to see our work as a charitable effort or isolated
situation. That non-expanded view of handicapped education
will lead straight to futility and eventual destruction of
our learning process,

Q
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RECREATION VIA MOTOR EDUCATION

Ms. dsanice K. Thomas, Motor Skills Specialist,
Colorado School for the Deaf and Blind,

Colorado Springs, Colorado

Before examining the relationship between motor develop-
ment and recreation it as essential to review the importance
of motor development. In 1953, Charles Buell wrote:

Shall they be handicapped with feebleness, awkwardneds
and helpleSsness in addition to blindness? The sur-

unclJngs of, the blind do not fator the development of
activity) self-reliance and independence. Parents and
friends find it easier to attend to the wants and re-
quirements of their,blind children than to teach them
to be self-helpful in the common acts of everyday life.

- As a rule the average vitality of the blind is much
below the average vitality of seeing persons, and any
systbm of education whigh does not try to overcome that
defect will be a failure. it is the lack of energy and
determination, not the want of sight which causes so
many failures among the blind. Even if a blind person
becomes an accomplished scholar, a good musician, a
skilled mechanic, who will employ him if he is timid,
awkward and helpless? He must have faith in his own

' capacities and be able to inspire confidence in others.

0.**
. . Without confidence, courage, and determination to

go about freely in the world there is no chance of
success for a blind person, and that confidence and
courage are given by the playground and gymnasium.

(Buell, 1953)

Although Buell was referring to the blind when he wrote the
above quotation, it is applicable to the deaf-blind, multi-
handicapped population as well. ,Indeed, motor development is
essential to the entice development of the deaf-blind child.

The deaf-it:1.11nd child is "incapsulated in his own body"
(Guldager, 1970): He is trapped within himself; oblivious A

to the world around him. ,People and objects exist only for 4'

one purpose: self-stimulatory activities. ,A motor develop
ment program helps the, child discover himself and once he
realizes he has two arms and legs and two hands that can hold,
turn, twist and throw he begins to discover his environment. /

Then in turn, as the child explores his environMjlit he learns
more about himself, By moving through an obstaci,e course the
child finds he can crawl under a table, walk around a h4la
hoop, crawl through the barrel, climb un and over the horse.
He discovers how he can move, the size of his body, and that
he cannot hide in a ,shoe box.

Theories of perceptual motor development such as "The
Theory of Cortical Integration" by Domin and Delacato, "The
Theory of Perceptual Training Through Movement" by Kephart
and "The Dynamic Theory" by Oliver, have brought to light the
interrelationship between motor and cognitive develOpment.
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'Jones (1967, declares that the foundation for academic learn-
ing is the development of a_body concept and VanDijk (1968),
the father of co-active movement, believes the body is the '

1.?asi., for communication. An American psychologist says that
our basic concepts are built upon motor patterns, not on
tactile sensations, form or shape. A thing for a little
child is whate can do with it." (VanDijk, 1968)

In the 'Central Cognitive Theory" Cratty states, ."Move-
ment.activities which provoke thought may improve intelli-
.gence." (Cratty, 1967} All of the ActivitieS included in a
motor skills or recreation Program for deaf=bIind children

ould be designed to do just that provoke thought! Multi-
handle ped_dhildren-need help in associating a particular
movement with a goal. TheyAleed to be shown a 1?urpose for
moving. A

Many motor activities require perceptual skills and a
concerted effort should be,made to combine motor with per-
ceptual tasks wheneve$possible. For texample, the children
can learn to alternate feet when made to step over the rungs
of a ladder and matchithe colored tap on their shoes with
the colored constuction paper placed 1 the spaces of the
ladder. Drawings oftthe objects in an obstacle course may be
constructed and are quite useful. Six-point figure illustra-
tions can be invaluable during a tumbling unit. It is
'imperative that the instructor employs visual aids designed
according to each child's needs. The thought processes involv-
ed in interpreting the movement depicted by-a stick,figure
are basid to the intellectual processes involved in reading,

' It is apparent a Motor skills-recreation Curriculum offers
activities that are vital to the deaf-blind child's cognitive
development.

The /inherent value ofmotor activity within itself is
often overlooked, despite its importance. The deaf-blind
child must be taught many basic skills which "normal" chil-
dren seem to acquire naturally. Do yOu remember learning to
jump Jr run? For some deaf - blind - children learning to jump
down from a chair is a monumental feat. overwhelming -fear

__masks the py inherent in movement for many multi-handicapped
children: Balance is dependent upon muscular sense, the inner
ear mechanidm, and visual orientation. Daixers and gymnasts
have long used a technique called "spotting" to prevent dizzi-
ness by maintaining visual orientation. -IL is obvious that
children with both visual and auditory problems would also
haVe ems. The muscular strength and,flexibil-
ity, cardiovascular endurance, general coordination and fit-
ness'of most deaf.blind children are also way below par.
Many educational programs for the multi-handicapped do not

o 11}tve a full-time motor skills specialist It is up to the
classroom teacher, aides, and houseparents to see that these
children engage in activities to improve their basic motor
abilities which will affect every aspect of their life style.

The underlying objective of a motor skills program should
be tofthave fun. Motor development is a springboard for rec-
reation. It is the development of a foundation for partici-
pation in constructive leisure time activities.

JO
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What is Recreation?
-, -

," Recreation has been defined as:
- '

Activities or experiences carried of withi leisure,
'usuZlIly chosen voluntarily by the particip nt, either
becauSe of the satisfaction or pleasure h gains from
them or because he perceives certain pers nal or social
valUes to be derived from them. Like leisure, recreation
does not have work connotatinnr;. (Kraus, 1971)

1 -- _ r
.

1
t

So',chat recreation complements the -total ducation pro-
'gram at 'must be defined more specifically in r lationsnip to
the malti-handidapped child's orientation. He ce, z,ny activity
chosen'voluntarily in which the student is int ratting with'
another individual and/or his environment-in a meaningful

.

way should be viewed as recreational. PPurpos ful movement or
motor skills are types of constructive recreation. Self-
stimulatory activities,such as eye-poking, flicking, rocking,
masturbatingaor perseverating on. lights, s,trirgs or other
objects shbuld not be considered purPOseful recreational
activities. Such a definition ensures that t e activity is
"socially acceptable." Educators are expecte to normalize
children. Behavicrp that fall outside of a c rtain range are
generally not accepted. Gifted children, as ell as the
handicapped, mayf-xhibit what society labels eviant behaviors.
Without delving into all the philosophical im lications of
imposing behavioral standards upon certain populations, it will
suffice to say, that because the present educ4tiOnal practice t

is to discourage self - "stimulatory activities;this type of
; activity should not be considered recreation 1.

Problems of the Deaf-Blind
I

/

t

Let us re-examine the deaf-blind child. Cut off fromithe
outside world by his sensory deprivations th child is with-

I'drawn. Reality is within. The world.as "no al" children,
# perceive it is non - existent to the deaf-blird child. Initially,
he has no options but to sit and rock or fl.ijck because rearer,

lation is a nebulous concept.
It-",s our responsibility to teach such children how to

?play; a task that begins by helping the chi d discover him-
;self_and hid environment. At first the den -blind childmay
not enjoy all the activities included in a

v
,
tructured motor

,

deelopment or recreation program because o a fear of the
unknown. It is very secure to stay within ourself, so the
deaf:-Ialind child may find new experiences which involve a
Change in routine quite terrifying. However, once,this
initial fear subsides and as the child's skill increases,
some of the activities taught during organized periodS will
become his "favorites" and he will want to engage in them
4uring his "free" time. This is when motor skills become
recreation skills.

If should be stressed that such metamorphosis does not
occur overnight and many obstacles must first be surpassed.
Motivation, or rather the lack of it, is a tremendous problem.

/Often times, the multi-handicapped child will just not be
interested in an activity. Many games require considerable
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o
understanding of language concepts. What does' wc,n or lost mean
to the deaf-blind child: Cooperation and competition are com-
plex social interactions difficult for severely handicapped
children to understand. It is the educator's task to find or
invent constructive recreational activities that are appro-
priate for each child's stage of development and are of
personal interest. For some children to win must mean a
cookie; for others a big hug will suffice. Ultimately, the
won -lost concept will be understood and the.activity itself
will become motivating.

The "Nittv Gritty"

Several deVelopmental stages in a child's play may be
identified. Avedon (1974) has delineated the,follOwing
phases of activity. Examples of activities fcr deaf-bl. d
and other multi-handicapped children are given at each level.

Stage I. Intra-Individual,A9tion requires no contact with
tine outside world. It is the type of activity, that takes place
within the mind of a person or action involOng the mind and
part of the body. Deaf-blind ,cialdren engage in many socially
unacceptzble intra-individual activities such as flickinc,
rocking, eye poking and-masturbating., Indeed, it appears as
if many multi-handicapped children axe stuck this level of
activity. Not all intra-individual action should be categor-
ized as unacleptable however. Purposeful movement such as
tumbling skills or basic locomotots are examples of intra-
individual activities and, are constructive, ecreational
activities as Intra-individual action may be depicted
in the followiy; manner.

llustration of Intra-Individual Action

Stage II. Extra-Individual Action. This type of isolated
play invo ves only inanimate objects in ale child's environment.
/There is o contact with other children or adults; the action
reflects hat theihild sees in his environmevt. gxtra-
individua activities whiCh may be of special interest to the
deaf -blip' child are: play with balls, stuffed animals, dolls,
clay, ba ions, soap bubbles, pin wheels, musical instruments,
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lincoln logs, and a "light bright." On the play ground, the
sandbox, swing or horizontal bars may be inviting.

Illustration of Extra - Individual Action

Stage III-. Aggregate Action is fregutntly referred to _

as parallel play. It is any action directed'by a person to-
ward an object in the environment while in the.presence of-
other persons engaged in similar activities. The child may
be aware of others present but he does not acknowledge them.
This is often the situation when mu4i-handicapped children
rollerskate, swim or bowl.

Illustration of Aggregate Action

A

Stage IV. Inter Individual Action takes place when the
child seeks others to be part of the ,Play activity. It is of
a competitive ature directed by one perSon toward another.
Two man tag is a simple inter-individual activity. .Pillow
lights,sguirt gun fights', and water balloon fights may be
motivating interactive types of play for the deaf-blind.
At a more advanced level, dual sports, checkers, card games,
and other board games would be appropriate.

Illustration of Inter - Individual Action
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Stage V. Unilateral A tion "Duck, duck, goose," tag,
and "Drop the handkerChief"; are types of unilateral play. It
is of a competitive nature among three or more persons, one of
whom is the antagonist.

o ° o

Illustrat4n of Unilateral Action

Stage VI. Multilatera: Action is competition among three
or more persons with no one person as_the antagonist. A
free-for-all pillow orjwater balloon fight, "Steal the bacon,"
and card or board games involving -three or more persons are
types of multi_laterallactivities.

Illustration of Multi-lateral Action

Stage VII. Inter Group Action requires cooperation by
two or more individuals. Rolling a ball back and forth or
playing catch are simple forms of intergroup actions. Dual
tumbling stunts such as riding on each other's leeks in crawl
fashion, pulling each other on gunny sacks or pushing each other
on a scooter board are appropriate play activities at this level
for deaf-blind children. Carving a pumpkin, building a group
pyramid, or playing "house" are inter-group activities where
the participants are cooperating to reach a mutual goal.

Illustration of Inter-Group Action



Stage VIII. Inter-Croup Comnetiti,,e Action takes place
between two or more intra-croups. Keep-away, relays and a11
team sports fall into this category.

Illustration of Inter-Group Competitive Action

Regardless of the level of play, it is often necessary to
include rather unusual activities in a recreation program for
deaf-blind children because of their visual and auditory def-
icits. Pudding painting, body painting, shaving cream, squirt
gun and water balloon fights are not generally considered nor-
mal recreation activities. "Normal" children do participate
in these kind3 of activities, however, whether mother knows it
.or not! The institutionalized child should not be deprived
of such experiences, especially when the tactile system is
one of the prime sensory modes.

Residen.lial students often miss, out on simple "home life"
activities. They must be given an opportunity to wash a car
or-dog, mak a cake, or dust fly a kite. Again, these activi-
ties may no be considered traditional recreation activities,
but they nerd to be incorPOrated into a program for deaf-
blind child nOutings such as picnics, hikes, shopping,
or trips to the zoo, circus, or amusement park should also be
an integral part of the recreation program.

ABSTRACT OF ARTICLE

Motor development is essential to the entire development
of the deaf-blind child. "Movement activities which provoke
thought may improve intelligence." (Cratty, 1967). All activi-
ties included in the motor skills or recreation program for
deaf-blind children should be designed to do just that;
provoke thought. Motor and perceptual tasks should be combined
whenever possible. Deaf-blind children must be taught many
basic motoric skills which "normal" children seem to acquire
naturally. The balance and eye-foot coordination, muscular
strength and flexibility, cgrdiovascular endurance, general
coordination and-fitness of most deaf-blind children are also
way below par. Motor development is a spring board for
recreation. Phlsical education or motor education, recreation
and vocational education all overlap and may be illustrated
as follows:
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The three zomplement each other and all are essential to the
child's total education.

Recreation must be defined in relationship tc the multi-
handicapped child's orientutiz.n. Because the present educa-
tional practice is to discourage self-stimulatory activities,
this type of activity should not be considered recreational.
It is necessary to teach the deaf-blind child how to play.
At first, he may not enjoy all the activities included in a
structured program. Eventually, however, Some of the activi-
ties taught during organized periods will become the child's
favorites and he will want to engage in them during his free
time. This is when motor skills ..)ecome recreation skills.

The lack of motivation is a tremendous obstacle to over-
come. It is the educators task to find or invent constructive
recreational activities that are appropriate for each child's
stage in development and which will be interesting for him.
Avedon (1974) has outlined the following phases of activity:
intra individual action, extra individual action, aggregate
action, inter individual action, unilateral action, multi-
lateral action, inter group action, and inter-group competi-
tive action. Rather unusual activities that include pudding
painting, shaving cream, squirt gui and water balloon fights
should'be-included in a recreation program for the deaf-blind
because"the tactile system is one of their prime sensory
modes.
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IAT'S 00-LFARNING IN THE OUTDOi.7S

Dr. Steve l.-annin, 1Fsociate Professor of Lducation,
Special education Department, Portland state

University, Portland, Oregon

Introduction
At list! Special education is emerging as an advocate

promoting the worthy use of leisure as drelevant goal for
handicapped 1.oungsters. Perhaps more senstive of the critical
need to prepare .uch students with lifetime sKills, special
education teachers ate now integrating leisure education into
the 'school curriculum. special leisure education has been
defined by Nesbitt et al. (1974) as providing students ". . .

with .,pecial competencies necessary to overcome, adapt, modify,
or in other ways achieve the goal of normal recreational, leisure
and cultural pursuits and participation. . . ." It should be
stressed that the education profession, like the recreation
profession, ha_, long recognized the importance of leisure, but
until recently. educational leaders have given largely "lip"
service to leisure preparation. In contrast, recreation leaders
hive been actt,ists in providing recreation and leisure services
to neet the lifespan needs of all people in society, including
the handicapped. In an effort to provide a clear rationale
for integrating leisure education into the special class
curriculum And LQ enphasize the need for closer working relation-
ships between the recreation and education fields, the author
has identified the following as supportive of this position:

1. Education and recreation have similar goals, namely,
those of improving the individual's mental, physical,
social and emotional development.

2. The importance of preparing individuals to acquire
recreation knowledge and skills takes on special
significance when considering the increased leisure
time being provided citizens, plus the significant
amount of lifetime devoted to leisure versus academic
and vocational activities.

3. A "whole" curriculum is needed for the "whole" person.
Leisure plays a large part in meeting the life adjust-
ment and/or lifespan needs of each individual.

4. Coordination of efforts between education and rec-
reation seems especially siyaificant when dealing
with handicapped youngsters, since more comprehensive
service is needed to assist tha person '4deficient in one
or more areas of human development.

5. Special educators are in a unique position to be
advocates for special leisure education:
a. Intervention during the early years is generally

regarded as the most critical time to affect
learning. A leisure thrust during this period
seems logical if basic development of desired
attitudes, knowledge and skills is to be achieved.

b. The classroom teacher has the distinct advantage
of more intensively affecting child development
than any other professional.



f.slecialll in relation'ee meettnf the needs of the
deaf-blind:
A. The severely or multiply impaired individual re-

quires very specific instruction with extensie
opportunities over time to develop competencies
in any 'Arei of learning. Leisure education can
provide s 'a, opportunities and help bridge the gap
Letween s,uool and community for children who need
more preparatory experiences.

1.. Persons with severe or multiple impairments can be
expected to have disproportionately large amounts
of leisure because of more limited employment.
rn.Ttead of less emphasis, special educators need
to place increased emphasis on recreation ". . . to
transform the exptrience of enforced leisure from
'killing tine' into one where the individual re.
Ichieve his or her maximum pi_ential." (Nesbit'!,
et al., 1974)

the cutdoors: Rationale and Po_ten_t_iil
A child with an impairment(s) that affects his or her

learning requires more individualized/and direct learning,
experiences. Special educators have been especially sensitive
to the need for involving handicapped children in learning
e;Teriences directly related to their environment. A recut
example of this effort has been the participation of handi-
capped children in the outdoors as an extension of the class-
room program. There is now increased recognition by special
educators that the outdoors should be part of an onneing school
program, that a relevant education must e;.tcnd beyond the
contrived environneril. of the classrocm, and that outdoor
programming is A medium for integratinu concepts from spe I

education, therapeutic recreation, physical education And
environmental education. _.f special interest is that strong
a4reenent new e%1:.ts ar,,na %arious profeisionals regarding the
it portance of the outdoors. special educators. therapeutic

-recreation seciAlint:7 and environn.ental education specialists,
although operating from different points of view, are all in- -

volved tc 2cre extent in implerenting outdoor programs for the.
handicipped. A revie* of selected literature in the three
fis ld.. reveal.: widespread Agreement regarding the benefits of
involving youngsters, and particularly the handicappe5, in the
outdoors (Blackman, 19747 Brannan, 1q69, 1973, 19747 Nesbitt,
l'4727 Project Bicstop, 1974; Vannatre, 1972):

1. The outdoors enables youngsters to learn and recreate
in s -total" living environment. Twenty-four hour
livina affords a full .ange of "true-life" lo-aninq
opportunities that are not attainable in the typical
school program.
The outdoors can help develop shill s of lifetime use-
fulness (i.c., self-directed behpior, problem solving
tehavior, observation sRillg, 4Acquisitirness).

3. the w:Ocers is inherently rotivatiny add therapeutic
because of the fun and adventure associated with
experiencing the natural. environment.

4. Self-concept development is facilitated through
numerous success experiences that are possible in
the outdoors.
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social develk,pment is increased through interdependence
and interactions with peers and adults. Trust relation-
ships with othemare developtd: positive interpersonal
relationships are formed (child-child: child-teacher:
teacher-child).
Iran -tor of learning .a.s. also facilitated by enabling
youngsters to directly apply skills and concepts to
"real-life problem situations encountered in the out-
deer setting.

7. The attraction of the outdoors is an incentive that
rotivates persons to employ Independent and self-
initiatd tehaviers in order to interact with the
env:iron:lent. Increased self-awareness is often a
byproduct of pursuing natural .awareness.
ihe variety and high Ifilimulating effect of outdoor
aztivities are excellent for increasing skill develop-
rent in areas or learning typically stressed by special
.ducaters: connunicitionji.e., receptive, expressive,
total ) ro fit,tnt, rebility, spatial awareness,,und body

The outdoors is in effective medium for employi0 a
cos-plete :sensory appruach to exploring and learning
at cut oric* emiroament-F_,:s:pecially for the deaf -
iiind rultiply honlicapped, opportunities abound
for tactual learning.
Voungetr are able to "open up' and their
eadividuil selk-es through the rore informal and relaxed
iteo,There unique to the outdoors. Such an atmosphere,
crime per-:on,: ;c1(1.-,&r together," promotes increased
fLelinae of resfrct for each other an human beings,
and enhances future relationships in the total school
prouram.

xperare t4. the outdoors captures children's inherent
interest in nature and provides the logical setting
for developing awareness, sensitivity and appreciat
of their natural environrent.

Although aareement exists among various professionals
reaarling tt.e ..clue of outdoor experiences for the.handicappcd.
there exist.: a liC4. of interdisciplinary planning and ceordi-

niticn Ietween professionals involved with outdoor curriculums.
zyecial cdacators, specialized recrcators and environmental
education srecialists tend to operate separate of each other.
even thcuah g,al.i7 are stellar and children served arc the same
in ran;: instances. It is suggested that a closer look be
lis..en to the sarilarities between cpatdoor education and recre-
ation 1,rogrars. Althew;h one stresses 'learning about" and

::tressc -recreating in- the natural environment, both
actualll inecl-.e .7'hildren in ran similar activities Certainly

adventure are outc.::-es for all programs in
tc cutdcorr. It aipcir,. an e:;panded concept of the outdoors

re. del, recognizes the -wholeness" of learning and
e7 :Feriencitl the natural enviroment. Instead of compart-
7enellaz*ng arnina and partica2ation. we rhould take more
adssantaoe of the J4Itleers to 'capture" the rany experiences
t'-at are 17,allalle '1,th educatacnal and recreational) and not

re7,trictel traditi_nal prc-grir philocophy. Employing
this approach, ities and experiences are recognized for
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their many value:., and appropriate planuan( carried out so that
multiple objectives can be achieved. Pcr example, academic,
social, erotional. physical. and aef,thettc outcoLes can be
achieved thrcub ma-ic activities. Especially for the severely
hindicapped, t:pecial effort needs to be rade to intearate
learning experien:es, and less efiort expended on searegating
learning experiences. If we truly utilize the outdoors,
traditional divisions between subject areas end proras will
largely disamiear.

Curriculum Develeirent
Leisure Education. In special education today, there as

wide acceptance and u:A, of indaidual assessment. prescriptive:
pr,_arar.ming, and meaL,ureent of ..tudent performance as Lures
tor effective .truct ion. Coals ind ajectives for the handi-
capped are coriz:istently,Aated in fermsofdentred student be-
haviors that are oL, -able and rfea:lureable. Unfortunately.
very limited efforts have been trf,ade .to develop curriculum
naterials dealing with leirur:! education. and even 1e,n effort
olven to including lianof-tic and prescriptive method:, of
intervention. Coe notable eceptien in a state curriculum
guide recently le:eloped f,r use in educating mildly retarded
student-: in the state of C-cgon) (Oregon State Department of
Educa o4atitp, 1974) In Trd_Oomoetency. leisure is-included
an A ;zajor .section, with curriculum content prest:Aed as
andividual taterents et dysircd lAudent outcome stated in
behavioral or perforrance terms:. Curraculum matef'aals such

this one, that focus on observable student behavior:':.
tacilatate reisurerent o. inda.-adual proyrei-z- and proide data
for prescr 'Zany ongoina instruction. Although a variety of
carriculu: products dealini with leisure arc available, nost

tecn developed in the recreation field and, in terms of
the author's expyriency. ran; of them de!.cribe outcorell for
the handicapped that are too global in nature.

There has been a tendency by the recreationist to spea%
ericralatle (i.e.. personal fulfillrent, ezrotinally

. seli satisfying, socially worthwhile) when sob
- cri33asi a fo the values of recreation and leisure activities.
'..mot that t---. :ant goal; but in tems or clearly
co:,fainacat Ina the di for intervention with the handi-
capped. it LI recc,T:tndel that increased attention Le given
to emplying a Lehaiioral or ec7Tetency aned rodol.;;hen
develi:Tin4 mlaterials that relate to leisure education :crying
the deaf-blind or rultipll handicapped, there if an even greater
need to utilize such an in::tructional dettian.

cutdcor Proaram_rina. Since the author ha.r. Leen
devlopina and operating teacher, training pro gram at Cortland

Un,l :rein that strenoes an education re-creation concept
clia:ti handicapped children and youth. A recent develc-p-

r-ent his teen tt.e rerit_nsibillty for coordanatina the Mt. Hood
Kiwanis Carp, a residential car pint: program serving handi-
capped children and youth near Rnedodendren, Oregen. This Is
an intera3ency or 'tear-- project in which Kiwinas service
clut<< provide the, carp financial support and
raintenance, and the Special Education Departrent at Portland
.tote provides the professional support for oper.atina the
prearar. Staffed by specialists and counselors recruited and
trained ty Portland State University, the Mt. fie,od

0 r,



Camp offers handicapped children and youth a comprehensive
program of planned ...cti4ities unique to .a mountain environment.

. (,f equal importance, the camp p-ovides the counselor trainees
an opportunity to gain in'crelsed skills in planning, imple-

. menti..g and ,evaluatia oducatron/recreation activities with
handicapped youngsters in an outdoor setting.

To provide a meanii`glia. program of training for counselors
and service fur campers, a lehavioral curriculum was developed_
to serve as adiageostic and prescriptive guide for outdoor
education,"recreation programming. The. juide, an Experiencil;
Skill Checklist, included a listing of desired cAmpek outcomes

aced in beha,ilral terms and covering such cdrricular areas
As nat,Ire study,/ Verson 1 an3 socital development, camping
skills, swimming, physi al development, fishing, music, and
nature (-rafts. siBrannan, 1974) . The checklist also .L.cluded an
evaluation system for de errnining the, degree of ski achieve-
ment and counselors, as p irt of their training, e, aluated each
camper on a variety of diiidual tasks under each of the above
rcentioned curricunm areas. The clecklizt was ailso designed
and printed:on self-carbonating paper so a craw- could be sent
tC, the camper'.: teacher and 'parents following completion of
the catp sessin. Experienc.; with the checklist during its
first summer f use revealed it to be a vhluable,tool fok
=Assessing cam er achievement levels in all areas of outdoor
programming. . f special significance, its use as an instructional
guide.-.:or counselors and staff proved highly Successful. As, a

prescribed:curriculum, the checklist provided increased direc-
tion for all IA identifying appropriate tasks to employ with
handicapped youngsters in a camp setting. In addition, utiliza-
tion of this guide as a, diagpostic/prescriptive tool has been
valuable in promotint, a ilite..individized ,pproadh to
.:nstruction in the catdoors". trelimin esi1ts from its use
with teachers and parents are also favorable. Feedback from
teachers indicates the edalitional information on student per-
formance has been bened0a1 and the checklist has been an
incentive for them to initiate outdoor activities with handi-
capped children during the school year. Parents have been
,,erg pleased w receive specific information regarding their
child's performaiicre during -the, summer and seem More _motivated
..rout camp programs because of' Ceir increased knowledge of
gnat co,Otlitutes an cutdoor curriculum,

Curi*.P..evelopment is an ongoing proCess and after '

using thE olikilocr checklist, recoMmendations for improvement
were a naacal outcome. The most obvious problem with the
guide was its lack of task or skill content related to the
more severely handicapped and the more able camper. As shown
in Figure 1,' a revised checklist has now been developed and ie
includes an upward and a downward extension of Aaany experiences
and skills common to the original version. Of special interest
to participants In this conference, skillsav included that
Should be particularly appropriate for use,-.,,)w),9 ,deaf-blind-
or multiply handicapped, You'ngsters. In addition to lower level
skills developed for each curriculum area, a more \comprehensive
listing of :.asks has been included under the areas -of Personal/
Social/Self-help and Nature. Specifically, a more concentrated
effort has been made to involve the multiply handicappel child
in a "total" sensory approach to lekrning about the natural
environment. Plans are to further explore the usefulness o, 4 *144

v`rt'Z'S.9-
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of the
during

revised guide with campers who a.-'.--1.---1-"-siremu , ply handicapped d
the 1975 Strutter camp progrlia.

It Figure/1
REVISED OUTDOOR EDUCATION /RECREATION.

EXPERIENCE/SKILL cHECKLrST

/
OUTDOOR EDUCATION/RECREATION

1 Experience/Skill Checklist
Spec( f
?nettled State

Nome of Comper

IVA 1UaTICellY4TFM

I. Perferms.seelepeadeatly

2. Perform, with vetital
3hy11C7) 70111,0,

3. rnabld m perform with at rb+1
4.1./e4 Thy."' aoadisan

4. trawilltag 1,71.10e;

5. Not oimened of caployed with
camper

?I (SONALISOCIAL/531.? Kir

1 2 14 5 Cornrisnalzastiateds +verbally
aad/ot manoallyi

I 2 34 $ Inmate conannakatlos !verbally
a.i/o: min/41V

1 2 5 F. ;ages i*coeivessatsora
1 a 2104 by self
1234, }Lys by If 11 a lowg .ids O3114n

1 2 34 S Nay, with others
1 2 14 S Partkirate; wig, the group
1 2 14 5 Acmates (dead.
1 2 34 5 Pardo ;;;;; la Is/graded aettvIte;

2 14 5 To1/.4.3 inoteno:noso dismal

Met
1 2 314 5 kaetteelcarapeole, Nam or fa,

Olden
1 2 34 5 Pricmcm,game anlet
1 2 3 4 3 Helps others .
I 2-14 5 Waal owe run
1 Z 14 $ Cm time
1 2 14 5 laugh tappentatate letuatacasi
102 14 5 SreNet (approgetate muslin.)
1 2 14 5 Costrols temper (crying, hitting)
1 2 34 S Show affedtIoa
1 2 ) 45 Thee sew e ape/Monet
1214 S Stays; bed ;app./time 1111311,1/11

1 2 -14 5 Cu e op ,rein bed (appropriate
dtuatiosn

I 2 3 1 5 l'ollitaself
1 2 14 5 Washes self
1 2 1 4 S Dan sell
1 2 14 S Showerstell
I 2 1 4 S 171.1sosea tel(
I 2 14 3 Snake) +lath
12 14 5 Pootnes penms+lhabt. 31

Cif 11111,4
11345 Ears with uteivilf
1 2 34 1,41111/0, fropor+up

ez 1 4$ E>strilo (torsi* ru,st.s.
I 2 a 4 S fitqn-K3 f..,8
1 2 14 S ?bait es aotegaable al+ag/

table hams

Dole of-Session

ART C, CRAFTS

cfamai
2 3 4 5 C1111 with oismes

1 2 3 4 5 Team & foldt paper
I 2 3 4 5 Sele.ts cokes
1 2-14 5 son materials /tools ,onectly
12 -34.5 Applies glue
1 2 3 4 5 ?man with materiabioob
I 2 1 4 5 retturcolott +nth amagal

(117i1

1 2 1 4 5 Demonstrates cremi
11,45 Emplaya.oa.e1'1a proportioa,

compentio.. ea &K2*
3 4 5 follow+ oat diiiensos n a min

1 2 3 4 5 Complete; prajo.t (.H. corn
Mete sequentel

1 2 14 S Work; eisly
2 31 5 Helps with +1.114.

!..r.1,1 ctt

2 3 4 5 -Mato a same tag
I 214 5 Mapes. aslant. audit
1 2 3 4 S Tye.dye; Ulm/
1 2 3 4 5 Makes a Cogb eye
1 2 34 5 Make/a nitre craft
1 2 3 4 / Twig woos
1 2 3 45 Noela;peo)ect
1 1 14 5 tia.one pro*.
1.2 1 4 5 Leaf peril ett
1 23 4 5 Nitare cgllage
1 2 14 S Ma). as hadiaa +raft

2 1 4 Ma1es a bad trader

MUSICIDKAMA-

2 3 4 S Employs hand.134,ty movemeats
to inane

1 2 34 5 Wand to slow music
12345 in. to Ian male
1214 5 Dices to mak
1 2 1 4 5 -1.11,11601m
1 2 4 5 Stags familia t sate;
1 2 3 4 5 laser and sings new song;
1 2 1 4 5 Mar Wig alth a von,
1 2 3,4 5 Slap aurae with others pluem
I 2 3 4 5 Mats tt ;Innis campfire
I 2 14 5 51414. pitdh.
12 14 5 Cosstrueu a musical Snowmen!
1 2 14 5 hart a thythra issuurneat
I 2 14 5 Creatorcostnbutes Alt material
1 2 3 4 5 baldpate/ la groop))it;
1 2 14 5 Pettier, this sccordist to pia

2 14 5 P104415peralaallaterpeetattOa
dulag OA (Imitates, improviesel

Mt, Hood Kiwaub
Camp Peogtnt

'NATURE- '_

12 1 4 5 mriamenells/tasteviewl soil
I 2 1 4 5 feelthrnells/tastetielo. coal.
1 2 1 4 lifts/views rod,
1-2 3 4 5 1,Ifts/vtirell Lea set rock
1 2 34 5 Feels/vanns smoothness of per,.

Wes

1 2 14 5 feels/views roughams at meld
1 2 3 4 5 Reis/view/dill wall
12345 feebialews, fools bed of ;nein
1 2 34 5 feeh/v/aw; any irctons .1 lake
1 2 14 5 Feels/views sod aaddj_r_egralim

_ado. aadoonteats (rocks, -past
pans, mOistute. owl dame.)

I 1 14 S Smells s011 ,tag simete) oakr
aad oatea.1.41dY, clays
moisture, miMae, blast is

1 2 3 4 Describes roil.; purpose ia ++
tare% web (soil reactlot to
plan awd trees, woes flow,
et* on)

,S,La Jsr tl

I 2 14 5 reps,viewsityges wets.; of.
wafts11110thilo; dew, 111.1,1,
stream, 11/.11

1 2 14 S Feeloltisterweviews woo rare -
_rwiLL:i,,,(1.117111,ill 1..3, Wt.,

12 34 5 Fedi teri;)m4 Via( water Ifandar,'
watetatea (4111

1 2 14 5 Etelonews10,1, and soil sin1,
V/ 1 ff

rt,,

1 2 14 5 Desctib et feeling of water (wet
new, 41.11141, torte, stillness,
oftseol

1 2 14 5 Deseribe found of weer (souod of
slow We... (la stream, wA11,-

, fall)
1 2 14 5 Describes visual anuse of water

Movement, color, Might 01
waterfalls. Wags that float et
stak fn water;

.3 .14 5 ptsC11$t. smell *ad tote Of watt(
2 14 5 Desonbe1 water; peewee I11/1.

11.1.7 web (telatten of water to,
plants, interials, sowed)

flans
1 2 14 5 Fseb/smellsitesteseviers leaves
1 2 14 5 Feelaramellaitagetivievn flowers
I 2 3 4 5 Feelf/nnells/tastel/vIews Mortara
1 2 3 4 5 Feeldsmella/ustri/views twits
1 2 3 4 5 tolthrwelb/tastes/vievaenna
1 2 34 5eels/sm ells/taster/views bark



OUTDOOK,EDUCATION/RECREATION Expertence/Skt11 Checklist

Warne of COmper Data of Sessibn

12 34 5 3 tete ,otellsaaaes view; pot-
ent

a 5 aala,ailastess eat, berrie
d 34 r Feels view, large piano avec,

letga
2 34 v Feet: a4fWa small plants t

Itowera
2 3 a &dental., nallofs,1 plant,

1 2 I Prom*(. 'smut/alter, of plants .

chittsterie smallness, esdgel
34 Cy riesertiet mien ei plants (traar-
' enc.. n0044,544 00011. we/ aft:*

ansa,[4,01lbff istOwll Melts)
1 2 1 0 5 Deurebre feel .3 plate trough

stenusils ba tts. Nod). test 4 Iles
ibles herb, plant esp. moututei

^ 3 4 , De-tonnes Taft. of plants sec. et
bitter tastes, relations/Apt,' Otlatf
1.own taffeta

2 34 5 tesetibes pleas anatomy (Meth
bast, sterns. fife rigil

2 1 4 S Dread., plant's ;names on toe
t3ae's. web !plants re fano* to tow
/halo, exygenC ate. ',Ai

'31921233! (feta

I 2 3 4 3 Feels/erre% fviesa nth
34 5 Ideataim este/nal anatemy (heads

body, eye, mouth, gills. fuel,
tail. "c 3I''')
titentaie internal anatomy
(etophaasn. stomach. small 4
large late-states, heart. fivet,
ve m)
Dessribes finuttom et erternal
autemy

1 2 34 S Describes fishes parent sa e.
tate web (food aygeet
la water/

Atreoln erg f sta. wind, fa.. gored
2345 Ilawafeek wam,th of sun
2 34 3 lisenstrfeelt cooliteis 03 shade
2 3 4 5 Views deeds
2 3-4 5 Fa ela/1.10/Intf*1/133111 fa.
2 34 5 Feelfi'v level /latent to isiad and

breeze

2 3 4 5 5rnellsrvIews smolse /tom:ramp.
foe

2 34 S feels warmthal eampfige

\

31511N0

2!3 4-5 Operates a fa10aq int,
S Cittlita a fish

2 14 5 Lamb a fist
,52343 heparer a fith

Conclusion

31$ :sip. N14
4 2 Steeps 3.alleetuaa bag

2 14 3 Sleep. under stets
2 3 3 5 Sleeps In tent
2 3 4 S Manage. Own. Vtaf us ten
.1;4> Itollslua,tlts sleeping bag
2 3 4 S %tens sip sat matte*
2 3 4 5 II ars Ma grand dk,th
2 14 5 helps pitch survival teat
2 3 4 S Clears area lot fare
2 3 4 5 Pelts *told tech fireplace
2 1 4 5 Gathers wood for fireplace
2 "4 5 ;real. wood for1abIlIng
2 ) 4 5 Helps built fire
4234 S tights a notch

34 S Helps teed fire
2 I F S hays 43315'riate sham from

campftte heat, 1,101.
2 3 4 5 Sas 1n0011 eamptice
2 3 4 5 Cpeeates a camp lamp
2 34 5 Operates camp sieve
2 34 5 Iterates...on meal out-of-slaws

(peels, thee, *um)
4 S Cooks -own meal eut-ef-doers_

(coals, firep)ae, dove)
2 3 1S C.a. Own man*n. How
2 14 S Maim Men het chocolate
2'34 5 fats ow* fOotlfrtlfal ontooinfwon
2 34 5 Pm leftoven m garbage cont.*

2 34 S. pub) a pad,
2145 Sacitpaula emit own apflongouf

i ii 1 S Sto.xt bast alai arTOW at Org.
1 I 3 4 5 .3a1 by stream lake edge
1 3 3 4.5 fleas leaves, tnegs so scat.
3 2 3 4 2 Matopuires steps i ilk bats at

.)\
timbals.. Lodge

1 2 3 -5 flthes eistatlift at lasberline' loam
1 2 14 , Slides of snow at Mt. 41.53

' -53515t1110,

1 2 3.4 5 tinter, pool/tale safety
) 2 IS S his 444 ta water
I 2 3 4 5 Holds breath undetwater
1 2 3 4 5 tabs up object., from kot4
1 2 14 1143., ID water
1 2 3 4 S Sits in water
12 3.1 5 lad: breath stalemate,
1 2 14 5 jumps araud In watel4
1 2 34 5 jumps' in water watts( sfek,
1 2 3 1*S' )loldt onto ale ai pool
1 Y 3 4-5 13014, ex and wawa 3104g side

of rool
I 2 3 4 5302.441,11 oz. tube
I 2 i 4 30 walks saeal' Wed across mdttt el peel

e"f'scaisi deep
1 23)1 S 113:1 floats fee 15 seconds
12345 tab Map for 11, meends

ef 5 Changes from !back float 30.30g

2 14 5 Haim co a stoicne destinaties
paddle

1 2 3 4 5 Changes room Jog paddle IC balk
2 34 5 110..30 a far 5f stood. float
2.313 Dernonstare, confidant, on a bate

alio along --
1 2 3 4 Swims (deg paddle, eraw117

2 1 4 5 %sit, II s:g7.T.11,110411t aft.
3 2 3 4 Changes egad.. while,

2:3 .S Operates flashlight
fivirnmiag

2 5 Cr°ssIn III"sIssIk """s 1 2 3 4 5 Clears 011 On appeoyeate signaltt,
1 2 3 4 5 Uses pool equipment as duetted
1 2 34-5 relax eiltnatal0 peat pool s:'

, filTSICAL DIVELOPM/Nr

2 14 3 Walla o* various tertalinfIevel.
down131111

2 4 S cuels oe varsem terra slevel.
simeshill)

2 3 4 5 Climbs on vanes* .m191144911
devastall)

2 3 4 5 /toles on v atlas tante (level.
donnhal, uphtll)

2 34 3 Slide, diamhill
2 3 4 5' 01,mb free tree 11us3
2 34 5 Crash under tree trots
2 34 S Watts an toped use trunk'
2 3 1$ Follows guile rope
3345 Climbs a rope
2 14 S Climbs a net
2 34 S flats
2 -14 5 jog,
2 34 $ Flays idivtdoal alma/sports

Name of Direct.

Coo/sake DI

premise of this-paper, is that preparation for
eisure should be considered an important educational goal.
In meeting the lifespan needs of the handicapp-ed, special'
educators are now extending th,e classroom curriculum to, include
I,eisure-education, Along. with the "right to read,",-the "right
to recreate" is now being advocated for special populations.
Learning in the outdoors a particularly significant area
'related to leisure preparation. Moving-beyond the classroom

,r'p
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walls tc include the outdoors reflects the point of vies that
the natural environment is an ideal and "natural" learning
laboratory, and one where education and recreation goals blend
into a harmonious whole. It is the'author's opinion that there
tieeds to be more "outdoor" education in contrast to "-indoor"
6 ucation. Especially for deaf-blind and multiply handicapped
le 'rners, the outdoots offers a variety of multi-sensory
experiences that are critically important 'to the child who is
experientially deprived b6cause of his communication pro-
blems: The stimulating effect of the outdoor environment is also
viewed'as particularly meangingful for the person who many
times needs increased motivation in order to try new/ experiences.
Finally, it is clear that the outdoors_ks--a- vastly T.dnexplored
area for the more severely handicapPa but the future looks
most promising.
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SPORTS-, ATHLETICS AND GAMES

FOR THE DEAF-BLIND

Ms. Pam Earle, Supervisor, Specialized
Recreation, Eugene Parks and

Recreation, Eugene, Oregon
and

Ms. Gretchen A. Yost, Director, Edwards
Work-Activity Center, Inc.,

Aloha, Oregon

Philosophy and Contributions of Leisure
for the Deaf-Blind

1

.

Leisure -time activities are as desirable for the deaf-
blindhandicapped indi ;dual as they are for the norm of our
population. Leisure tim adtivities might need slight modifi-
cations for these individ als, but a-wide range of activities
in the sports, athletics and games are appropriate and necessary
for an active and happy life. Often the attitudes of a great
number of individuals AO do not understand the handicapping
condition hinder the ihd*vidual's participation; lack of
participation is usually not due to their handicap, but to
society's lack of awarehe and understanding of it. Deaf-
blind individuals and their families should be encouraged '0
participate aad develop skills.and interests is recreational
activities of their choice. As recreation specialists, we
have seen 'first hand the values gained through leisure activi-
ties. Our observations and experiences lead us to believe
that all handicapped individuals including the deaf-blind have
the right to leisure activities and their benefits.

As advocates for the deaf-blidd it is important that we
communicAg that the deaf-blind person is first of all an
individual; second, he is deaf-hltnd, A deaf-blind individual
has the same basic drives and needs as those who are not
afflicted with a handicapping cca1ition. Because of society's
perceptual lag, 'many handicapped individuals have abilities .

that are underdeveloped. Especially for the deaf-blind,
abilities are idle because these individuals have never had
adequate opportunities to develop and use them. They have,
also lacked opportunities to recognize andempIoy personal
needs as the motivation for meeting challenges and.developing
their - capacities. ..,

-

As professionals in recreation,we have a responsibility
to provide for and develop these individualk to their fullest.
ne know they respond favorably to recreation and learn from
it. In a sense we are teachers. We are working toward goals
similar to those of the educational system: to train the .

handicapped individual so that he may be a functional member
Of-Society. The methods used might differ only in text and
approach.

Similar to education for the handicapped, ecreation for
the handicapped .takes on a-slightly different definition than
recreation for the "normal." Recreation for the handicapped
serves as a mode of habilitation. We are interested in the
field for.the development of physical skills; social aware-

114
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ness, integratace into society, education through new experi-
ences, and possible preparation fcr employment. Through
recreation, the handicapped individual learns coupPration.
He develops bo..11 awarene., and coordination and gains physical
9effiziency. He is exp(ressive, creative and interpretive. He
is in a free state, untied oy extensive goals. Lie becomes
aware of people within his environment and,learns to communi-
cate. cf special importance is that the ha dicapptd person
should not be isulated. Ile needs to be an .ctive member of
society. ,As members of the field of recreat4on and related
areas, ;he are in an excellent position to ac omp/ish this
task. T1,e person dill respond to cooperative recreation with
"normals" when be is not in direct competitao with them- He
must be integrated slowly, so that his first xperience
will leave a favorable, lasting impression. H will soon learn
to accept his limitations within the "normal" pituation and
the "normals" will understand and aid him. Th's will also
be a mutual process of integration: socializi g the handi-
capped while educating the "normal."

N 4
Through recreation activities, modified, simplified, or

invented, deaf-blind individuals are able to:
1. Realize self-identification (even self justification)
2, Overcome self consciousness; develop self-expression
3. Develop self confidence; inner discipline
4. Have the opportunity to emote naturally
5. Have the opportunity to experience successes and

failures from which, with good program leadership and
evaluation, should result in,,Appropriate social

...conduct, etc.

6. Develop a positive concept of self which ,is funda-
mental to forward movement with any measure of success.

7.Havetheop.porturaityforsellevgjuatixm along with
self satisfaction.

8. Develop physical dexterity, strength an endurance.
9. Develop social, skills.
10. Acquire concepts and strategies

of new knowledge.
. 11. Develop skills of problem solving

for t"4 development

and creativity.

riligram Opportunities for the Deaf-
Blind a Sharing of Responsibilities

The opportunity for sports activities for the deaf-blind
must be a cooperative effort among specialized municipal pro-
grams, educators, and parents. The programs must be of an
open philosophl, to allow the deaf-blind the chance to experi-
ence challenging activities of which he or she feels confident
in participating. The activities should'allow the individual
an element of risk. Protecting the handicapped individual
from any activity that might be harmful does not allow for
personal growth. As Buell (1966) quotes:

More than 135 years ago Samuel Gridley Aowe a
pioneer educator of the blind said "Do not to? Much
regard bumps upon the forehead, rough scratches or
bloody noses; eten these may have their good influ-

",
kences. At the worse, they affect only the bark, and
do not injure the system like the rust of inaction."
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An increasing number of municipal recreation agencies are
providing specialized activities for members of the develop-
mentally disabled population. These programs provide an
excellent opportunity for the deaf-blind to be involved in and
exposed to different types of sports, athletics, and games.
The goal of any program, though, should be towards integration
of the handicapped individual into regular ongoing programs.
Buell (1966) aptly said "If children with handicapping condi-
tions are to have well developed personalities they must work
and play with physically normal individuals; they must haVe
friends and feel there is a place for them."

The specialized programs offer a training ground for
learning needed leisure skills. This is particularly important
with the deaf-blind individual who has a great deal of free
time and is generally sedentary without the proper motivation.
Here again the special program can offer the needed stimulation
and activity to.help the deaf-blind find out what skills he
does have, and more importantly what his interests are and
what is fun for him. The activities shotld be based on his
likes and dislikes rather than on a preconceived idea of what
the handicapped individual ought to enjoy.

Programs designed for the handicapped also provide an
excellent opportunity to make friends, increase socialization
skills, and feel a part of a group. The self-confidence gained
in this setting will allow a more successful experience
when in an integrated situation. The physical confidence
gained in the group setting or in an inlividual activity will
help the deaf-blind in all aspects of his life.

Special programs should only be a supplementary service

to a full minded educational program in the schools which
includpS sports, athletics and games. A deaf-blind youngster's
confidence needs to be built from an early age and physical
activity offers the child the opportunity to explore and
develop an awareness of the world around him, and to develop
self-awareness through physical challenges. The school has
a basic responsibility to provide this physical education in
an integrated setting with activities that are as "normal" as
possible.

An aware parent after meeting with the school's physical
education teacher can help build skills at home. Appropriate
activities are ones such as jogging, tandem bicycle riding,
simple tumbling, arm wrestling, ball throwing, and many others.
Also, family activities such as bowling, swimming, roller
skating or playing miniature golf add extra stimulation and
self confidence. The family plays a most important part in
the success of the deaf-blind. It is up to the parents to
help the child overcome his fear of trying new activities, and
to,Overcome lfis ne ative feelings. Only with this cooperation
will the deaf-blin individual realistically ha the proper

\ chance to lead a happy life..
V ---,

--.----Tfitroduction to Activities
/

There are many ormal sports activities that are very
appropriate, rewarding, and fun for the deaf-blind. Some
adaptions are necessa y, but activities that need few adap-
tions are desirable b cause they represent the more normal
activity.
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There is little need for special consideration when a
deaf-blind individual is involved in a group. lie may need
more time to learn a skill and individual help is necessary in
the beginning, but this is the purpose of a specialized pro-
gram. After understanding of the activity is learned and some
basic skills de,7eloped, he should be integrated into a reg-
ular program. In a class situation the deaf-blind can be
paired with another participant. This frees the instructor
and there is no need for extra staff.

According to Tutt (1975), as outlined in his presenta-
tion, at the 1974'Institute in Program Development and Train-
ing in Recreation for Deaf-Blind held in Iowa City, Iowa,
some general rules for facilitating motor function in the
deaf-blind are:

1. The deaf-blind need more stimulation in facilitating
normal development milestones.

2. The deaf-blind may have to be moved into position and
be propped in that position or held in order to develop
the capacity to assume it independently..

3. The deaf-blind need actual help in order to learn
,

motor activities. (co-active)
4. The deaf-blind require gradual increments of function

rather than totally new motoric experiences. The
"linking function" is essential to avoid confusion
and/or panic.

5. The deaf-blind require a longer period to effectively
raster a task.

6. The deaf-blind require help in associating a,movement
with a'goal.

7. The deaf-blind should be talked to and signaled to in
keeping with the highest potential utilization of
those senses which they might have.

8. The deaf-blind should be encouraged to perform motor
activities as slowly as possible initially.'

5uggested_Activities
The following is a list of sports, games and athletic

activities that have been successful with the blind, and with
several deaf-blind individuals. Activities mentioned will
require varying amounts of adaptation for use with this special
population and will vary in their meaningfulness for life-
time participation.

Archery
Archery will always require the constant use of a buddy.

There are targets available that beep for those with a degree
of hearing. Also, a stick for a guide will help the indi-
vidual line up his bow and arrow. Safety should be an important
factorLin teaching the beginner. A friend should always be
present to make sure the area is clear and-thatihe_ is shooting
in the right direction. Many sports activities can lead to
further interest in the sport along historical, lines or

/ cultural influences.

Beach Combing
There are many outdoor areas to explore but one of the

most exciting is the beach. There are many things to discover
and touch such as sea kelps, sea urchins, shells, star fish,
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caves to explore, sand castles to build, dunes to slide down
or to stand on your head in, and of course the surf to explore
with your feet. This is a sport in itself and offers the

, deaf-blind fresh air, exercise, and many happy memories.

Bicycling-Tandem
'flat Letter way to experience the freedom of movement

than on a bic,cle: A tandem bicycle is also a practical means'
of transportation and a nice waj to spend time with a friend.
Riding a bicycle would give the deaf-blind a chance to partici-
pate in a very popular activity.

Boating
Boating is an activity that offers a great deal of .

independence and exercise. As an educational opportunity,, the
deaf-blind should be aware of the different types of boating
from power boats, to crew shells, to row or. pedal boats.

Bowling
Bowling is an activity that offers many ben fits and is

a very desirable life time leisure skill for the deaf-blind.
There is some adaptive equipment available. Rails that are
placed,along the approach to the alley can be purchased or
made simply with aluminum piping. There is a ball with a
retractable handle for the more physically handicapped indi-
vidual. The handle snaps shut as soon as the ball is released.
It is available from North American Recreation Convertibles,
Inc., P.O. Box 668, Westport, Conn. 06880.

A triangular piece of wood with pegs in the same order as
the bowling pins can be made so that the deaf-blind can feel,
which pins have been knocked down. Some bowling alleys have
three dimensional illustrations of the pins on the ball return.
For more information contact the Blind Bowlers Association.
Because of the nature of bowling and the use of a handicap for
all bowlers, this activity stands out as an ideal life time
leisure skill.

calisthenics
Activitl is particularly important for the deaf-blind,

and dail ez:eTcise is sometLin3 that can be done independently.
exercise makes t,le Individual feel Letter about himself,and
4aes Li: the confidence and Dtrenyth needed to handle daily
activities. It is something that should be stressed early
In t.-.e lea..-Llir.d child education and continued throughout
life.

Carpi:, an activit; that teaches maw, skills involved
In ir3c!r,cf.dent anrl helps in buillini ones' confidence in
harself. In addition, oarrpinq prorotes a Letter understandiny
of ones' personal relationship to the out-of-doors.

Fis\ tliro

Fishing is anotber way to enjoy the outdoors. It usually
invol-es exercise and sometimes provides an instant reward
(if the fisn are biting). Learning how to handle the equip-
ment is very important and safety measures to be followed
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should be reviewed frequently. $Fishing is also a food wty
to introduce boating or vice versa). All aspects of fishing
should be taught, only the more capable deaf-blind s ould
attempt casting.

Golf
There are some simple tools that can be used for teaching

golf t9, the deaf-blind. A survey of the equipment is the ,

first step. The golfer should touch the tee, clubs, and ball
in an indoor session and then advanc_ to the golf/course and
be introduced to the green areas, as well as the/tee off spots
and how they are marked. The rules can be learnpd later when
the indiviaual is closer to Slaying an actual gAme.

The swing can be practiced by facing the wall, (two steps
away) resting the forehead against the wall, And using the
barrier as an aid to keep the shoulders straight. A simple
device can be constructed for placement of the feet and club.
It is a simple wood structure to help the golfer better under-
stand the distance of the feet and relationship of the club
to the body.

After several indoor sessions and as the deaf-blind
becomes somewhat confident, a few visits to the driving range
or even to a miniature golf course is wise bey -,re attempting
the golf course itself. Golf may not be an ideal life time
sport for the deaf-blind, but it can increase his awareness
of popular activites and, added to his knowledge, make him
more conversationally interesting. At the same time it does
involve physical activity and furthers the individuals' aware-
ness of his own capbilities.

Gymnastics
No adaptions are necessary for basic gymnastic exercises

for the deaf-blind. Extra caution is important though, and
spotters should be used at all times. Good activities are
parallel bars, a modified beam, rope climbing, floor exer-
cises, and trampoline.

Hiking
Hiking offers all the benefits of the out-of-doors:

frush air; exercise, the experiencd of new surroundings and
many others. This is an activity that can be done any time
and practically any place with no need for equipment. Don't
overlook the opportunity to hike in town to explore new areas
and discover new sights. This may be a more practical type
of activity for the deaf-blind as it is often more accessible
than areas out of town.

Horseback Riding
Horseback riding is an activity that needs no special

equipment, but requires a quiet horse. Since physical touch
is an important means by which blind persons become aware of
their-environment, it is essential that"they are taught to
ride on horses which will not react adversely to their move-
ments during the early stages of their training. In addition,
the rider who is blind must be given plenty of time to famil-
iarize himself with the shape and dimensions of his horse and
the equipment. He then can be taught in the normal manner,
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receiving physical guidance and support only when necessary.
'Training on the lunge is a good way for the rider to gain
confidence. He can then ride freely in an arena. When
riding outside on trails, howe'er, the blind rider should
be lead by another sighted rider,-

Hula Hoop
The hula hoop can easily be used b} the deaf-blind Indi-

vidual and can.be used in the usual manner-around the wal_st
or around the arms or a leg. It offers a challenge as well
as a good time.

Parachute Play

Parachutes add interest to simple games and some folk
dances. Many simple activities are possible such as running
in different directions holding onto the parachute, throwing
the parachute in the air and having everyone run-underneath
and be covered, having part of the group run underneath while
the remaining pup support the.parachute, running with the
parachute flying'behind and placing a ball in the center, and
having a competition' t- see which side can push the ball off
the chute on the opponenesside. Records are available with
activities.

'Relay Races
Races are always a favorite. They encourage the deaf-

blind to work in groups supporting one another. They also
demonstrate competition an3 learning to see what it is to win
or lose. Relays involve much physical exercise and can be
run indoors or outdoors. some popular relays are: wheel-
harkow races, sack race, group rice, three legged race, and
partners relays. Much imagination cart --be used in relays, or
they can be a most simple activitl, such as running backward,
hopping,using scooters, putting on and taking off a T-shirt,
or even chewing bubble gum.

Roller Skating
After the first reeling of instability, roller skating is

a very exciting activity and one that can be carried on
independentl. The wheels on the skates can be adjusted to
rotate slowl for the beginner and then changed to the normal
speed. Skating is d family activity and one to be enjoyed
with a'friend.

Snow Activities
Possible snow activities include: Innertubing, sledding,

saucers, snowshoes and skiing.

Swimming

.wires ina, is especially worthwhile for the deaf-blind.
This is another activity that can be done independently and
would be high on the list of life time leisure activities.
Major objectives of a swim program are: (1) to help the child-
overcome fear of the water, (2) to promote self realization,
(3) to encourage involv;ment in an independent activity, (4)
to improve coordination (S) and to make swimming a pleasure-
able experience.

9(11,0 /
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Trapl?,711r,v

Learpoline activitles involve most muscles of the body,
co !tle,. are an excellent t,,pe of ph!,sical exercise. Mechanical
etr te use at first for aood control. basic exercises

sh,Ajli le learr,e3 sucl as.seat drops, kneeNdrops, front drops,
and si ply )urping with a feelin,j of freedom, relaxation,
.1.14 fun. Fos thsse -...tth some degree of hearing, a bell can

u:Iderneath t!e trampoline. 'this wtll help the student
,.now when he is correctly jumping in center.

Turbling imol..es a great amount of body control, balance,
And stren,At:1 that are All necessary traits for participation
in many ot:er spors. activities such as forward and
Lackward rolls, armless ,sit down and rise, frog stand, log

aci head and hand stands all involve many basic move-
ents. croup activities such as !Juilding.a pyramid are also

water SI:iinq

An activity for the more. ad.enturesome deaf-blind.
Caution must Le taken by the driver of the boat and it should
le done in an area free of boa,. traffic.

r;eight Lifting

.eight training needs no modification and is an excellent
activity for boys. It can be done with a minimum amount of
equipment at home, in physical education classes, or in
integrated communit programs. suggested activities:

1. Preparation ip very important:
a. Develop breathing technique
b. Program what Iota will lift, how much, and in what

order

c. Before lifting, warm up thoroughly by doing various
stretching exercises

2. Suggested lifts:
a. :ilitary press
b. Arm curls
c. Bench squats (spotter Important)
d. Bench press (spotter a necessity)
e. Rowing

3. Possible competetive lifts
a. Clean and jerk
b. Snatch
c. Military press

Wrestlina
The deaf -blind has a disadvantage in the standing

position in wrestling. The opponent should use the lock
approach where each wrestler places a hand on the back of the
head of his.pponent and the other hand under the elbow of the
opponents that has the hand on the back of the head. (Buell,
1965)

Teaching Suggestions
when working with the handicapped remember:
1. Progress slowly, offering familiar activities first.

Use repetition, because these individuals need rein-
forcement of learning.
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2. Introduce new acti%ities during the early part of the
session before individuals start to tire.

3. he kind, firm, and patient. Always use the positive
approach.

4. he clear in directions without tall.ing down to the
individual. Use concrete examples.

7,.--:,-)emonstrate and take active part in the activities.
1ttempt to keep each individual actively involved in
the process.

nffer activities,stggestions which could be useful
during individual free ,time.
Remember the characteristics of the indiidual.ind
consider personal skill levels, attiention span and
interests.

Let each indi,;17.17ailcompete with himself or herself.
Some simple tests, measurement devices and lists
provide interest and incentive.

10. ;Ive tl,,e individuals goals in Whicl t ey can have some
measure of success and use praise as often as possible.

11. Allow some choice and suggestions for activities
from each individual.
Include rhythmical activities, such as music or fplk
:and square dancing.

I.. ;id individuals in developing basic skills in the 4
program,ireas: daily living skills, work-activities .

skills, recreation-socialization, community experience
skills.

14. ,Jemonstrite good personal hygiene by being a good
model.

15. keep records of program training.
It. Mn for progression in all areas of the program.

(Yost, 1974)

Ideas Frog- a CAME) Program

I. Be patient. The handicapped will learn, in time.
Be_redundant. Review, review and review until the
individual respord.sto the instructions without step
by step direction.

3. he riot pressure the individual. He will become
frustrated and reject further instruction.

4. Yake the activit fun. The individual will respond
favorably.
If the indi,vidual is fe ful cf.1 new experience, do
not push him. lake him through each step slowly, and,
explain each stage.
Consider all asnectsof'the individual's
mental, social and physical, then adjust the assign-
ment to meet his capabilities.
Recognize any progress or task well done. Praise is
the password for future positive responses.
Don't be critical. Explain the problems and errors,
then work them out.

9. Be firm and discipline the individual. D9n't let him
get away with poor behavior.

It). Do not expect too much all at once. It takes the
individual ime to adjust.
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% `11.`Thim' out situations that are troubling the individual.,
12. Communicate with the -individual while you work with him.
13. Be a good listener. The individual might have a lot

to

14. Don't allow the individual to be overly-affectionate.
Some are so inclined.

15: Don't allow him to play on your sympathy.

16. Never perform a task without knowing the individual',.
condition. If you do not know, then ask.

17. Do not allow the individual to dominate your time.
1B. Give them a char-lee to experiment.', If they fail, they

will need help. Remember though,_they may succeed and
that is wl.at we

19. Do not dohinate-the.individual. Give him some
independence.

20. Give the individual a new experience and let him have
fuh. "(Ypst, 1972)

Evaluation Suggestions'

Any professional or volunteer involved in developing new
programs or monitoring and tea4k.ing in existing programs needs
to evaluate needs to develop a means, of evaluating the 'total
process-as well as the pieces, If a program has objectives
that are part of the instructional package, it should have an
evaluation process to determine t9 what extent the ,program
objectives are beiny met. It is through evaluation that each
individualOal or objective can be reviewed to judge whether
the program, is Meeting the needs_of handicapped individuals.

Program evaluation should not be. tine last phase of the
'program or activity. Program evaluation should not be the
forgotten inaredient as is so often the case. Evaluation
starts..during the initial planning stage and should continue
to develop during the growth of the total program. It starts
with philosophy and goals, through administration, personnel
staffing, prograMking 'for the handicapped individual, and
utilizing of facilities and equipment. In all cases there
should be an established method to assess the need; interests,
competencies and capabilities of the individuals or groups of
handicapped individuals you are trying to serve.

Two major aspects of each program that should be assessed,
are the:

-1. People (i e, consumers, staff, adMinistration) and-the
2,-*Program (i eactivities, facilities, eguiphent)

Efforts carried on in these suggested areas should consider:
1, Evaluation of effectiveness in the reaching of goals

and objectives preViously outlined for the program.
2. Evaluation of the handicapped individuals'needs and

interests.

3.17Evaluation of handitapped individuals' active partii-
pation.

4. Evaluation of involved staff and their performance.
5. Evaluation of each specificTrogram component.
6. Evaluation of prograM equipment and facilities.
7. ivaluation of program organization, administration

and supervisory proceduret.
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DEVELOPING SAFE SWIMMING FOR

THE DEAF-BLIND CHILD

M. Robert S. Mealey, Instructor, Physical
Education Department, Washington .bate

School for the Blind
Vancouver, Washington

Swimming, to most of us, is a favorite recreational
activity and_it,_ is,also one that deaf-blind children can -

engage in very4-successfully. It offers opportunity for phys-
ical achievement, relaxation and personal satisfaction., It
is an interest which provides vigorous activity for all ages
and can truly be coniidered a lifetime recreational pleasure.

The child who is both deaf and blind needs to avail him-
self of every opportunity to stimulate and activate his mental
and physical potentials. Those children who are exposed to_a
variety in changes of temperature and environment accumulate
and store more inforMation in their computers than those who
experience unchanging cOnditions. Swimming should be a vital
part of an effective physical education program for deaf-
blind children. The goals are those of acquiring survival
skills, developing muscular coordination and control, having
fun and relaxation and developing,swimming.skill and compe-
tency. :

At the Washington State School for the Blind, our deaf-
blind children are introduced to physical education routines
and swimming instruction concurrently. The gym activities
are designed to piomote strength, coordination, endurance
and balance. ror the very sMall children we include the simple
activities of rolling, crawling, standing and learning to
walk; very basic activities which, in addition to physical
development, are directed toward stimulating interest and,
awareness. As the child' progresses he is taught to climb the
laddet, hang fiom the bars, swing, jump, fall, and further
appreciate the force oT gravity. In the gymnasium, bouncing

-on.,the trampoline is/the favorite.
In contrast to, gymnasium activities, swimming offers an

entirely different environment and medium ,for movement. Here
the body naturally floats and learning to swim is learning to
maintain and ,sustain this phenomenon. By learning breath
control and body position for efficient floating, it is
demonstrated that gravity has little effect and movement of
arms and legs gives motion. Teaching this concept and pro-
moting acceptance and enjoyment of the water, its fun and
challenges/is the task of the swimming instructor.

Youngsters are usually curious about water. It feels
cool, ho , creates a sensation as it moves across the skin:
it swir s, splashes, drips, runs, squirts, and trickles. The
bath t and the shower are routine necessities but they
shoul also be fun and provide learning experiences. The
fauc t, the hose and the wading pool may all be employed in
buiding a'readinesS for swimming instruction. T6o fre-
q ently we have found our children to have been protectedand
iscouraged from an interest in water and they have developed
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resistance to water expekience. Whatever their initial atti-
tude, regularly scheduled swimming lessons eventually bring
our children to acceptance of the fact that a consistent rou-
tine of water activities is expected and will be oompleted.
They are rewarded with a hug, a pat on the head, a squeeze
...anything that will convey to them the good feeling of

success and a happy time. Though the child may not appear to
be at all happy on some occasions, eventually he begins'to
anticipate his sessions in the swimming pool. In fact, when
given a choiCe of all activities, swimming is.by far the most
popular activity among our deaf-blind children.

Giving praise and showing satisfaction for each task the
child does well develops a vehicle for mutual understanding -
the beginning' of physical language. Whether the child enjoyed
the e%perien0e or not, the instructor shovs-gatisfaction that
he completed it. Eventually it becomes less objectionable to
the child and at that time satisfaction is demonstrated for
his not only completing the task, but for the fact that he
also enjoyed it.

Each step must be manually imposed to let the child know
what is expected of him. The child's limbs must be manipulated
through the swimming movements. A tap on the head, a tug down-
ward, a push upward...all of these signals become significant

,in, the course of the lesson sequence. A working relationship
develops between child and instructor and this sequence of
activity and physical contact-communication provides mutual
understanding.-that permits swimming progress.'

-A structured sequence of activities is important and it
prepares the child to expect certain experiences routinely,
whether he enjoys them or not, and by repetition he will
eventually protest less. In the process, he learns to enjoy
certain experiences and will then experiment and investigate
on his own. A simple routine can be basic to,all beginning
levels and should include kicking the legs,.back float position,
front swim position with arm and leg motion, dipping the face
in the water and learning breath control, and, for fun,
splashing in the water, walking in the watero'and playing with
the instructor. This routine can be used with the Smallest
of children, but with all beginners, the instructor must
generate security and confidence by'the manner in which he
handles the child,. For the youngsters who are capable of
standing and of walking, the procedure is much the same though
with more emphasis on developing independent movements and
interests. As deeper water is experienced, they will enjoy
jumping into the water, gliding to and from the wall, and, in
the process, developing breath control and swimming movements.
As deep water skills improve, the instructor extends the dis-
tance the child swims in order to increase stamina, enduratce,
coordination and efficiency of swimming movements. Patience
and repetition are basic factors in developing swimming com-
petence in deaf-blind children.

For the beginner, there are two important hurdles to clear;
achieving under water breath control and mastering the back
float position. These two essentials are basic survival skills
and are stressed throughout all levels of the learning
routines. Our deaf-blind children learn to swim on their backs
firsdbecausethdy are conditioned to be comfortable in this
position and they develop water independence more rapidly.
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'The obvious approach in introdaLing children to the water
is t4 start with shallow water and progress to gradually
deeper.water, keeping the water ever challenging until its
depth is no longer a concern and the child is able to move
about and handle himself with safety. it is important not to
rush this proL,ess. Self-confidence, willingness and curiosity
will be the motivating forces in the transitions.

For beginning swimmers, the warmer the water the more
relaxing and comfortable the experience will be for them. The
room temperature should be at least five degrees warmer than the
water to avoid chill or discomfort. However, this will vary
somewhat depending on the effect Of heating and ventilating 7

systems on room conditions. In the introductory period when
the child is not as active as he will be later, these factors
should-be 'considered.

Young deaf-blind children require much special attention
and personal care. The development of the simplest of move-
ments or understandings can prove to be a major learning
experience in the developing child. The swimming program has
the assistanCe of supportive personnel, i.e., teacher aides,
hOuseparents and volunteers. To guarantee maximum water time
for the students, supportive personnel manage the travel of the
youngsters and locker room preparations., In the locker room,
though the major objective is to develop self-help skills, it
usually takes all hands. Occasiohally,emergency sanitation
service requires a sharp eye on deck as well as routine sur-
veillapce checks on possible offenders in the pool.

Those who assist the instructor in working with the deaf*
blind child in the water, i.e., teacher aides, student teachers,
and volunteers, must have a positive attitude and be comfort-
able and firmly gent -le with Children. An individual's feelings
are transmitted in the manner in which he holds or moves the
child. Negative feelings of indecision, hesitation, reluctance,
disinterest or carelessness are quickly communicated and can
lead to anxiety or fear in the child. A firm attitude and
smooth, steady, rhythmical movements build security. Thobe
handling the children in the water should be capable of build-
ing and reinforcing positive reactions in the child.

It is'as true for deaf-blind children as it is true for
all other children, that a balanced fare of recreational fun
should include opporturaty for swimming and for developing
survival skills. The physical values are in the opportunity
for vigorous exercise, relaxation, increased vital capacity,
strength, coordination and stamina. It is a lifetime skill
and a recreational interest that is in itself satisfying to
the individual as well as in association with others in a
social setting. These benefits accrue to all children but are
of great significance for the deaf-blind child whose opportuni-
ties for recreation are markedly limited. Adquiring survival
skills also broadens other recreational activities that are
water-associated, i.e., boating, fishing, and camping. Swim-
ming is one activity the child can enjoy with his mom and
dad, brothers and sisters and friends...at home, in the
neighbor's pool, in the community pool, or in a,motel pool.
Pools are becoming so numerous that year-round swimming is
available in most communities. Its merit as a general body
conditioner and leisure time recreational interest should
motivate those responsible for the education of deaf-blind
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children to include swimming in the curriculum wherever
possible, even when a pool is not immediately available and
it means arranging for transporting the children to the
community pool.

Swimming makes a unique contribution and it has remark-
able therapeutic value. It creates desire for more physical
activity, motivattg interest and produces qualities of per- ,

sonality which enhance social involvement with others. Its
requires the application of judgme4,t and decision-making for,
personal safety while also providing opportunity for relaxa-
tion and enjoyment. Swimming can be a strong force in the
total development of the deaf-blind child.
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NATURE, DATING'AND TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION

FOR MULTI-HANDICAPPED ADULTS

Ms. Beverly Quested, Program Specialist,
Lighthouse for the Blind,

Seattle, Washington
and .

Mr. Jim Tiefenthaler, Instructor
Lighthouse for the Blind,

Seattle, Washington

We all grow and develop through the alternation of rest
and activity. This principle is at work in all aspects of our
lives. We rest at night in preparation for the activity of the
day. However, in order for maximum growth, there must be a
balance and purpose in both our rest and activity. We have
found that many multi-handicapped adults who have been institu-
tionalized spend large amounts of their time at activities not
very purposeful. They spend abnormal amounts of time filtering
and daydreaming and not enough time engaging in meaningful and
stimulating activities. Our goal as teachers is therefore to
recreate more purposeful experiences by educating the student to
use periods of rest and activity in constructive, meaningful
ways.

The institutionalized multi-handicapped adult usually has
had little direction in sensory-motor or social development.
In our adult classes, we observed that those adults, also
lacked intrinsic motivation to develop themselves in these areas
because of their apparent inability tb see much purpose in many
of the activities. Therefore, we attempted to teach the same
skills we were teaching in the classrooms in recreational
activities such as hiking and dating. In addition, to help re-
lease the tensions and ,fatigue of these adults, we introduced
transcendental meditation. We received support and reimburse-
ment from the Lighthouse for the Blind, Inc. for both the nature -

and transcendental meditation programs.

Nature Program

The nature program is designed to facilitate the awareness
of each individual's relationship to his or her,natural environ-
ment. The program has five areas of focus: excercise,
adaptation to environment, acquaintance with animals, sound
awareness, and sense awareness. Philosophically we are dealing
with the total personality of each student. Therefore we cover
such physiological, psychological, educational, and social
objectives as increased physical stamina, increased independence
and self-confidence, broadened orientation and mobility skills,
ability to relate self to nature, increased communication skills,
and enjoyment of nature. The five major areas of the nature
program are divided into smaller components called phases and
steps. Its structure is similar to the Teaching Research
Curriculum in Oregon, except that the phases and steps of each
part are percentaged so that the sum of the phases and steps in
each part totals 100 percent. to this way programs may be graphed
and data may be.marked on a percentage-of-achievement basis. In
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most cases, the components of the program are geared for the
individual rather than the group.

Once a week a teacher and volunteer drive their class of/
four students out to the teacher's farm in Carnation, a rur 1
town easli,of Seattle. Here they spend approximately two h urs
taking a morning hike, traveling on a dirt and gravel rod , a

trail, and an obstacle course. Throughout the hike,the,students
travel by rope, which facilitates their following each other.
They make frequent stops for independent exploration/and dis-
cussion about the cycles of nature. At noon the students eat
lunch at the farmhouse. They make hot chocolate and review their
morning experiences. After lunch, if the circumstances are
right, the students interact with (observe, smell, touch) the
farm animals, which includes horses, cattle ,nd dogs. On the
return trip, they stop at the%Tolt River. They feel the current
by holding a 15-foot branch in the water, They travel along
the river bed and learn how the river affects the total environ-
ment.

The nature program has been in/existence for three months..
At first the teacher took different students and baselined the
degree of individual participation during the experience. The
baseline chart graphed emotional attitude, degree of partici-
pation and demonstrated skills. The teacher then chose four
students who exhibited different degrees of adaptation to the
natural environment. These four students have now made eight
trips to Carnation. Three show great enthusiasm andwilling-
ness to participate in every facet of the program. The fourth
is overcoming fears and dependency on others.

Initially there was zero communication between the students,
even though most of them have been working together for over a
year. The rope they use in traveling has had the greatest
effect on inter-communication because it makes them depend on
each other, and in this way it facilitates their getting to
know each other better. Currently, there is much spontaneous
interaction among all of them. Physiologically, each student
has shown improved stamina and agility. Fach week the hikes
are lengthened and made more difficult. esychologically, the
clients are showing a desire to independently explore and
experience their environment. They are beginning to share dis-
coVeries with each other. One student now can distinguish
tree types by feeling the bark and can identify several plants.
We plan to continue these weekly excursions for the students,
aiming towards the goal of 100 percent competency level in all
five areas of the program.

Learning Through Dating: Exploration of using dating as a
medium for developing basic skills
and acceptable behaviors.

Dating is more than a guy and gal going out together for
an activity. Dating requires many skills and behaviors which
are relevant to the normal growth and development of the indi-
vidual. The key obstacle to success in learning many of these
skills and behaviors has been lack of student motivation.
Because dating can be an intrinsically enjoyable experience,
and because it is also a normal part of a single adult's life,
it can be an ideal medium for developing such skills and
behaviors as: money management, orientation and mobility,
communication, self-help, values, recreating, and vocational
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production. V.erefore, the goal of our dating program is not
necessarily to teach dating, but rather to develop skills and
behaviors which are inherent to meaningful social relationships
and transferable to many kinds of recreational activities. The
following organizational procedure is one we employediand are
recommending:

1. Meet with heads of residences to discuss id,as and
work out an acceptable program.

2 Send a program description to parents and guardians
explaining the program and asking permission for
student participation.

3. Research neighborhoods where tht= students reside to
discover nearby recreational establishments: (i.e.,
theater, restaurant, bowling alley, concert hall,
park, bars, pbol, etc.)

4. List possible activities in the larger community
(i.e., party, tavern, dancing, movie, roller skating,
ice skating, dinner with and without music, snack,
concert, play, hiking, picnic, lunch, etc.)

S. Contact agencies that provide recreation services to
learn what functions and activities are going on in

-the community (i.e., Northwest Regional Center Rec-
reation Program, Sunshine Club, WARC, Community Ser-

.. vices for the Blind, Seattle Park Department, etc.)
The actual procedure of the date differs with each student.

In this exploratory progran, we have baselined students on their
observable social skills,as 4ell as experimented with teaching
skills dealing with money management and self-help. However,
the value and experience of friendship is more important than
teaching most skills and behaviors. Many of our students are
isolates--they are lonely, depressed and generally lack moti-
vation for life. By getting to know eazil ocher through enjoy-

epe7...eices,we hppe to cultivate meaningful friend-
ships and develop an improved self-image. Because we have not
been emphasizing the more serious emotional aspects of dating,
all dates have so far been on a dutch-treat basis. However,
some of our students are on the threshold of more serious kinds
of attachments and we have also been asked to help these persons
with such relationships; So far we have hesitated because of
the many different philosophies regarding sexual expe5ience and
marriage. We do hope to pursue further training for ourselves
in this are Right now we are learning from our students to
determine future directions. We have learned to de-emphasize
both the date aspect and the client-teacher relationship. We
recognize their chronological age, not mental age. We travel
as equals expecting and giving common courtesies, respect and
warmth.

Transcendental Meditation
_

Transcendental Meditation (TM) is a simple and natural
technique which allows the mind to take an inward direction to
subtler levels of thought. Correspondingly, the body settles
down and gains deep rest. Due to this rest., accumulated tension
and fatigue which hinder efficient functioning of the nervous
system are dissolved in a nataral way. The results are Increased
energy and creative Intelligence, more inner stability, and
improved clarity of perception at all levels of experience.
The effects of this technique have been and are currently being
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rose scientists throughout the_world.
e Lenefits in daily activity due to TM are wide ranging.

The ver physiological, psychological, sociological and
ecol.gical facts ofclilly life. Physiologically during TM,
oxyg n consumption and metabolic rate markedly decrease, indi-
catatg a state of deep rest. escheloeically, meditation shows
sig ',cant increases in the growth rate of intelligence.
Soc ologically, we find improved relations with supervisors
and co- workers. Ecologically, meditators display more effective
int raction with the environment. They recover from stress
mors4 quickly and in time become more resistant to incurring
new stress. All these.benefits and more are realized through
the \egular daily practice of this technique.

thin the contemporary condition of increasing stress
And tt saon, certainly any method of relieving these conditions
would '.e a welcomed addition to our lives. because a person
is hand capped does not make him or her immune to the tensions
and fats ue of everyday'life. In flet, it may make him or her
more FUSC Our al is to give the handicapped indi-
viduals we serve a means to eliminate the accumulatd tensions
and stress and, thus, to enable them to function most effi-
ciently.

An introductory Lecture on TM was recently presented to,
interested staff and supportive services personnel at The
Lighthouse for the Blind, Inc. This was followed by the same
lecture being presented to'our students. The lecture for
students was presented on a simpler and concrete level, but
covered the same information as the lecture given to the staff.
There was a second lecture given to nine students who expressed
An interest in learning more about TM. out of these nine, four
people decided that they would like to learn how to meditate.
Arrangements were made and the following week all four began
TM. The course of instruction takes four sessions on four
consecutive days. The course was taught by a qualified teacher
of TM. The first day oT instruction takes about one hour,
during which the actual technique of TM is taught. The student
meditates for the first time and receives some general instruc-
tions on how the technique works. The next three days instruc-
tion involves about one hour each day. During these sessions
the practical benefits of TM are talked about and the student
is given a vision of the possibilities that TM can bring.
After this four day course of instruction, the student has
been given all he needs to be able to continue meditating.

We have noticed some results in the short time these four
students have been meditating. (me student who is hyperactive
and who rocks constantly, ceases all such motion the minute he
begins meditating. Another student who seemed to be depressed
most of the time now seems to be enjoying himself more and
doesn't complain as much. All of the students look forward to
their meditation and are enjoying the benefits. Two of the
students meditate at home and two meditate ar work. Once a
week, a teacher of TM corned in to check with all of them to
make sure their meditation is going smoothly. The reason two
of our students meditate at work is because right now they
are not independent enough in their living situation to meditate
on their own. Hopefully, as they become stronger in the practice
of TM, they too will be able to meditate on their own. The
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goals of our TM program are first to give our students the
opportunity to learn about T. Then, If they wish, they can
start and this will give them an, independent and meaningful type
of leisure time activity which provides a deep state of rest
as a basis to promote other types of activity-

Conclusion
Many institutionalized ti-handicapped adults have led

lives with little purposeful tivity. Their care has been
custodial. Therefore, the of thl teacher is to help.the
adult establish a whole new pattern wherein the adult
experiences Zull meaningful acts ity appropriate for his/her
age and an appropriate outle r the tensions and fatigue
Accrued through living a full active day. In our explorations
with teaching basic skills in reqreational activities, we found
that diVbrSity and enjoyment were keys to maintaining, attention
and motivation at high levels. This is the basic reason we
found much more rapid skill acquirement from both the nature
and dating programs as compared to individuali4ed classroom
sessions. Transcendental meditation further enhanced the
learning power of the multi - handicapped, as it correspondingly
offered a channel for the normal release of stress acquired
through. activity.

A good definition of the all-encompassing nature of
recreation has been stated by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, chief
proponent of Transcendental Meditation, .

Recreation means re-creation of the normal functioning
ofthe entire system so that it is capable of operating
to its maximum capacity. When certain mechanisms of the
body have been put to one specific type of activity, they
become tired and a man loses efficiency in that activity.
When he engages in another type of activity, other
mechanisms become active and the tired ones take rest,
thereby regaining their efficiency. This is said to be
re-creation.

For multi-handicapped adults, this concept of re-creation
must be introduceeinto their lives as they have so far led
unnatural and sedentary types of existence. Because so much
wasted time has already passed with such individuals, this
introduction to rejuvenating rest and providing meaningful,
diverse activity must proceed immediately with aneye on both
mainstreaming and enjoyment.
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ACTIVATION THROUGH RECREATION

,,. FOR THE WORLD AT WORK

Ms. Jean Edwards, Associa.'e Professor of Education,
Special Education,Department,
Portland State University

If I were to single'.out one word to best describe the
characteriStic that makes one acceptable -for placement in the
world of work, I would say activation. To me, activation means
lovement, mobility and socialization. How dome activate'the
lives of Multiply handicapped persons? I think that, recreation
rd community experiences are the Rey to that activation gro-
ss. As I look out to the young people who are successfully

er2loyed in the community today, regardless of the nature of
heir handicap or degree of impairment, I see a group of young
peoples whose lives have been activated._ Ideally, this acti-
vation process aould begin early in the preschool years when
the parents-of a tlind, Letarded or multi-handicapped youngster
started encouraging their chile to explore the world around him.

'Parents of a blind child might ring a, bell and encourage the
child to crawl toward it, or place a small toy just out of
reach so the child would have to crawl to touch' it. to often
we bring the world to the handicapped child, instead of
encouraging the youngster to seek and to be activated by the
world and the things around him.

Early, also, in the multiply handicapped child's life,
recreation can be used as a vehicle for activation. Partici-
pation with normal brothers and sisters in play, in catching .

a ball, in walking, in going to the Children's zoo, in petting
the animals, and ia other experiences common to young children
is critically important for facilitating optimum development.
As we enter the elementary school years and the intermediate
years, activation-becomes even more important. Field ekpera-
ence: such as going to the barber shop, going to the store to
Shop, buying clothing, knowing what a store is like, knowing
how to move in Crowds, hearing ,a cash register jingle,and
exploring the toy.s on the toy counter all demand movement.

.1

and mobility on the part of the youngster. Associations with
normal children in home, school and neighborhood Settings- ,r
also demand social interactions on the part of the youngster.
-.All of thele experiences provide movement, mobility, and
sobializa*ion opportunities forthe multiply handicapped__and----
are necessary for activating then. f lives.

0

Too often we think of recreatio worl as two different
and separate kinds of functions. They are very much alike in
some ways. In order to be effective in both of them, we must
be active; we must be moving. Moving in ones' environment is
important in Both work and play. ,Also, as we progress into
the adolescent years, seeing ourselves as contributing members
of sodiety,will be very importint to the activation process
and our adjustment to ..the,-14,4k.747.1ay world. We can experience'
that activation and thaft:6nfidence through the world of
recreation. Once again, handicapped- persons are able to.view
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appropriate young adult actions through participation with
their normal peers. In doing so, they feel confident. Algo,
they present themselves to,an-employer in a completely
-ferent way because of their ability tc communicate with normal
young adults. Frequently, our institutional systeM prevents
the multiply handicapped young person from acquiring the kinds
of skills, normalized speech patterns, and activation behaviors
that make it possible for him or her to move effectively and
appropriately in the world of work. Our adolescents and young
adults, who have spent many years in institutionalized kinds
of settings, have manneL1611,s, speech expressions and grooming
habits that are pot appropriate, like, or normal, in comparison
with ether adolescents and young adults that they-,will be
competing with in the world of work. It is not unusual for me,
to go to an institutional setting, such as a school for the
blind or a home for the mentally retarded, and find adolescents
and young adults playing child-like games. What do most
adolescepts and yOalg adults do: They bowl, -they dance, they
play the guitar, and they sing. These are normal young adult
types of behaviors-. These are the kinds of activities we
ought to be encouraging and teaching and activating multiply
handicapped adolescents and young adults to participate in
during their leisure. Thus,, I recommend that the
process begin very early in the handicapped child's life,
and that"we create, in as many ways as possible, opportunities
to integrate with normal young people, and to participate in
leisure time activities that are appropriate and like those of
their nOmal.peers.

At PortlandState University we've had a very successful
normalization club for several years. This club, dedicated to
treating handicapped young adults as equals, as friends,...and
as peers, has been tremendously successful. Unlike other
recreational organizations that serve handicapped young people,
our club is not dedicated to doing things for handicapped
people, 'but doing things with them. We believe very'strongly
that adolescent multiply handicapped young adults do not need
Someone to do things for them, WA somebody to do things with
them. In our program, activities are planned around what -

normal young adults enjoy doirkg. We never ask what should we
do for these handicapped young people; we ask what we like to
do and we do what we like to do because-we_are equals and we
are peers. While many "normal" young people still hold
their minds that mentally retarded and multiply handicapped
young people are different, our club is based on the premise
that we are more alike than different, and our likenesses
and not our differences are the basis fpt our friehdship.
We cane together as young adults who enjoy doing some of the
same kinds of activities. We may be different in -many ways,
just as you-and I are different in many ways, but we come to-
gether on the basis of how we are alike. We are young adults
who enjoy dancing, hiking, musicdbowling, pool, singing,
cz.nping, walking on the beach, talking about work, and talking-
about feeling comfortable as a human being.

Work provides for us not only opportunity to be activated
ihto the-world of work, but also to be activated into the world
of social and-recreational experiences. Through activation in

world of work, money is realized; money in Lurn provides
Opportunities to participate in various forms of recreation.
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In addition, we'also recreate within the world of work by
playing cards at noon time, talking with and sharing common
interests with other 'employees, and even belonging, to the
bowling team where we liork. Too often, the handicappedqyoung
pergon in the past beS been set aside and segregated as dif-
ferent because he or she could not talk, socialize, or communi-
cate in the same way as other young adults,in the work situation.
Is apparent that the activation process"tbrough -recreation,
is important to the "total" work situation. When we go to work
we not only go to produce at a skill level, but out of that
job comes many of our social activities, many of our friend-
ships, and many of our ongoing communications.that enhance
our lives. That's why when we prepare a young. handicapped- /
person for the world of work, we -must also prepare him for
the many non-vocational and recreational possibilities that
will result from making money. In addition to the many social-

' ization and friendship opportunities offered by the ,job itself,
money earned from working enables the young adult to engage in
a multitude of social and recreational experiences in the com-
munity. Naturally, many of these experiences will result from
associations made with others on the job. Yes, I would say that
activation, recreation and work go together hand in hand. It
is only when we begin to move, to communicate, to shake hands,
to reach out to go swimming, to go bowling, to play cards,
and to dancp)that we are really a habilitated young adult. ->A
job is not merely enough. If we go to work and come home
without knowing how to use our money, or if we do not develop
friendships, or if we do not socialize, then we are not whole
persons. Recreation and work are interdependent and must be
considered together if,each one of us, including the multiply
handicapped person, is to achieve our fullestpotential as,a
human being.
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THE LEARNING RESOURCES SYSTEM AS A RESOURCE

FOR TEACHERS OF THE DEAF-BLIND

ti

Dr. Wayne D. Lance, Director, Northwest Area
`Learning Resource Center, University of

Oregon, Eugene', Oregon

As special education- programs -'for the handicapped began
to develop at a rapid rate in the 1950's and early 1960's it
became painfully obvious that an adequate and-readily-avail7
able supply of instructional- materials was not available to/
most teachers of exceptibnal children. Even in those rare/
'instances where-materials had been developed, only limited
numbers of t0.Chers-were informed about the materials, pd
when inforMatiOn Was disseMinated, the actual material/s were
seldom available on an, extended loan basis for directruse with
children. And finally, when. all of these conditions/were met,
it was often difficult to loCate a person knowledgeple-enough
to instruct the teacher in the use Of the material- Thus,
four conditions'were identified as being necessa 1for the
effective utilization of materials with handicap ed learners:

y

(1) development of Materials-to match learner needs, 42)
dissemination of information-about the materiaf and a method /
to retrieve it, (3) a procedure for Circulating the material, i

and-(4) training to assist.the teacher in the proper utili-
zatiom of the material.

An Emerging System

These conditions existed in varying degrees in different
sectionspf the country and within the various categories of
the handicapped: Some larger school districts had rather
sophiAiCated-delivery syste0 and. teachers of childieb Who
were deaf or blind had;access to a national depository of
captioned' films and Mate-rid-le from the American. Printing House
for the Blind. Onfortunate4, most teacherS were without,
these services. By relying upOn their own creativity Supple-
mented by hours and horS of hard woik, many special education
teachers developed-the& own materials and whenever possible,
sharectheir materials with other teachers in their own
geographical area.

As an awareness of these needs becameapparent, especially
through the recommendations of President Kennedy's Panel on
Mental Retardation, the U.S. Office.of Education began re-
gional and, later, national efforts to achieve a solution to
the problems. Regional Special gducatNion InstructiOnal Ma-
terials Centers were funded until, by the latter part of the
1960's, all sections of the countty_Were servedby a SEIMC.
(Lance, 1973) While-some coordination-was attempted among the
regional centers, each center functioned rather autonomously
until the early 1910's. Several of the centers developed-their
own materials information retrieval systems, others focused on
the development and-evaluation 'of materials; some emphasiied-
teacher training, while still others.were more concerned with
developing a system of associate centers to provide services
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directly tp teachers at the district or mmlti5-district level.
This deVe10.pmental phase was undoubtedly a healthy and neces-
sary part of the maturation process in the evolvement of a
systeM for providing media and materials services for handi
capped learners.

At the same time that national and regional efforts were
progressing, many, state.education agencies and local districts
were also concentrating their resources in the development
of delivery systems. Several states adopted legislation to
provide financial support to intermediate and/or local dis=
tricts who desired to establish special education instructional
materials centers, or learning resource centers as they are
sometimes called. Almost every state utilized some_portion
of their federal dollars to support this activity. By 1974,
nearly all the components of a system existed and awaited a
plan whereby they could-be merged into a true "system." A
"system" implies interaction among an internal group of
components for an expressed purpose over a period of time.
(Hill, 1972; Lerner, 1973) If the system is synergistic, then
the benefits resulting fromtheinteraction of the parts are
greater than the mere sum of the elements. Ai can not be
claimed at this point in time that a true system exists: the
elements abound in varying degrees of interrelationship or .

nonrelationship.
.

In serving teachers of the deaf blind it is not necessary
to eatablish'a parallel system for delivering services. The
goal should be to include this special population as an inte-

,gral part of. the total system. The population is relatively
amall,necessitating the focusing-of-resources on the develop-
ment of "thin marlet" materials, that is, materials which will
never reap sizeable profits for opmmerbiar producers. Thus,
federal and state governments 17111 probably have to bear the

...

burden' of development and distribution of many materials for
the deaf-blind, Not all-elements of resource systgma will be
.able to hire experts to assist teachers in the selection A d
utilization of materials for this group -- one more jus47
cation for establishing a system that insures that the nee
of every hkIdicapped child area met.

A View.of an Ideal System

A Learning Resources System (LRS) for special education
can be defined as a merger of elements essential to the effec-
tive instruction of handicapped-learners, such elements being
interactive across levels of service for an extended period of
time. '

There are undoubtedly several ways in which one could
analyze the elements of an LRSJor the handicapped. For the
purpose of this discussion, the educational requirements are
viewed in terms of functions a teacher must perform and the
related supportive services. Functions include appraisal,
programming, materials selection/development/utilization, and
acquisition/dissemination, materials circulation, training/
consultatioh in all the essential elements, and management/'
monitoring. Figure 1 depicts the interactiveness of elements
that comprise a Learning Resources System.
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Figure 1. A Learning Resources System for Special Education

.4

Appraisal. Appraisal refers to, those tasks an educator,
performs in order to determine the pupils'current level of
functioning, ,areas of strength and areas that are deficit, and
where deficits occur, the precise instruction required to
remediate the deficit. Norm referencd instruments may be
used, but more probably, especially for the deaf-blind,
criterion-referenced tests and task analysis inventories will
be the tools employed.

Programming. By programming is meant the process of
specifying objectives, activities, and methodologies to meet
the needs of the learner. The program is bated upon.the
results of the appraisal and is consistent with the curricular
goals relevant to the learner in his particular environment.
The program may be thought of as a prescription: a means to
achieve an educational goal.
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Materials Selection/Development/Utilization. This func-
tion requires the educator to in some way tap into an Infor-
mation bank and determine what instructional materials are
appropriate and available in order to Implement the program.
When such mater available,are not they must be developed
or those that approximate th learning requirements must be
modified. The' educator must then become competent in utiliz-
ing the materials with the handicapped pupil.

Management/Monitoring. The final function is that of
orchestrating the instructional process in such a way that
programs for individual learners can proceed within the con-
straints of time and space and, in monitoring the process, to
determine when objectives are achieved or when mid-course
corrections need to be made. .

Support Services. Support services are those activities
conducted by persons other than the teacher for the purpose
of making resources readily available to the learner through
the-teacher.

information Acquisition /Dissemination. If teachers are
to be able to carry out the functions identified above, then
it follows that information on appraisal and programming, tools
and procedures and information about instructional materials
must be readily available. A review of the literature per-
taining to information required by teachers of the handicap-
ped indicated that teachers prefer local sources Co more
distant ones and that consultation is perceived as more desir-
able than other means of conveying information (Lange, Mattson,
and Thomann, 1974). The implication for designing an LRS
suggests that information should flow from its original source
through channels which permit it to be available from a source
close to the teacher, that source being human rather than
delivered in some other manner.

Materials Circulation. Like the availability of infor-
mation, teachers prefer immediate access to media and mater-
ials from a local source (Lange, Mattson, and Thomann, 1974).
While this finding is not surprising, it suggests that if
certain materials, because of their unique,qualities or
expense, cannot be maintu-ned in local collections, then pro-
cedures must be found to briny such materials to the attention
of teachers and'to deliver them from a centralized or remote
source with little hassle to the .teacher. Again, this is a

.7, relevant concern for teachers of the deaf-blind. Systems for
retrieving materials based upon a diagnostic/prescriptive base
are available (Los Angeles Unified School District,1972;
Berdine, 1974; Northwest SEIMC, 1973a) and the National Center
for Educational Media and Materials for the Handicapped is
presently developing a National InstniPtional Materials infor-
mation System (NIMIS). These systems new make it possible-
,for a teacher to extend the base upon which a search is made
over a multitude Of materials rather than the mere handful
which may have been available within the school or district
collection.

Traiping/Consultation. The training of teachers in
edUcational technologl. received considerable emphasis from
components of the .network formerly known as the Special Edu
cation Instructional Materials Centers/Regional Media Centers
for the Deaf (SEIMCAMC) Network (Lance, 1973). Studies of-
teachers' perceived needs for training indicate that teachers
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desire training in educational appraisal and programming as
well as in the select -ion and utilization of materials (Lange,
Mattson, and Thomann, 1974). Training and consultation has
probably more often been delivered through workshops and in-.
class assistance offered by an Instructional Specialist
(Northwest SECIM, 1973b) than by the use of training packages,
although the latter has received considerable emphasis in
recent years (liofmeister and Reavis, 1974; Thiagarajan, Semmel
and Semmel, 1974; Baum and Chastain, 1972). With the emer-
gence of the mainstreaming concept, it appears that even more
reliande will be placed upon a training based model for deliv-
ery of special education services (Lilly, 1971; CartWright
and Cartwright, 1972). Thus, it appears that the LRS must
attend to training and consultation services with at least
equal intensity as that given to materials circulation and
information acquisition/dissemination.

Management2Monitoring. Even as the teacher performs a
function to orchestrate the instructional process within the
classroom setting, so this function must be performed within
the total LRS. It is by this process that the elements are
either broUbht together in an interactive process at each
level of service or the elements are left as somewhat unre-
lated services without the synergism hat appears to be
desirable.

Levels of_Service

Elements of LRS support service may be offered at any
of several levels. The levels to belconsidered here are as
fcllows: classrooms, school buildi g, local district, inter-
mediate district, state, regional and national. See figure
2. /

Figure 2 Levot. .f 1.4.M/61 Poourto SW.. (IASI Socylro.
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Classroom. The individual pupil in the classroom, in
this instance the deaf blind pupil, the focal point of all
the serve elements to be considered in the various levels
that support the learner. It is here that the national, re-
gional and state resources must impact if their existence is
to be justified. The teacher's ability to utilize these re-
sources with his or her pupils depends not only upon the quality
and appropriateness of the services but also upon his or her
competencies in selecting and mtnaginy such an array. For
tunately, these competencies can be developed and reinforced
by an Instructional Specialist operating from the Local
Learning Resource Center (LLRC). While the future holds prom-
ise of classroom terminals for computer assisted instruction
and direct access to a multitude of media and materials, the
present situation is marked by more traditional means of de
livery such as cons,ultation and technical assistance to the
teacher in appraisal, programming, and materials selection,
development/utilization.

School Building. Some authors (Hansen, 1972) have sug
gested a systematic approach. to LRC design in which they
emphasize the importance of involving all the staff in the
planning of a center: This is necessary because the LRC
encompasses all aspects of the school's environment. In de
scribing the LRC as a "resourceteria" one writer (Wyman, 1974)
supports this same concept when he indicates that the center
is really a collection of functions rater than a place. These
functions, if they are to be a part of a system, must be inter-
related with the functions performed by the teacher in the.
classroom. By way of example, this can be demonstrated when
one views the need to relate the diagnosis of a deficiency in
learninga'self help skill by a deaf blind child with the
collection of self help skill materials in the LRC. The
services of building level LRCs will vary greatly depending
upon the needs of the children and teachers being served and
the availability of services from sources outside the building.
A centralized school where deaf blind pupils are housed will
be quite different from a school serving only a handful of
less handicapped children integrated into regular classes.
Building level LRCs will most likely serve as a collection
point for those media and materials utilized on a regular
basis. In addition, it will provide a means of coordinating
the functions of information dissemination, inservice training,
and pupil and teacher development of materials.

Local_ District. The Local Learning Resource Center (LLRC)
serves a number of schools, oftenztimes fulfilling some or all
of tl"functions of the school building LRC when individual
schodAVre too small to develop their own centers. In

additkon, the LLRC usually has a service base large enough to
enable them to collect and circulate materials that are too
expensive or of too limited usage for inclusion in the school
building collection. Another important distinction between,
the LLRC and building level centers is the emphasis on in-
service training and consultation available through'the dis-
trict center. Considerable attention has been given in recent
years to the "Teacher Center" concept (Ellis, 1974) and it
appears that there would be several advantages in a model that
would integrate special education media into the teacher center
concept. When staffed by an Instructional Specialist know-

,-
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ledgeable in special education technology and with skills in
delivering services, the LLRC becomes an immediate resource
linking the classroom teacher with the intermediate, state
and natio-t1 elements of the network.

Intermediate District. An LRC at a county, multi-county
or cooperative district level is sometimes referred to as a
Regional Learning Resource Center (RLRC). While it may in some
instances replace the LLRC, it more properly supplements the
services cf the building and district centers by acquiring and
circulating thin-market materials (instructional materials that
are utilized by a relatively small portion of the exceptional
jiild population) and performs other services beyond the scope

of the local centers (Welch, 1970; Liberman, 1972). Such
services include educational diagnosis and prescription of
difficult cases such as required for children with severe and
multiple handicaps, development and production of specialized
materials, and the training of teachers in the use of unique
and highly sophisticated materials, In rural isolated areas
the RLRC may employ a mobile unit with especially designed
components for effective delivery of media and materials
directly to the classroom (Morskin, 1972; Balthaser and Burns,
1972).

State. State Learning Resource Centers (SLRC) perform
both coordinative and service functions. Coordination implies
a focal point within the state for the flow of information and
resources from and to the elements of the national network anc
a responsibility to insure that RLRCs and LLRCs are inter-
acting between and among themselves in a manner which promotes
the most effective delivery of services. Service functions of
an SLRC may include information dissemination, materials cir-
culation, and training -- the same functions found at local
and intermediate levels, but differing in scope in much the
same way as LLACs and RLACs differ. Information may be dis-
seminated from the SLRC via a statewide newsletter, a union
catalog of materials, or via electro-mechanical means. State
libraries of materials for the handicapped are often limited
to thin-market materials such as braille/large print, and
specialized materials for the deaf. Training may more appro-
priately be directed to supportive personnel from the SLRC
rather than attempting to directly impact upon teachers from
this distance.

Regional. The regional components of the network, funded
by the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, U.S. Office of
Education, are known as the Area Learning Resource Centers
(ALRCs) and Regional Resource Centers (RRCs). Twenty-six such
centers have been developed in the United States, providing
service to all areas of the country. ALRC and ARC services
are channeled through state education agencies (SEAs) to
assist them in planning and developing their intrastate
learning resource systems. While. ALRCs and RRCs work cooper-
atively to assist their client states, the two regional centers
do have differing workscopes. ALRCs assist SEAs with those .
functions concerned with media and materials for the handi-
capped, while RRCs focus on educational appraisal and programming.

National. At the present time the thirteen ALRCs and
thirteen Riles are closely tied in their workscopes to six
national centers: four specialized offices (SOs), the National
Center for Educational Media and Materials for the Handicapped
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(NCEMMH) and the Coordinating office for Regional Resource
Centers (CORRC).

These projects, like the ALRCs and RRCs, are funded by
the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped. Three of the
SOs are charged with the responsibility for identifying, ,

describing, developing, and evaluating of materials for the
handicapped (one SO focuses on the visually impaired, the
second on the hearing impaired, and the third on other handi
capping conditions) while the fourth SC, serves as a national
depository for materials. The Specialized.Office for Other
Handicaps at the University of Wisconsin has the responsi
bility for identifying, testing, developing, and abstracting
materials for the deaf blind. They will, of course, work
closely with the other two Specialized Offices in this endeavor.
NCEMMH performs a coordinative role for the media materials
portion of the system and CORRC coordinates the services de
livered through the RRCs. NCEMMH also has the responsibility
to develop and maintain the National Instructional Materials
Information System, to assist in producing and marketing
materials developed by the SOs, and to identify media and
materials needs. While not directly a part of the National
LRS Network, the American Printing House for the Blind. (APHB ),

Educational Media Distribution Center (EMDC), and Council for
Exceptional Children Information Center all provide services
essential to the operation of the Network.

Conclusion

The, essential elements to develop in adequate and viable
learning resource system for special education exist today.
Competencies to perform the educational functions of appraisal,
programming, and materials selection/deve.lopmentjutilization
are apparent in special education personnel at all levels;
LLRCs and RLRCs for the handicapped are operational in over
300 locations, SLRCs haVe been established in several states,
and the national elements of the network have been in at least
the initial phases of operation since 1974, and earlier in
some instances. It would be premature to claim that a total
system, especially a synergistic system exists today. Inter-
action among functions, levels of service, and support...ser-
vices exists to some,degree, but as yet it is difficult to
always specify in actual practice interrelationship among the
-elements.

For the teacher of deaf-blind pupils, the emerging system
offers some bright spots. By the end of this year it is hoped
that the National Instructional Materials Information System
(EIMIS) will be operational with over 10,000 materials entered.
The Specialized Office (SO) for,Other Handicaps will be
accepting recommendations for developing and testing mater-
ials for the deaf-blind. ALRCs will continue to offer
assistance to'state education agencies in developing their
intra-state systems, and if the states request, will channel
resources specifically to the concerns of the deaf-blind.
As state, intermediate, and local LRCs become aware of the
particular 'needs of the deaf-blind population, it is antici-
pated that they will acquire and circulate materials, dissem-
inate information, and provide training and consultation to
teachers of these children with special needs. To accomplish
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these objectives, it is essential that teachers and others
Working with the deaf-blind make their needs known -- your
input is requested:
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COMPUTERIZING INFORMATION RESOURCES

FOR THERAPEUTIC RECREATION SERVICES

br. Fred Martin, Director, Therapeutic Recreation
Information Center, University of Oregon,

Eugene, Oregon

The management of Information production related to all
aspects of work with disabled and disadvantaged persons has -

become a problem of serious magnitude all along the continuum
from the "how to do it" type of material to the findings of
research projects relevant to the various disability areas.
The relatively modern heiyhtening of awareness by the general
public to the problems of the disabled has generated a pro -
portionate increase in the demand for and the flow of infor-
Mation and mat, ils related to a broad spectrum of prevention,
tratment, and management services. Recreation and leisure
ser ice for the disabled and disadvantaged is one specific
area concern which has been part of this "Information
explosi n."

A wide variety of techniques for managing information
acquisitiein and dissemination have been developed during the
past seveeak years utilizing an incredibly diverse, array of
methods and technologies. (Tewes and Ellis, 1971; Kennedy,
1971) However, the most promising solution to the information
handling problem has emerged from a combination of the tradi-
tional and the a ant garde: a speciailized branch of library
service called In rmation Science (closely allied with
Statistics) and the\field of Computer Science, have provid-
ed us with computer-based information acquisition, storage,
retrieval and dissemination systems. TRIC.-- Therapeutic
Recreation Information Center utilizes a computer-based sys-
tem designed to organize and increase the flow of information
concerning recreation and le sure service for disabled and
disadvantaged persons.

What is TRIC?

TRIC is a literature and document acquisition, storage,
ieval and dissemination center for the field of Thera-

peutic Recreation Service. Published and unpublished arti-
cles, books, conferem7.e proceedings, project reports and other
materials are identified, located, acquired, abstracted and
indexed.for storage in a computer-based information retrieval
system designed specifically for the Therapeutic Recreation
Information Center.

Information requests are accepted from educators, pro-
, fessionals, students, practitioners and others seeking
information concerning recreation and leisure service for the
"disabled and disadvantaged. Persons are also,.encouraged to
submit material for inclusion in TRIC's data base.

The Therapeutic Recreation Information Cente) was ,

developed at Teachers College, Columbia University (New York)
in 1071. In 1972 its operation was transferred to the Depart-
ment of Recreation at the,University of waterloo in Waterloo,



Ontario:), Canada where it was enhancedby the computer banks
at Waterloo. In July of 1974 it moved to the University.of
Oregon - in affiliation with the Department of ReCreation

`and Park Management and Project EXTEND-ED,

The TRIC Data Base

The TRIC data base was originall developed -from a
Systematic search of selected informat on- sources for a period
from 1965 through 1970. Subsequent re earCh grants haye,
supported,periodic updates making the stem current through
1974. Information systems usually hay a time lag-with regard

'to current literature oC about one yd .

Secondary sources such as Psychological-Abstracts, Socio-
logical AbSt,--acts, Mental letardation Abstracts, lloSPital
Abstracts, Child" Development Abstracts and Bibliography, Edu-
cation Index, Current Index to Jourlials in Education, Educational
Resources Information Center (ERIC), Rehabilitation Literature,
and primary information sources such4aS Parks and Recreation;'
Journal of Health, Physical Education..and Recreation;ReSearch
Quarterly: Journal of- Leisure Research: Recreation for the Ill
and -the Handicapped; and Therapeut.c Recreation Journal were
exhaustively searched for the above Stated period. The two
latter publications were abstracted -and indexed in their
entirety-for inclusion in the "system.

Publishers' annuals-and digests, as well as bibliographic
collections, such as van der Smissen-and Joyce's (19701 Bibfioq-
rwilly of Theses and Dissertations in Recreation, Parks; Camping;
and Outdoor_ Education and Martin's. (1971) Bibliography of
Leisure:_ 1965-1970, were also similarly searched for relevant
references. Other.information systems, partacularly the
Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System (MEDL.RS),
were-used during various phases of:the-data base development,
as well as to provide a comparative test of the scope and_
depth of the literature searches. ,

The uata base citations and abstracts were indexed
employing key words and, key phrases directly from the titles
and abstracts. Computer. programs were designed to specifically,
-manipulate the index anci'data base for the storage and retrieval
of information while taking up a relatively small portion of
the computer storage capability-, .TRIC now has several thou-
sand references aad is 100% abstracted. It is the only
computer based information system directly related to the field
of recreation which has this feattNre.

Although the data base presently-contains citations and
abstracts of literature published from 1965 through 1974, it
will be continuously updated. A special effort was conducted
to identify and secure material published in Canada relative
to therapeutic recreation service for inclusion in the data
base and 'this effort resulted in the-publication of the first
book related_to therapeutic recreation in Canada: Therapeutic
Recreation in Canada: An Annotated Bibliography.

How'to Use TRIC

Information requests to the Therapeutic Recreation Infor-
mation Center should specifically indicate the problem, or

V .
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research area generating the inquiry. A brief parag'aph in
which the,information need is described, including one or more
subject terms or phrases should accompany-the information
request.

The compuf-ex programs, which access the data. base in re-
sponse to information requests offer a number of.options to ale
user. A request for material related to research on the aging
ill,produce an output of citations and abstracts which deal
with research and aping. If one only wants articles published
in 1965 or by a specific author, this limitation.can be
included. If the user does not want material published'in. a
giiien year or by a given author or wants to limit the output
with any other descriptive parameter, this is also possible
and need only be specified in the information request. Output
may be limited to citations without abstracts, if desired, and
this also should be specified. However, abstracts usually
enhance the user's knowledge of article content.

The following examples of in= formation requests and the
formulations for processing are offered\fOr clarification:

List research reports on the aging which
utilize the questionnaire Method.
research report, aging, questionnaire.

1. Request:

'Formulation:

2. Request:

Formulation:

Request:

Formulation:

4. Request:

Formulation:

last articles on mental retardation
published in Therapeutic Recreation
Journal during 1970.
mental retardation, Therapeutic Recreation
Journal 1970.

Lfst 2ports program for physically dis-
abledchildren.in municipal recreation
programs.

physically, disabled, children, sports,
municipal recreation.

List articles concerned with the philosophy
of Therapeutic Recreation Service.
Therapeutic Recreation -- philosophy.

In request one through three, a comparison of the indexed
data on each of the descriptors in the formulation will take
place and the resulting printout will be of those,articles
which were indexed by each of those terms. Request four will
simply produce a printout of all of the material in the data
base indexed by that descriptor.

In general, the more limiting descriptors employed in a
search, the fewer will be the number of citations and,abstracts
cotrieved. But as the number of descriptors employed in the
formulation increases, the article citations retrieved will
exhibit greater specificity. Each user must decide how
specific he wants the system's response to be and formulate
his request accordingly.

Applications of TRIC

There are numerous applications for a computer-based
information storage and retrieval center for the field of
therapeutic recreation service. P. recent survey identified

I r'1)
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at least 80 colleges and universities in the United-States
and Cana offering course work in therapeutic recreation
service. (M tin, Survey,, 1971) TRIC can be used to assist
the preparati of course= bibliographies by educators offering
these courses, students engaged in.sterm projects, as well as
for surveys of the literature for master's theses and doc-
toral dissertations. Researchers both within therapeutic
recreation service and in other fields and disciplines cap
save valuable research time and avoid wasteful duplidat-irap
of effort. Research gaps may become more clearly defined with
systemically stored and retrievable data available.

Reducing the effort of the practitioner in cOta4eing
research results ancl'other information may increase the utih-
zation of such material in programs removed from the academic,
sphere and ultimately improve:on the delivery of service.to
clients. The-client may even eventually learn to use such
systems to expand his awareness of the availability of service.

Information Requests

Information requests should be submitted to the Thera-
peutic Recreation Information Center in the form outlined.
above. However, if one feels a particular information%need
does not fit that format, a simple description of the problem
will be accepted for analysis by the Center.

A system of Major an -Minor standard files has-been
developed to speed-servic to users interacting with the TRIC
center. Basically a majo file is defined-as any descriptor
term with one hundred or ore references in the computer banks.
A minor file is any desdr ptor with less than one hundred
references in the data b ks. The following are a list of all
major files and their cc puter,costs and a selected sample
of the more than 2,000 -irior files available. All minor
files cost $5.00.

TRIC MAJORJFILES

Adults 125 $10.00 Mentally Retarded 510 $40.00-
Agfing 235 $20.00 Physically Disabled_ 145 $10.00
Camping 225 $20,00 Programs 250 $20.00-,
Children 500 $40,00 Rehabilitaticu 310 $30.00
Corrections 100 4 5.00 Research-Reports 210 $20100
Disabled 230 $20.00 Schools 100 $ 5.00
Evaluation 100 $ 5.00 Social 125 $10.00
Facilities 150 $10.00 Staff 100 $ 5.00
Hospitals 240 $20.00 Training 150 $10.00
Institutions 140 $10.00 Youth 115 $10.00

11r; rr 2
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Adapted Activity
Administration
Adolescents
Agencies
Alcoholism
Amputee
Art Therapy
Arts
Blindness
Blind -Deaf
Brain Injured
Canada
Cardiac
Case History
Community
Consultation
Counseling
Crafts
Curriculum'
Dance

SAMPLE TRIC MINOR-FILES

Deafness
Delinquency
Digadvantaged
Disturbed
Dramatics
Education
Environment
'Equipment
Exercise
Films.
Finance
Forensics
Games,
Gdidelines
Hyperactivity
Integration
Legislation ,
Measurement
Mental illness
Motivation

Music
Normalization
Nursing Homes
Outdoors
Planning
Play

ProfessionaliSm
Programming
Psychiatric
Reinforcement
Remotivation
Regburces
Senior Centers
Sports
Supervision
Survey
Swimming
Trails
Vocational
Wheelchairs

P rsons wishing to use'the TRIC system or additional
informatioqlshould write to TRIC Therapeutic Recreation
Informatibti Center, 1597 Agate Street, -Eugene, Oregon, 97403.
Informatibn requests are pkocessed within a one/week period.
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CONFERENCE-EVALUATION

All participants were requested to evaluate the overall
conference by providing written feedback relative to the
following areas: (1) Conference objectives, Selected
aspects of total conference; and (3) Comments and suvestions.
In reference to individual presentations,'"eachtpresentor was
ealuated.folloWing their presentation by the participants.in
attendance and later mailed a summary of the evaluation results.
It was deemed inappropriate to report personal evaluations in

- this monograph. Included below are evaluation summaries for
Areas One and Two with the data reported in percentages on a
four point rating scale. The fact that only 60 percent of the
participants responded was attributable to participaflt attri-
tion at the end of the conference,-when the evaluation materials
were distributed. It should be noted that discrepancies in
the total number responding within sub-divisions of Areas One
and-Two were due to incomplete completion of evaluation formS
by particular parlicipants. In reference to Area Three, a long
listing of comments and suggestions was also deemed inappro-
priate, so only a sampling of written responSes has been
included in this publication. A brief interpretation of the
overall conference evaluation has also been provided -by the
editor. Lastly, special appreciation is extended-to Mimi
Brodsky,' of Teaching Rpsearch, for assisting in,the compiling
and summarization of conference evaluation data.
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AREA ONE

ACHIEVEMENT OF CONFERENCE OBJECTIVES

Area Sub-Divisions Total No.
of ReS0

Participant
Rati qs %

,

t)1 :
X
0
o
rr
co

0
cr

0
0a

'I
A)
I-)
ti

qf0
0
11

,I. Establish a philosophical posi-
tion,on integrating education
and recreation within the
school curriculum. -

. ,

2. Communicate methods for dove -
loping-and implementing inter-
disCiplinary and interagency
programs. in recreation Ibr the
deaf-blind. 1 -

+ A ; Z

S. Demonstrate diagnostic/pres-
criptive models of instruc-
tion appropriate for,uSe in
recreation.

4. Explore a comprehensive
curriculum of recreation and
leispre that meets the life-
span needs of the deaf-blind.

5. Dpvelop a beginning resource
of instuctional'ideas on

. recreation for tpg deaf-
blind for use by both pro-
fession4as and parents.

,

6. Facilitate sharing of re-
sources through increased
interActionhetween regional

--prpfErifonals engaged in pro-
grams ,S"erving deaf-blind
persdhS.

51

"51

.

47'

48 '

- 49

49

45

17

28

23

37

55

.

45

51

60

46

50

39

10

32

10

30-

13

---f-

6

2

1

0

7'--

0
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/AREA TWO

QUALITY OF SELECTED ASPECTS OF TOTAL CONFfRENCE',

Area Sub-DiVisions Total No.
of Resp.

Participant
Ratings %

ti
x

0
o

*1
ro

,r,

o
n o t-t o
NmN

a, ii it

v
M
M
a \

Presentations 47 45 36 19 0

Evening Small Group Sessions 45 32 56 23 0

Conference Organization 46 63 28 9 0

Informal Social Times 47 40 43 15 2

Accommodations, (Weals, lodging) 46 52 38 10 0

AREA THREE.

COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS FROM CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS

1. Would have liked more small groups for agency idea_sharing.
2. Best conference I've been to in three years of teaching.
3. More time for informal discussions -- More leisure time.
4. The idea of having a product come out of this conference

has made it especially meaningful.
5. TOpics in evening groups were too constricting.
6. Small group sessions and choices of topics to hear were

beneficial to me.
7. Being involved in work groups and having the-results of

all the groups made available has made this time spent
worthwhile and educational.

8. Need more deaf-bland adults -- deaf adults -- vocational
rehabilitation personnel.

9. Great place to have a conference.
10. All in all very productive.
11. I hope there is Iollow through. Need organized method

for follow-up.4
12. Would be better to not have so much planned. No

evening prog'yams.

13. Tremendous interaction at evening sessions--knowledgeable
members.

14. Frustrating at times,: but made good progress.
15. I'm glad a proceedirigd is being printed.
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INTERPRETATION OF OVERALL CONFERENCE EVALUATION

. An overall evaluation of the summative data repOrted for
Areas One and Two reveals that, in nine of the eleven
sub-divisions, total ratings of at least 60 percent were
received when combining percentage .fagures for categories
designated excellent and good.

. This conference especially directed itself to the con-
sideration of recreation and leisure as important areas
for special educators to consider in providing a 'total'
curriculum for the deaf-blind child. In view of the
relatively recent involvement of teachers with leisure
education, the typically low priority given recreation
within the classroom curriculum, and the lack of training
in recreation and leisure for most special educators, the
results of,this conference were surprising and most
gratifying.

3. It was the intention cf the Conference Planniny Committee
to develop a program devoted to introducing, sharing, dis-
cussing and exploring concepts, to stimulating thought,
and to motivating participantsto greater communication
and efforts with other professionals. With this purpose
in mind, the conference was especially successful in
relationship to the high rankings provided objectives
two and six in Area One.

4,. The Conference Planning Committee was a 'grass roots'
group that included a majority,of persons with experience
working with deaf-blind or multiply handicapped in education
and/or recreation. In addition, committee members put
much time, effort, and energy into careful planning for the
*total program. The evalution results speak to the need
for considering both of the above factors as important
conference prerequisites.
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CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS

GORDON ANDERSON, Physical Education Specialist, Seattle School
District #1, 550 Mercer Street, Seattle, Washington

RICHARD L. ANDERSON, Physical Education/Recreation Specialist,
Washington State School for the Blind, Deaf-Blind Unit,
P.O. Box 18651 Vancouver, Washington

RICHARD BLACKBURN, Teacher, Shoreline School District #412,
Special Education Department, N.E. 158th and 20th Avenue,
Seattle, Washington

JAN BONIN, Interpreter, The Hadley School for the Blind,
700 Elm Street, Winnetka, Illinois

STEVE BRANNAN, Program Director in Mental, Retardation,
Special Education Department, Portland State University,
Portland, Oregon

JERRI BROADBECK, Teacher-Aide, Jackson County Intermediate
Education District, Deaf-Blind Unit, 1133 South Riverside,
Medford, Oregon

MIMI BRODSKY, Teacher, Oregon State School for the Blind,
Deaf - Blind' Unit, 700 Church Street, S.E., Salem, Oregon

KEN BROWN, Teacher, Boulder River School and Hospital, Deaf-
Blind Unit, Boulder, Montana

SANDE BUCHHOLZ, Teacher, Thompson School, 7812 S. 124th,
Seattle, Washington

JANICE BURKS, Teacher, Oregon State School for the Slime.
Deaf-Blind Unit, 700 Church Street, S.E., Salem, Oregon

SCOTT BURKS, Student, Portland State University, 2409 S.E.
Division, Portland, Oregon

CHRISTINE CARLSON, Teacher, Jackson County Intermediate Edu-
cation District, Deaf-Blind Unit, 1133 South Riverside,
Medford, Oregon

JUDY CARMEN, Physical Education/Recreation Specialist, Progress
Center, 839 - 15th Avenue, Longview, Washington

PAT CARMEN, Aquatics Director, Fircrest School, Shoreline
School District #412, N.E. 158th and 20th Avenue N.E.,
Seattle, Washington

LUCILLE CHAGNON, Teacher, Idaho State School, Satellite
Deaf-Blind Program, 14th and Main Street, Gooding, Idaho

CHERRY ANNE CHAMPAGNE, Teacher, Program for the Hearing
Impaired, Seattle School District #1, 550 Mercer Street,
Seattle, Washington

JANICE CLARKE, Teacher-Aide, Child Development and Rehabilitation,
Center, University of Oregon Health Sciences Center,
P.O. Box,574, Portland, Oregon

MARY COOK, Student, University of Oregon, Project Extend-Ed,
1587 Agate Street, Eugene, Oregon

RELAN COLLEY, Teacher, Baker County I.E.D., 2030 Auburn,
Baker, Oregon

WILLIAM F. CONYARD, Project Consultant, Alaska Treatment
Program, 216 E. 8th Avenue, Anchorage, Alaska

LEE ANN DARNUTZER, teacher, Montana School for Deaf-Blind,
3911 Central Avenue, Great Falls, Montana

iERRIE BIDDY, Teacher-Aide, Thompson School, 7812 S. 124th,
Seattle, Washington

DIANA DIEHM. Teacher, Child Services Center, Portland Public
Schools; 220 N.E. Beech Street, Portland, Oregon
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PAUL DUNN, Student, University of Oregon, Project Extend-Ed,
1587 Agate Street, Eugene, Oregon

PAM EARLE, Specialized Recreation Supervisor, Eugene-Parks
and Recreation, 105 City Hall, Eugene, Oregon

CLYDE FARRINGTON, Training Specialist, Alaska Treatment Center,
216 E. 8th Avenue, Anchorage, Alaska

JANICE FISHER, Parent, Progiess Center, 839 15th Avenue,
Longriew, Washington

JAMES O. GILLIS, Mobility Specialist, Greenlake Elementary
School, Program for the Hearing Impaired, Seattle School
District #I, 550 Mercer Street, Seattle, Washington

LINDA GLICK,,,Student, Boston College, Internship, Teaching
Research, Monmouth, Oregon

LESLIE GORDON, Student, University of Oregon, Portland, Oregon
WILLIAM GORDON, Student, University of Oregon, Portland,

Oregon
LIZ GOSSETT, Recreation Specialist, Northwest Regional Center

for Deaf-Blind Children, 3411 S. Alaska, Seattle,

Washington,
SHARON GUTHRIE, Parent Counselor, Portland Public Schools,

Child Services Center, 220 N.E. Beech Street, Portland,
Oregon

LEE HAGAMEIRPrevocational Program Specialist, Northwest
Regional Center for Deaf-Blind Children, 3411 South
Alaska, Seattle, Washington

DAVID HALBETT, Student, University of Oregon, Project Extend-
.

Ed, 1587 Agate Street, Eugene, Oregon
JACK HEAD, Student, Portland State University, 431 S.W.

Primrose, Portland, Oregon
GORDON HOWARD, Project Coordinator, Recreation Education

Program, Universi.0 of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa
DONNA rvERsoN, Recreation Specialist, Programs for Special

Populations, City of Seattle, Seattle, Washington
BOB JOHNSON, Director of R labilitation, Lighthouse for the

Blind, 2501 S. Plum, eattle, Washington
RANDY SUE KATZ, Teacher, progress Center, 839 '15th Avenue,

Longview, Washington

RICHARD KINNEY, Executive Director, The Hadley School for the
Blind, 700 Elm Street, Winnetka, Illinois

WAYNE LANCE, Director, Northwest Area Learning Resource Center,
Clinical ServiFes Building, University of Oregon,
Eugene, Oregon

MADGE LESLIE, Dirictor, Programs for Visually and Multi-
Handicapped/ Special Education Department, Portland
State UnivOrsity, Portland, Oregon

JEFF LICHTER, /Student, Portland State University, 1831 S.W.

. Park #505, Portland, Oregon 1

KEVIN MAGIN,,Teacher, Washington State School for the Blind,
Deaf-Blind Unit, P.O. Box 1865, Vancouver, Washington

JANICE MACGREGOR, Assistant Professor, Eastern Washington
State College, Department of H.P.E.R.A., Cheney,
Washington

ERNA MARSHALL, Child and Fy1 ly Services Specialist, State
Services for the Blind, 3411 S. Alaska Street, Seattle,
Washington

LARRY L. MCLEAN, Teacher, Lakeland Village, Deaf-Blind Unit,
P.O. Box 200, Medical Lake, Washington
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GARY MCMANUS, Physical Education/Recreation Specialist,
Montana State School for the Deaf and Blind, Deaf-
Blind Unit, 3911 Central Avenue, Great Falls, Montana

FRED W. MARTIN, Director of TRIC, College of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation, University of Oregon, Eugene,
`Oregon

BOB MEALEY, Swimming Instructor, Physical Education Department,
Washington State School for the Blind, P.O. Box 1865,
Vancouver, Washington

EVELYN MITCHELL, Student, Portland State University, Portland,
Oregon

LINELLE MITCHELL, Student, Portland State University, Portland,
Oregon

BRENDA MOORE, Occupational Therapist, Department of occupational
Therapy, Crippled Children's Division, University of
Oregon Health Sciences Center, 745 S.W. Gaines, Portland,
Oregon

P. MARTIN MOORE, Mobility Education Instructor, Portland
Public Schools, Regional- Facili'y for the Blind,
Portland, uregon

CINDY MYERS, Recreation Specialist, Oregon School for the
Deaf, Deaf-Blind Unit, 999 Locust Street, )Salem,
Oregon

'LARRY NEAL, Director, Center Leisure Studies, University
of Oregon, 1587 Agate Street, Eugene, Oregon

MARCO NEEL, ,Arts and Crafts Teacher, Washington State School
for the Blind, P.O. Box 1865, Vancouver, Washington

MARILYN NORTHAM, Teacher, Birney Annex, Deaf-Blind Unit,
P.O. Box 1357, Tacoma, Washington

MAURINE OTOS, Teacher, C.D.R.C., P.O. Box 574, Portland, Oregon
PAUL PARRISH, Physical Education/Recreation Specialist, Idaho

State School and Hospital, Deaf-Blind Unit, 14th and
Main Street, Gooding, Idaho

KEN PATTEN, Social Worker, Northwest Regional Center for
Deaf-Blind Children, Seattle, Washington

ANNA PERSONS, Student, Boston College, Internship, Teaching
Research, Monmouth, Oregon

JON PIKE, Teacher, Idaho State School, Deaf-Blind Unit, 14th
and Main Street, Gooding, Idaho

BEVERLY QUESTAD, Program Specialist, Lighthouse for the Blind,
2501 S. Plum, Seattle, Washington

CARY RITTENMEYER, Recreation Specialist, Programs for Special
Populations, City of Seattle, Seattle, Washington

SUSAN SANDALL, Student, University of Oregon, Pro3ect Extend-
Ed, 1587 Agate Street, Eugene, Oregon

JODY SCHIERMAN, Teacher, Office of Developmentally Disabled,
District 25th and Tacoma South, Tacoma, Washington

VERA N. SCHILLER': Western Region Representative, National Center
for Deaf-Blind Youth and Adults, 102 North Brand Blvd.,
Glendale, California

KAREN SEVERSON, Teacher-Aide, Oregon State School for the Deaf,
Deaf-Blind Unit, 999 Locust Street N.E., Salem, Oregon

WILMA SHERIDAN, Assistant Professor of Music, Music,Department,
Portland State University, P.O. Box 751, Portland, \
Oregon

HELEN L. SHERMAN, Teacher, Washington State School for the
Blind, Deaf-Blind Unit, P.O. BoX 1865, Vancouver,
Washington
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-JULIAN S. SINGLETON, Teacher, Oregon State School for the
Deaf, 5654 Verda Lane N.B., Salem, Oregon

DIANE SMITH, Teacher, Fairview Hospital, Education Department,
2250 Strong Road S.E., Salem, Oregon

JUDI ANN SMITH, Teacher, Portland Regional Facility for the
Deaf, Portland Public Schools, Child Services Center,
Portland, Oregon

JULIAN U. STEIN, Director of IRUC, American A- liiance for
Health, Physical Education and Recreation, 1201 16th Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C.

CAROL STENSRUD, Project Assistant, Recreation,Education Program,
University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa

JACK SwEETSER, Coordinator, Northwest Regional Center for
DPAC-Blind Children, 3411 South Alaska, Seattle, Washington

JAN ,TBOMAS, Specialist, 'Colorado School for Deaf and Blind,
Colorado Springs, Colorado

JEANETTE THORNOCK, Teacher, Idaho State School, Deaf-Blind
unit, 14th and Main Street, Gooding, Idaho

jIn IIEFENTHALER, Instructor, Lighthouse for the Blind,
2501 S. 'Plum, Seattle, Washington

SUE TI&oLEY, Director, Specialized Recreation Portland
Bureau Parks and Recreation, 2115 S. E. Morrison,
Portland, Oregon

BEVERLY VAA CLEAVE, Teacher, Fairview hospital, Education
DeL.-.:.,.r:J:.k:nt, 2250 Strong Rd. S.E., Salem, Oregon

i0SE VAN LEMERT, Teacher, Alaska Treatment Center, 216 East
8 h Avenue, Anchorage, Alaska

MARY WALLACE, Teacher-Aide, Progress Center, Inc., Deaf-
Brind Unit, 839 - 15th Avenue, Longview, Washington

SUE WAFNICK, Conference Registrar, Portland State University,
Special Education Department, Portland, Oregon

LEE WOLVERTON, Physical Education Specialist, Creenlake
Elementary School, Seattle School District #1,
550 Mercer Street, Seattle, Washington

VICKI WRIGHT, Teacher of Deaf-Blind and Student at Portland
State University, Portland, Oregon

GRETCHEN YOST, Director, Edwards Work-Activity Center, Inc.,
4450 S.W. 185th, Aloha, Oregon

THOMAS V. ZANDOLI, Student, Portland State University,
Portland, Oregon
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